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Executive Summary 
The NASA RASC-AL Moon to Mars competition challenges student teams to develop a 
lightweight, durable, and hands-off method for extracting water from Martian/lunar subsurface ice 
layers while mapping soil density profiles. Future interplanetary expeditions are dependent on the 
availability of clean water and this project aims to accomplish this task. The challenge description 
enumerates several criteria to be met for successful designs. For further information, the STYX & 
STONES team conducted research on Cal Poly’s competition project from last year to consider 
the areas for redesign. As such, the team has utilized the background research from relevant patents 
and journal articles to consider brainstorming potentially viable solutions. Based on these solutions 
for each subsystem, the team converged the ideas using a series of decision matrices into a final 
design direction. 
In addition to reviewing the STYX design, several new considerations were made for the scope of 
this project. Primarily, this year’s team focused on developing a prototype that has the capability 
of operating in an extraterrestrial environment and thoroughly fulfilling the requirements posed by 
NASA. To visualize the requirements, the team created a list of customer needs, a House of Quality 
diagram, and an engineering specifications table. Additionally, the STYX & STONES team 
discussed the design process it plans to follow including major project milestones. Specifically, 
the team plans to excel in collecting more than five quarts of water autonomously while 
successfully identifying the overburden layers – tasks that previous teams have struggled with. 
The team’s design direction includes two main components: a masonry drill bit and an auger-
heater probe hybrid tool. The masonry drill bit will create a hole in the overburden using the force 
from a rotary hammer. The heater probe tool will then be moved to align with the hole and be 
driven into the loosened overburden using the force of a small gear motor. The heater probe will 
then melt ice using a hot waterjet and deliver water via a peristaltic pump and a two-stage filtration 
system.  
To verify the design, the team completed a multitude of analyses and tests for each subsystem and 
the prototype as a whole. Through drilling tests, the team found that the rotary hammer and 
masonry bit can easily cut through all overburden layers while keeping weight on bit (WOB) below 
150N. Similarly, the load cells attached to the drill carriage were tested and proven to be accurate 
at recording WOB data and providing feedback to the controller to monitor WOB. Furthermore, 
the load cells proved successful at recording accurate WOB data that can be analyzed to determine 
overburden composition. The pumping system was also tested and was capable of effectively 
moving water through all filters and delivering fluid to the waterjet. More tests were completed to 
verify the heater probe tool; these tests included controlling heater temperature, melting ice, 
expelling water through the waterjet, and removing loose material from the hole. 
To verify the design requirements, the team has completed analysis pertaining to each subsystem 
including the drill, heater probe, frame, and control systems. The team is confident in the drilling 
   
 
   
 
design based on testing and vibrations analysis. In the same manner, the team verified that the 12V 
peristaltic pump will have enough pressure head rise based on analysis and prototype testing. Using 
the prototype heater probe as a reference, the team fully characterized the heat transfer parameters 
of the final design and is confident the auger will be effective considering surrounding debris. 
Finally, the team tested the water jet design using 120ºF water which provided optimistic results 
that the water jet will significantly expand the melt radius per hole. As a next step, the team will 
be testing the mechanical and controls systems simultaneously using manufactured parts. The 
following report details the subsystems and relevant information. 
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1.  Introduction 
The recent discoveries of large ice deposits beneath lunar and Martian topsoil have space mission 
planners considering the possibility of extended human presence on Mars and the Moon. The 
ability to harvest water could enable agricultural development, rocket propellant production, 
reduced oxygen recycling needs, and hydrogen-based plastic production. To extract the water, a 
form of excavation is required to dig through different topsoil (“overburden”) layers that sit above 
the ice deposits. In addition, a method of layer identification based on composition, density, and 
hardness must be incorporated within the system to adapt for potential digging/drilling challenges. 
NASA is an independent agency that has challenged student teams to come up with viable systems 
capable of extracting water from beneath lunar and Martian surfaces. They are seeking a 
lightweight, power-constrained, hands-off solution capable of penetrating ground layers of varying 
hardness to extract as much water as possible in a timely manner. NASA understands that student 
teams may not be able to produce a fully functional design capable of withstanding the extreme 
foreign atmospheres in a short period of time. Therefore, they request that a “path-to-flight” plan 
be created in addition to the prototype. The path-to-flight plan will identify future modifications 
to account for environmental factors that cannot be feasibly simulated while testing on Earth.  
While all team members comprising STYX and STONES study mechanical engineering at 
California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, they have been split into mechanical and 
mechatronics sub-teams. The students in each of the sub teams are as stated on the first page of 
this report. 
This document includes background information regarding the Moon to Mars competition, Mars 
ice deposit, past projects, controls and telemetry implementation, as well as alternative 
drilling/extraction methods. The problem definition, boundary diagram, customer needs, and 
engineering specifications are detailed in the Objectives section. The team’s design direction can 
be found in the Concept Design section in this report. As the name suggests, the Final Design 
section outlines the ultimate design for each subsystem and the justification for each. Similarly, 
the Manufacturing Plan section details how the team will be creating the verification prototype. 
Next, testing procedures and safety considerations are discussed in the Design Verification section. 










2.  Background 
In order to fully understand the complications of the project this team has embarked on, the 
following background sections have been compiled. Below, a description of the competition is 
provided, along with path to flight information, information from Cal Poly’s previous team 
(STYX), past competition winners and their methods, relevant mechatronics information, and 
prospecting insights. 
 
2.1 Moon to Mars Competition Background 
The 2021 NASA Moon to Mars competition challenges students to design an excavation system 
capable of water extraction on the Moon and Mars. This will allow astronauts to prolong their stay 
on lunar and Mars expeditions. The water extracted can be filtered to a potable form for astronauts 
to drink or the water can be transformed to methane for rocket fuel [1]. This practice of living off 
the land is called in-situ resource utilization. NASA will gain collective knowledge to help its 
upcoming Artemis program as a result of entry competitions. The goal of NASA’s Artemis 
program is to send the first woman and the next man to the Moon by 2024 with additional Moon 
to Mars exploration plans in the future.  
To evaluate the water extraction systems, NASA is utilizing a Bonar Plastics PB2145 258-gallon 
insulated (R-7) ice box to hold the ice and overburden layers [2]. Dry ice is placed around the walls 
of the container to maintain the ice at around -10ºC. According to the RASC-AL challenge 
overview, the overburden will include layers composed of sand with rocky inclusions, clay, solid 
blocks of stone, and aerated concrete. Below the overburden, the ice block is approximately 0.5m 
thick. For mounting purposes, the test station includes two 2” x 4” boards on the top rails. 
Additionally, there are two water collection buckets for hands-on mode and hands-off mode 
collection next to the ice chest. Aside from collecting water, the team is also tasked with creating 
a digital core based on hardness and layer thickness telemetry. In general, the systems will be 
scored based on total water extracted, the accuracy of the digital core, adherence to NASA 
requirements, a technical poster presentation, and a technical paper capturing paths-to-flight, 
further innovation, and overall design [2]. 
 
2.2 Path to Flight Information 
“Water on [Mars] is evaluated through various pieces of evidence such as rocks and minerals, 
gullies, slope streaks, shallow soil moisture (measurements by Mars Curiosity Rover), and sites of 
frozen ground water” [3]. Based on these findings, NASA is challenging student teams to develop 
methods of extracting the frozen ground water with the intent of concepts being adaptable to actual 
lunar and Martian environments. To accomplish this, the STYX and STONES team utilized the 
NASA Technical Reports Server to understand how each of the competition requirements compare 
to actual conditions that would be faced by the system. Particularly, the drilling depth and system 
mass were assessed against NASA’s publicly available research. A report written by the 




Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics at University of Colorado, Boulder (UCB) in 
collaboration with NASA details how Martian ice deposits typically exist at fixed depths beneath 
the surface of Mars. This is important to the project in that the team must be sure that the system 
can penetrate through Martian overburden not only to the depth required by the competition, but 
to a depth that is a practical analog to actual operation on Mars. The study indicates that solid ice 
can exist approximately 1 m beneath the surface of Mars based on surface temperature gradients 
[4]. The requirement for the competition is to be able to excavate through 0.5 m of overburden 
before reaching solid ice. This requirement is half of the depth noted in the study, so the team has 
noted that part of the path-to-flight goals to submit to NASA should be to propose a system with 
deeper drilling capabilities. The study from UCB also gives a predictive model that depicts the 
depth of ice on Mars increasing over the next two million years. While this is far too slow to affect 
the scope of this project, it shows that the depth of ice found on Mars may increase, so deeper 
drilling operations are a practical engineering necessity for future systems.  
Next, the team understands that system mass is the most valuable cost consideration in new 
spacecraft or extraterrestrial rover project proposal plans [5]. To address this issue, the competition 
prototype mass limit was compared to other robotic equipment that has successfully been sent to 
Mars. Mars rover Curiosity weighs approximately 2,000 lbs. on Earth according to a rover mission 
proposal written by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Since the competition requirement limits 
total system mass to 60kg (~132lbs on Earth), the team has determined that meeting the mass 
requirement prescribed by the competition will address prototype mass limitations required for 
actual travel to Mars. Similar path-to-flight proposals and considerations will be made over the 
duration of this project.  
 
2.3 Last Year’s Design 
Although Cal Poly submitted an entry for last year’s submission, they were not able to compete 
due to the emergence of COVID-19 and the quarantining effort. Their team, STYX, was able to 
successfully extract and filter water; however, the system was not fully autonomous and exceeded 
the weight limit [6]. The standout component of the STYX team’s design is the tool changer as 
shown in Figure 1. It can store up to nine tools and it is mounted on the frame. At this point, further 
testing of their system is required to determine which subsystems perform well and which 
subsystems could use improvement, including the tool changer. 





Figure 1. Tool Changer Designed by STYX [6] 
The team met with 2019-2020 Cal Poly STYX team members Alex Krenitsky, Ryan Locatelli, and 
Aaron Erickson over Zoom. In discussing concerns and questions related to current prototype 
subsystems, the team discovered several areas of redesign that would be necessary if this year’s 
team were to use the current prototype as a baseline model. First, the weight of the prototype 
constructed by last year’s team was far over the weight limit for the competition requirements. In 
response to this, STYX team mechatronics focal, Aaron Erickson, noted that some of the most 
prominent weight saving opportunities come from the frame design. The aluminum used for the 
diagonal frame members seen in Figure 2 can likely be reduced in thickness without losing critical 
structural integrity, and the frame itself can likely be reduced in height by “nearly eight inches” 
without critical deflections during operation [7]. The stainless-steel shear cables at the back of the 
frame were said to be “overkill” and can be replaced with a lighter material. Beyond the frame, the 
STYX team indicated that the peristaltic pump used in the prototype’s water collection system was 
too powerful for the application and could be replaced with a smaller and lighter alternative.  





(a) CAD Model (b) Physical Prototype 
 
Figure 2. 2019-2020 STYX Prototype 
In addition, STYX team tooling focal, Alex Krenitsky, remarked that the tool changer design for 
the drilling process was “super effective” in the testing scenario and met all the requirements for 
the competition [8]. However, Krenitsky notes that having multiple tools was “cumbersome” in 
practice and that the tool changer design was a “hard thing for NASA to swallow” during the 
project planning period. NASA’s concern stems from the idea that a tool changer is less conducive 
with a fully autonomous system than an “all-in-one" type tool like what has been used by many 
winning competitors in the past. Krenitsky was able to confirm this with his comment that while 
the current system works well with remote control, autonomous operations are “not going to work” 
with the current system. This year’s team has a powerful set of computing skills and would like to 
take a more aggressive approach toward system autonomy than last year’s team did. For this 
reason, the tool changer design will be critically examined as the team begins to determine key 
areas of redesign.  
Other minor areas that the STYX team made note of were the heater probe actuation and tool mass. 
The heater probe from last year’s prototype was actuated using Kevlar string. However, the string 
was said to be reliable for about ten tests before it would slip out of position. This issue will likely 
prevent the current team from meeting its engineering specification regarding test repetition, so 
altering the actuation method will likely be key if the team moves forward with last year’s 




prototype. The sheath, auger and drill were said to be extremely heavy and that the sheath wall-
thickness can likely be reduced if this year’s team can design a sheath that stays in position during 
the auguring process. 
In addition, STYX manufacturing focal, Ryan Locatelli, noted that the current prototype requires 
rigorous and frequent rustproofing to maintain functionality on Earth [9]. The team would need to 
do more research on whether there are relevant design choices that would not require this, but one 
of the customer requirements included in the team’s QFD is “ease of repair” so the amount of 
maintenance necessary is likely not conducive to meeting this requirement.  
Finally, the competition requires that competing teams develop a system or procedure to prevent 
drilling tools from freezing in the ice during operation. The STYX prototype from last year requires 
a procedural method that Krenitsky described as “keeping a kettle of boiling water” nearby to pour 
into the drilled hole if the auger becomes stuck. The team from last year noted that this method 
worked well but put their ice block at risk of entirely melting and forcing the test to conclude. 
Locatelli noted that freezing in the ice is a “critical failure mode” and to avoid it at all costs. It 
seems that developing a more reliable systematic approach to preventing this issue would be a 
valuable exercise for this year’s team. 
Beyond advice, STYX also left the team with useful tools and hardware. An extremely reliable 
two-stage filter system was donated to STYX by Capstan, and this year’s team plans to integrate 
this hardware into any future prototyping. STYX also left a functional test-stand, and several 
buckets of overburden material that the team plans to use in future tests. Still, there were a variety 
of systems and components that needed complete reworking. For example, the frame was too tall, 
and the heater probe was prone to actuation failure. For a complete detailed list, see Appendix A. 
 
2.4 Past Winning Projects 
Past winning project technical papers were also studied to determine potential challenges and 
solutions in the Moon to Mars Ice and Prospecting Challenge. The first-place winners from 2017 
– 2019 are MIDAS, NUPAWES, and MIDAS III. Common design solutions included using 
cartridge heaters to melt the ice and peristaltic pumps to extract water. YouTube videos of past 
project competitors verified that rotary hammer drills and peristaltic pumps performed well in 
competition [10]. One team implemented a hammer drill not capable of rotary percussion and 
unfortunately, they were unable to reach the ice in the competition. It was also noted that aerated 
concrete stumped many competitors in the challenge. Some teams were unable to overcome the 
compression strength of aerated concrete, which is approximately 300-900 psi [11]. The most 
efficient design was developed by Team MIDAS III in their construction of a drill capable of 
ramming through overburden, melting the ice, and extracting water. Their novel approach could 
recover two liters of water in an hour [12]. Their team also attempted to strategically melt the ice 
to create a Rod-Well. The creation of a Rod-Well maximizes water output and ensures that the 




overburden does not collapse in the ice cavity. A common challenge most teams faced was in 
satisfying the weight requirement; therefore, some teams incorporated a carbon fiber frame. A 
summary of existing project solutions from winning teams and their team challenges are listed in 
Table B.1 in Appendix B. 
 
2.5 Mechatronics Background 
The mechatronics system will require control of a moving platform and sensors to perform 
measurements while drilling. In addition, the mechatronics team will need to find a way to use 
their system to identify the depth of layers, changes between the layers, and the hardness associated 
with each layer. During mechatronics research, many helpful patents were found. The complete 
list of patents are shown in Table C.1 in Appendix C and detail current solutions to similar drilling 
and electronic sensory applications. Some of the most important patents are included below: 
• Autonomous mining rig with a tachometer to monitor drill speed, a laser depth gauge to 
measure the depth of the hole drilled, and an accelerometer for vibration detection [13] 
• Rate of penetration could be used as the feedback control signal for the controller to 
optimize drilling [14] 
The typical approach to obtaining measurements while drilling include weight and torque sensors. 
There are also a few patents that were focused on improving these areas: 
• Drill bit with integrated weight and torque sensors inside the drill shank [15] 
• Drill bit with embedded sensors that allowed for the passage of coolant by placing the 
sensor module in an annular ring about the central bore [16] 
• System that monitored multiple wells remotely for “...unexpected and dangerous pressure 
release at the surface...” [17] 
A similar approach could be implemented in the path to flight design, if the drilling apparatus 
harvests sublimate and not liquid water. 
Because many of the choices that lead to useful mechatronics components and actions rely heavily 
on the initial system design (drilling, frame style, water collection, etc.), the team initially 
researched related patents and preexisting projects, with the intent of moving forward with more 
pertinent component research once the initial system design had been decided. One of the 
prominent systems that was researched was the West Virginia University’s MIDAS III as 
mentioned in the previous winner's section [12]. MIDAS III used a PLC system to exchange 
information and control their drilling. The PLC received input from all the systems in use; namely 
the pump, electrocoagulation chamber, heater, blower, solenoids, and drilling system were used as 
inputs. The PLC then used the inputs received by all the different systems to adjust the drill location 
and speed, as well as move from one process to the other. MIDAS III used a variety of sensors to 
maintain operable conditions, including an AC current and voltage sensor, safety limit switches to 
keep the system in the right operating locations, a quadrature encoder to monitor the vertical 




stepper’s position, a load cell to monitor the weight on bit, and a thermocouple to monitor the 
heating process. The process that MIDAS III follows, while not the same as this team plans to 
move forward with, provides valuable insight into the types of components that should be used in 
a comprehensive design. 
Drilling through various layers of hardness poses some additional challenges to the drilling 
control system. The weight on bit should be large enough to prevent bit whirl and vibrations 
from drilling should be minimized to prevent damage to other components, such as any nearby 
sensors and electrical equipment. If the rate of penetration is kept constant, then the weight on bit 
data can be used to determine when softer or harder materials are encountered. On the other 
hand, designing a drilling system with optimized rate of penetration results in a relatively steady 
weight on bit and lower mechanical specific energy (MSE). See reference [21] for the thesis on 
the Optimization of Operating Parameters for Minimum Mechanical Specific Energy in Drilling 
developed by the Extreme Drilling Laboratory. Mechanical specific energy is the energy 
required to remove a volume of material. Teale’s mechanical specific energy equation was 
developed in 1965. The inputs into the equation are weight on bit, torque, rate of penetration 
(ROP) and revolution per minute (RPM) which are all interrelated parameters. 




                                                   Eq    I. 
Additionally, research from the Extreme Drilling Laboratory has reduced the input parameters to 
the MSE equation to a single input of weight on bit. The first derivative of the modified MSE 
equation results in a fourth order polynomial, which has four roots: typically, one positive real 
root, one negative real root, and a pair of complex conjugates. The positive real root gives the 
value of the optimum weight on bit which corresponds to a minimum mechanical specific energy. 
The MSE equation may be implemented into the control system design if it is decided to optimize 
the rate of penetration. 
In addition to researching relevant patents and preexisting projects, the mechatronics team initially 
researched components that were related to the telemetry subsystem because it was decided that 
the system was mostly independent, and the team needed at least a general knowledge of useful 
components in order to begin choosing a design direction for the system. The two main functions 
that the system needs to accomplish are being able to determine the relative hardness of the 
different layers found in the overburden and being able to determine the depth these layers are 
found at. One possible component that could determine the depth of the drill as it interacts with 
the different layers is called a stepper motor, and MIDAS III uses a stepper motor in order to drive 
their drill downwards and to keep track of their system’s vertical position [12]. According to 
Oriental Motor, stepper motors are an excellent way to keep track of a processes position due to 
their low step angles [22]. The site provided more information and continued by mentioning that 
the stepper motor was not meant for high torque applications like drilling, however it would be 
able to provide power to applications with lesser torque needs (like moving the drill up and down). 
Stepper motors are great at positioning and operating at constant speeds because of the way their 




movement is activated. The stepper motor will move one step for each pulse sent to it. If you know 
how much the stepper motor will move in the direction of interest per pulse, then the z-direction 
can be an input and output with minimal uncertainty. Furthermore, with this same concept of 
sending pulses to move a certain distance, you can send pulses at a given frequency to provide a 
consistent motor velocity. Another method of determining subsurface layers includes ground 
penetrating radar and gamma logging. Ground penetrating radar uses an antenna to repeatedly emit 
electromagnetic pulses while the receiver records changes in the magnetic and electric field from 
the reflection. The permittivity and electric conductivity of the soil are the primary properties that 
determine the reflection properties of the soil or regolith [23]. NASA integrated a ground 
penetrating radar onboard the Perseverance rover to probe subsurface layers on Mars. The Radar 
Imager for Mars’ subsurFAce eXperiment (RIMFAX) can penetrate up to 30 feet depending on 
the geographical layers [24].  The RIMFAX onboard the Perseverance can “...assess the depth and 
extent of regolith...” as well as “...detect different subsurface layers and their relationship to visible 
surface outcrops...” [24]. This is achieved with an operating range from 150 MHz to 1.2 Ghz [24]. 
According to Advances in Agronomy, there is a tradeoff between resolution and penetration. 
Higher frequencies do not penetrate as far as lower frequencies, but high frequencies may result 
in improved resolution [25]. Gamma logging is an additional method of subsurface layer 
inspection. Gamma logging works by measuring the natural gamma rays emitted by elements such 
as potassium, uranium, and thorium in the varying layers underground [26]. In a similar manner, 
a resistivity or a neutron log may also be obtained in which electrical resistivity or hydrogen 
concentration is recorded respectively. Unfortunately, resistivity and gamma logs are unreliable 
when there is a high content of conductive materials and neutron logs are sensitive to environment 
changes, such as pressure and formation salinity [26]. Further research will be done to see whether 
these systems are feasible in a Martian or lunar environment. 
Automating the drilling process also requires the ability to move pieces of the machine from one 
location to another within the frame. One of the possible, and most likely, methods of doing so is 
with the implementation of a lead screw. Lead screws simply turn angular motion into linear 
motion. When the lead screw turns it does not move linearly along any axis. When the object that 
is mounted to the lead screw is not allowed to turn, the lead screw pushes it along whichever axis 
it is turning about. Lead screw implementation and how effective they will be depends heavily on 
their lead angle, the material they are made of, and the material they mate with. The lead angle 
will affect the coefficient of friction, as will the materials. For example, when using a steel nut on 
a steel screw, the coefficient of friction is between 2.5-6 times higher than using a steel screw with 
a bronze nut [27]. While the bronze nut may make the actuation of the screw easier, it may put 
undue torque on the motor when in the stopped position if oriented vertically and holding a high 
load. However, lead angle is also a factor in this case, as a smaller angle will dramatically increase 
the friction, causing the load to be held stationary of its own accord. Because the lead screws will 
be operated by the previously mentioned stepper motors, it is important that their specifications be 
considered when designing the system. Their materials and dimensions will affect the power draw, 
accuracy, and controls required for the competition. 





2.6 Drilling, Water Collection, and Prospecting Background 
In addition to research in the mechatronics field, the mechanical team also investigated current 
tools and processes in the drilling and water collection industries. Research was conducted to 
explore current patents and solutions that the team thought could be useful.  
2.6.1 Drilling Background 
The team considered many different modern drilling tools and their subsequent strengths and 
weaknesses. The main drills of interest were ultrasonic drills, hammer drills, rotary hammers, and 
coring drills. These drills all excel at burrowing through various materials making them good 
candidates for boring through the overburden. In addition to considering different drill types, the 
team also searched for means of mapping the overburden. One idea for determining relative 
hardness stems from the Rockwell Hardness tester. All these machines’ patents can be found in 
Table C.1 in Appendix D along with additional information about each. 
2.6.2 Ice Melting Background 
Finally, the team researched information about the water collection and processing system. To 
begin, the team considered methods of melting ice starting with the three modes of heat transfer: 
conduction, convection, and radiation. With this in mind, the team obtained property values of ice. 
At a temperature of 0ºC, the density of ice is 920 kg/m3 compared to liquid water with a density 
of 1000 kg/m3 at 4ºC. Additionally, the latent heat of fusion of pure H2O is 334 kJ/kg [28]. Using 
these values along with others, analysis can be conducted for each of the three modes of heat 
transfer. 
As another part of the background for ice melting solutions, the team researched radiation heat 
transfer in more detail. This included solutions for using light/infrared energy such as a laser to 
melt cavities in the ice. Reference [29] contains information on using a CO2 laser to melt ice. At a 
laser intensity of 50 W/cm2, the linear melting rate of pure solid ice was 0.8 mm/s [29]. While this 
showed the laser’s considerable thermal conductivity relative to other lasers, the team also 
considered an optical-fiber-coupled laser drilling system [29]. However, one common issue with 
heat transfer from light energy is the fact that ice reflects and refracts the majority of the light 
energy instead of absorbing it. Thus, the team also considered methods of improving the ice’s 
capability of absorbing the light energy including ways of coloring the ice with a dark substance 
such as a food coloring dye. 
Additionally, the team researched possibilities of decreasing the latent heat of fusion of the ice by 
adding substances to the ice to create aqueous solutions. By adding substances such as NaCl or 
NaNO3, the freezing point of the solution can be altered []. By utilizing ice slurries from adding 
certain solutes, the team can possibly decrease the required latent heat of fusion. As a reference, 
the heat energy required to convert a unit volume (1𝑚2) of pure, solid ice at -10ºC to liquid water 
at 30 ºC was determined as shown in Appendix E. 




For conduction purposes, the team researched various materials that can be considered for a heater 
probe application. To list a couple of materials, the team considered copper, aluminum, carbon 
steel, and various alloys. Of these, pure copper has the greatest thermal conductivity of 400 W/mK 
[30]. In this case, there are many types of copper alloys with varying properties and tempering as 
shown in reference [31]. When designing a metal probe that descends into a drilled hole, it is often 
desired to use a hard material. For general material data, refer to reference [32]. Table 1 shows a 
summary of material properties. 
Table 1. Common Metals for Heater Probe Application 







1358 8933 400 90-105 
Aluminum 
2024-T6 
775 2770  151 141 
Tool Steel 1130* 7800 14-42 160-594 
*Transition Temperature 
Using the metals found in Table 1, a heater probe can be designed to transfer heat energy from an 
internal heated element through the heater probe wall to the ice. The team is also keeping in mind 
the strength of the heater probe housing and whether an additional drill/auger tip can be fitted onto 
the end of the heater probe. For this case, the team is considering methods of attachment of an 
auger tip or the process of machining auger flutes onto the heater probe housing itself. By including 
the auger, the heater probe can be spun down into the softened overburden-filled hole to reach the 
ice layer.  
When considering attaching the heater probe to an auger tip (possibly of a different material), the 
team conducted research on compatible materials and the possibility of galvanic corrosion. To 
summarize, galvanic corrosion occurs when two metals come in contact in an environment where 
electrons flow easily (such as water). One of the metals acts as an anode and the other acts as a 
cathode. Thus, a reduction-oxidization reaction occurs and the metal that is oxidized forms rust. 
For this case, it is a concern when steel is attached to either aluminum or copper or when aluminum 
is attached to copper [33]. 
In a similar fashion, the team researched issues involved with thermally induced stresses at a joint 
of two dissimilar metals. In this case, copper generally has a thermal expansion coefficient that is 
about 50 times greater than that of carbon steel [32]. 
Next, the team researched types of heaters that would be applicable for melting the ice. The first 
type of heater is a simple resistance heater. In this category, there are cartridge heaters, coil/pipe 
heaters, immersion heaters, tubular heaters, nozzle heaters, and strip heaters. As a basis, cartridge 
heaters are cylindrical elements that are designed to be inserted into bored holes in materials. The 
cartridge outside diameter usually runs from about an 1/8” to 3/4" [34]. Again, thermal expansion 
can be an issue if the heater needs to be removed from the bored hole after use. In this case, multiple 




vendors sell cartridge heaters including Watlow, Dalton Electric, and McMaster Carr with 
different materials such as stainless steel or an 800-alloy steel [34]. In this case, the heaters have a 
watt density (heat flux capability) of 400 W/in2. In addition, the team discovered cartridge heaters 
that include an internal thermocouple for temperature regulation. Aside from cartridge heaters, coil 
heaters can be formed in any shape as they are flexible wires of various lengths and nozzle heaters 
can be clamped onto pipes. Reference [34] discusses the heaters in more detail and images of the 
heaters can be found in the heater Pugh matrix in Appendix H. 
2.6.3 Water Transportation Background 
Subsequently, the team conducted background research on methods of transporting the liquid 
water. In this case, several types of pumps were discovered which can be broken down into two 
types: positive displacement, and centrifugal [35]. In the case of centrifugal pumps, an impellor 
rotates inside a pump housing which directs the flow from the inlet (suction) to the outlet 
(discharge) while increasing the total pressure of the water. The centrifugal pump can have an axial 
flow component, radial flow, or a mix of both based on required head (pressure) rise and flow rate. 
In the case of a positive displacement pump, water is directed from the suction to the discharge 
either by a reciprocating motion or rotary motion. Under reciprocating pumps, there are diaphragm 
pumps, peristaltic pumps, and piston pumps where the incoming water enters a cavity which is 
then compressed to push the water out the discharge side. In the same fashion, rotary pumps gear 
pumps, screw pumps, and progressing cavity pumps. In the same manner, water enters a cavity, 
and is pushed out the other side using a rotational motion. Finally, there are bubble pumps which 
direct water flow through the use of compressed air or water vapor bubbles in the path of the water.  
Another significant feature of some pumps is their ability to create suction without water in the 
pump passage. This is known as self-priming and is required for creating dry suction. 
When comparing the pumps, positive displacement pumps have the advantage of being self-
priming because they close off the water cavity between the suction and discharge phases. More 
specifically, peristaltic pumps are more durable to debris intrusion and pumping viscous fluids 
because the fluid is enclosed inside an internal tube located around a rotary piece. Reference [36] 
includes detailed information on the Brushless DC APT SP300 peristaltic pump which the previous 
year’s STYX team used for prototype testing. Note, the SP300 pump can also be run using a 
stepper motor and various tube materials for varying performance and reliability. As another 
option, the team researched micro gear pumps which are produced in industry for aerospace 
applications [37]. Micro gear pumps can be produced with a minimum diameter of 20mm while 
still producing a competitive flowrate and head rise. The team is considering these pumps for an 
application where the pump is required to fit inside a spinning shaft [37]. However, gear pumps 
cannot be reversed for a backflush feature within the system. 
Next, the team researched types of tubing that can be used for transporting water. To begin, the 
previous year’s STYX team utilized three types of tubing: 1/8” ID stainless steel pipe, 1/8” ID 
tubing made out of a hard, white plastic, and 3/16” ID silicone tubing [6]. The silicone tubing was 
fitted to the pump via a 3/16” ID hose barb. In addition, the team researched other tubing options 
considering the primary design aspects: operating temperature, pressure, flexibility, and size. 




Based on this, the team obtained technical information about PTFE tubing, Vinyl (PVC) tubing, 
nylon, and PUR tubing which can be found in reference [38]. Finally, the team researched options 
for copper pipe based on refrigeration lines used in air conditioning units. In this case, all pipe 
fittings are sized to the ID of the pipe. Relevant pipe fittings include caps, elbows, adaptors, tees, 
plugs, hose barbs, threaded connections, compression fittings, flared fittings, etc…  
In the same fashion, the team also researched types of valves for closing off pipe runs, switching 
the direction of water flow, or draining a filter housing. In this case, a ball valve was the most 
common valve for on/off control without significant pressure loss during the on phase. In addition, 
linear actuation / needle valves were considered due to their ease of control. For this case, the valve 
can be actuated by an electric motor, pneumatic system, hydraulic, solenoid, or manual movement. 
Subsequently, the team discovered that the previous year’s STYX team utilized a U.S. Solid 
Motorized Ball Valve for the filter drain feature [39]. In a similar manner, there are two-way or 
three-way solenoid valves that are controlled using a small electrical signal. These can be used for 
switching the direction of the water flow. Reference [40] includes technical information on a three-
way solenoid valve. In any case, it is imperative that the valve retain reliable pressure when in the 
close position. Finally, in many aerospace applications, latch valves are often used because of their 
latch feature to remain in any position without constant electric signal. 
Additionally, the team conducted background research on filtration methods for obtaining the 
desired water quality. In this case, NASA plans to evaluate the quality of the water that each team 
collects by measuring the turbidity of the water (how much it loses its transparency due to 
suspended particulates) [2]. This is measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). “The 
World Health Organization (WHO) establishes that the turbidity of drinking water shouldn’t be 
more than 5 NTU” [41]. To test this prior to the competition, the team researched turbidity meters 
and nephelometers to use. In addition, Nut Milk Bags will be used before the water enters the 
collection buckets as a last debris collection device (debris in the bag results in a competition 
penalty). In this case, multiple methods of filtration were researched including a simple sand filter, 
a one-stage filter, a two-stage filter, a centrifugal filter, a density stack filter, and multiple 
backpacking filters. Based on similar research, last year’s STYX team utilized a two-stage 
filtration system with a 40-micron (1 micron = 10-6 m) prefilter before the pump and a 5-micron 
sintered bronze filter after the pump [6]. 
2.6.4 Heater Probe Actuation and Mounting Background 
Now, considering methods of pushing the heater probe down into a hole filled with debris after 
drilling, the team conducted background research starting with types of augers. Based on this, the 
team discovered dock augers (shown in Figure 3) which are meant to mount onto a pipe and spin 
into soil [42]. A bolt is used to attach the dock auger to the pipe. Additionally, there are soil augers 
used to extract soil samples as shown in reference [43]. Finally, the team researched how feasible 
it is to manufacture auger flutes onto the tip of a shaft using a CNC lathe. 





Figure 3. Exploded view of dock auger attached to pipe [42] 
In the case of the spinning shaft, the team conducted background research on types of bearings to 
align and support the shaft. There are many types of bearings which are put into two main 
categories: ball and roller bearings. Some bearings also provide resistance to axial loads and 
movement. In addition, there are shielded and sealed bearings to deter debris from getting inside 
the rolling component or to keep lubricant inside the bearing’s housing. Refer to reference [27] for 
general information on these bearings. Common bearing vendors include SKF and McMaster Carr 
depending on the required bearing tolerance and alignment. 
Finally, the team researched shaft seals in the case when a high-pressure differential across a 
bearing needs to be maintained. Common vendors for shaft seals include SKF and American High 
Performance (AHP) Seals. In this case, there are many types of seals that utilize a tight tolerance 
between the housing and shaft to create a slight press fit while minimizing the amount of friction 
and wear from the seal. The seals are often rated for the shaft rotational speed (rpm), pressure 
differential (one-way or two-way), type of media, and operating temperature. Figure 4 shows an 
example of a shaft seal from AHP. 
 
Figure 4. Example of shaft seal [44] 




3.  Objectives 
NASA’s space travel programs are limited by a lack of water available in space. Without water, 
humans are incapable of building and maintaining sustained settlements on the Martian and lunar 
surfaces. Unfortunately, transporting the necessary volume of water to sustain life and create 
hydrogen fuel through electrolysis is not logistically feasible. However, the documented presence 
of subsurface ice deposits on Mars presents an opportunity to find water once humans have landed. 
 
3.1 Problem Statement  
NASA needs a lightweight, durable, and hands-off method for extracting water from Martian/lunar 
subsurface ice layers while mapping soil density profiles because future interplanetary expeditions 
are dependent on the availability of clean water.  
 
3.2 Boundary Diagram 
NASA’s requirements indicate that two very specific goals must be accomplished. First, the team 
aims to create a telemetry system that can accurately map the density and number of layers 
encountered while drilling through the surface. In other words, the team aims to create a sensory 
system that can determine the number of layers encountered, the thickness of those layers, and the 
hardness of the layers. Achieving this goal will improve future systems and allow insight into the 
makeup of other planets. It is currently undecided if the telemetry system will be developed as part 
of the water collection subsystem or not, but it is regarded as a necessary addition to the system. 
Second, the team aims to find a feasible and effective way to collect water from the ice layer below 
the overburden. There are a few challenges associated with this goal. Namely, the collected water 
is intended to be used for the voyagers present there, so there is an emphasis on filtering the water 
of debris. The team aims to provide an effective filtering system that will limit any additional work 
needed to provide clean water. The water likely will need some sort of processing after harvest 
and filtration, but due to the amount of time the team has to work on the project, the state of 
communications (primarily digital), and the unknown needs for this process, the team will purely 
focus on the filtration aspect of the system. 
 
Lastly, system autonomy is an important team goal for this project. Many past competing systems, 
including the STYX model, had to be operated by a team member. This is an acceptable and 
understandable operation. However, the system is meant to aid voyagers visiting a new 
environment. As such, it would be extremely helpful for the system to be able to effectively operate 
on its own. 
 
Figure 5 is a schematic of the boundary diagram which shows a physical representation of the 
context in which the system must operate. 





Figure 5. Boundary Diagram for Problem Visualization 
3.3 Customer Needs and Wants 
The primary customer for this project is NASA. As such, it is imperative that the team understands 
NASA’s desires and needs. Table 2 is an organized list of these essential needs, and includes a 









Table 2. Customer Needs/Wants 
Item # Customer Need/Want Description Importance  (10 scale) 
1 Lightweight 8 
2 Durable 9 
3 Autonomous 8 
4 Drill through varying surfaces 10 
5 Identify layer depth 10 
6 Identify relative layer hardness 10 
7 Easy to use 6 
8 Collects water 10 
9 Easy to repair 6 
10 Fits in storage vessel 9 
11 Cleans water proficiently 9 
12 Operates on limited power supply 8 
13 Inexpensive 5 
 
All the items in Table 2 are important to success in the competition. However, the team has decided 
that drilling capability, effective water collection, and overburden mapping aptitude (identification 
of layer depth and hardness) are the most important requirements to satisfy for the system to be 
successful. With this information, the team created a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) in the 
form of a House of Quality to define engineering specifications that will ensure all customer needs 
are satisfied. The full QFD can be seen in Appendix F at the end of this report. 
The QFD process is somewhat involved and is meant to provide the team with a clear sense of 
direction that will be the most beneficial to the customer by evaluating the “customer’s” needs and 
their importance. In this case, the “customer” is NASA, and their needs were the exact 
specifications as seen in their competition guidelines. Some of these needs include making the 
system operate autonomously, develop a “digital core”, and provide clean water. These needs were 
then evaluated by weight, or relative importance; this allowed the team to determine what is most 
important in their development plan and aided in the initial planning process. 
Next, the team considered other solutions and rated how well each solution resolved each weighted 
criterion. This process provided insight on what is missing in previous solutions, and it allowed 
the team to isolate the best parts of each solution with respect to customer needs. Some of the 
solutions the team considered included the previous STYX machine and the MIDAS III mentioned 
above. The full list of alternative solutions can be found in the house of quality in Appendix F. 
After benchmarking the competition, the team established a collection of “How’s”; these How’s 
are engineering specifications that can easily be monitored and satisfy customer needs. The next 
section goes into these engineering specifications in more depth. 
 




3.4 Specifications Table  
Table 3 below is a list of the specifications for this project. The first column numbers the 
specifications required while the second is the actual name of the parameters numbered. The next 
two columns list the quantifiable goals for those specifications and whether the team is trying to 
remain above, below, or within a tolerance for each specification. The Risk column is a 
measurement of the level of difficulty the team will encounter when trying to meet each goal. 
Within this column, there are three risk levels: H-high, M-medium, L-low. The Compliance 
column provides ways of determining if each goal is properly met. 
 
Table 3. Engineering Specifications 
T-Testing, A-Analyzing, S-Comparing to Similar Projects 
There are many specifications necessary for making this project usable and competitive. Weight 
is important to any product that must be launched from the Earth’s surface into space and it is easy 
to measure with a scale. The product must be able to drill through layers of widely varying 
hardness, which is why it is important that there is a high bar for drilling capability. This capability 
will be measured with repeated testing and analysis of the components of the project. The 
competition itself is known as “Moon to Mars” because it requires teams to create projects that 
will work on both the Moon and Mars. The team took this to mean that it must be able to withstand 
working on the Moon and then Mars consecutively. For this reason, it must be a durable machine 
capable withstanding at least four test trials as a metric requirement. While testing will be done, 
the main goal of such tests is for the project to survive such tests. Therefore, the team hopes to 
never see the upper limit of the project’s durability. Water purity is clearly necessary because one 
of the basic requirements of the machine is that it provide drinkable water. This will simply require 
measurement after testing of water retrieval. Size is an important factor because the device must 
fit within a container of predetermined size, per NASA’s request. This will be a specification of 
the design and will be measured periodically to be sure it’s within limits. Similarly, the power 
source has also already been selected, so the machine must operate within this constraint. This will 




Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1. Weight  60kg  Max  M  T, A 
2. Water Volume  7 qts (~6.6 L)  Min  H  T, S 
3. Drilling Capability  25MPa  Min  M  T, A 
4. Identify Layers  85% Accuracy  Min  H  T, S 
5. Durability  Withstand 4 trials  Min  M  T 
6. Water Purity  5 NTU  Max  L  T, A 
7. Machine Size  1m x 1m x 2m  Max  M  T, A 
8. Power Use  120VAC  Max  L  A 
9. Weight on Bit  150 N  Max  M  T, A 
10. Cost $10,000 Max L A, S 




also be a factor of the design to be assured it is not too high and will be tested once completed. 
Weight on bit (WOB) refers to the force required to push the drill into the ground. Much like the 
size and power draw, the weight on bit will be factored into design with analysis and then tested 
once complete. Cost will be a factor in the project as well, and this be minimized by comparing 
costs and analyzing the best options. Considering the competition requirements and past 
performances, accurately identifying surface layers, and extracting seven quarts of water presents 
the highest risk of failure. 
Extracting a water volume of seven quarts is a high-risk parameter for two primary reasons. First, 
there are many intermediate steps that must go right to allow the machine to begin the water 
collection process. Second, this parameter is the goal of the machine, thus adding extra importance 
to its success. Testing and measuring how much water the machine is capable of retrieving will be 
important when determining its capabilities. While the team is confident that any final product will 
be able to pump water from the drilled hole, seven quarts is an amount that exceeds 2019’s 
competition winners by nearly two quarts making it an ambitious target. Nevertheless, any goals 
set will not be limited by the scope of previous years’ achievements, they will be taken as targets 
to drive the team toward excellence.  
Identifying the different layers of overburden and their relative hardness also presents a significant 
challenge. Development of a system that will measure hardness and depth of the different layers 
and then proceed to classify those layers in relation one another will require an extensive 
mechatronic subsystem of highly organized and interwoven subroutines that is seamlessly 
integrated with its equally intricate corresponding mechanical subsystem. For this to be 
accomplished accurately, the team will have to design the system without access to the data 
necessary for calibration, test the system and compare results to data for actual hardness, and then 
redesign to implement proper calibration. While not impossible, this process will take a significant 
amount of time to accomplish, and an abundance of testing will be implemented to determine how 
accurate it is. 
By creating the QFD, the team was able to determine the factors and specifications that will drive 
the design of the project. It also made it clear what ideas may be important in contributing to the 
success of the machine. Historically drilling for oil and digging wells have been methods of 
extracting fluids on Earth, and therefore it was important to start from the basics and consider those 
designs. However, a short analysis of those methods proved that they would be inappropriate in 
accomplishing the goals of the competition. Instead, the team also looked at to previous successful 
teams for inspiration. 
 
 




4. Concept Design 
In this section, the team will discuss our current design direction as well as the steps taken to reach 
this direction. These steps include ideation, creation of Pugh matrices, a discussion of a system 
level decision matrix, and findings from constructing the concept prototype. A 3D CAD model of 
the final design is shown in Figure 6 below.  
 
Figure 6. Concept CAD Model 
4.1 System Level Overview 
Before beginning concept design, the team decided that all ideation would be done from scratch 
rather than modifying the STYX design from last year. The team made this decision with the 
consideration that it would be most beneficial to explore as many options as possible during the 
ideation phase of design. After completing a functional decomposition tree, the team underwent 
multiple formal ideation sessions for each major project function. These sessions included daily 
brain-dumping as individuals, followed by synchronous collaborative brain-writing on a Google 
Jamboard. The team produced hundreds of ideas from this routine, ranging from innovative to 
absurd; these ideas can be found in Appendix G. The feasible ideas were kept for further 
consideration, organized into Pugh matrices, and compared based on existing standards that the 
team considered essential. Concepts that were deemed worthy of investigation were turned into 
concept models and put into a morphological matrix to create unique permutations of the best ideas 
from each system. These are rated on how well they meet the customer requirements. After this 
process the team was able to approach the best designs for this project, some of which did not need 




to be altered from the original STYX design. Each of these system ideas will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
4.2 Excavation 
The excavation process is arguably the most important function for the prototype. Without a way 
of getting through the overburden, ice collection would be completely impossible. In this section 
the team discusses the process for deciding drill type, drill bit, and the solution to the multiple tool 
problem. 
4.2.1 Drill and Bit Selection 
As mentioned previously, breaking through the overburden to access the ice is one of the primary 
functions of the machine. Through ideation, the team considered a plethora of solutions; the best 
of which were looked at more closely and are documented in the Pugh matrix in Table 4. 
Table 4. Excavation Pugh Matrix 
Criteria Datum 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Gets through all layers  S S S - - - S - 
Ease of use  + S + + S + S + 
Ease of manufacturing  - + + S + + - - 
Durability  S S S + S - - + 
Likelihood of failure  S + + + S - - + 
Feasibility  S + - - - - - - 
Speed  + + - - S - + S 
Sums 0 1 4 1 0 -1 -3 -3 0 
Rank 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 5 3 
 
Below are descriptions of each option. Sketches for each option can be found in Figure H.2 in 
Appendix H. 
Datum: STYX rotating tool changer 
1. All in one drill bit 
2. Rotary tool changer mounted near drill 
3. Indiscriminate drilling 
4. Scooper bot 
5. Pile driving 
6. Harpoon gun design 
7. Mechanical expansion 
8. Vibration machine 
From this Pugh matrix, the team recognized that the three top choices all had something in 
common; they all involved some form of drilling. Additionally, most of the other options did not 
seem able to penetrate all levels of the overburden, thus making them poor choices. So, the team 




decided that drilling was clearly the best method of excavation. The next question became “what 
type of drill and bit should be used?” To decide, the team analyzed this question in two parts. First 
deciding on what drill type to use, and then choosing what kind of bit to use. Table 5 below is the 
Pugh matrix for which drill type, and subsequently drill method, to use.  
Table 5. Drill Type Pugh Matrix 
Criteria Datum 1 2 3 
Versatility  S - - 
Ease of use  - S - 
Ease of acquisition  S S - 
Integration into system  + S - 
Inexpensive  - + - 
Sums 0 -1 0 -5 
Rank 1 2 1 3 
 
Datum: Rotary hammer 
1. Coring drill 
2. Hammer drill 
3. Ultrasonic drill 
 
The first thing to discuss is the tool’s versatility. Rotary hammers have three modes: drilling and 
hammering, drilling only, and hammering only. Hammer drills have ‘drilling and hammering’ and 
‘drilling only’ modes as well, but lack the ‘hammering only’ functionality, making it less versatile 
than the rotary hammer. Still, this alone did not eliminate the hammer drill as a possible option. 
Coring drills do not have separate modes but are versatile in a different way. Since coring drills 
remove a solid core from the overburden, a coring drill provides versatility by acting as the main 
excavating component while also aiding with identifying overburden layers. Ultrasonic drills are 
the least versatile. They require a constant stream of water and particulate to flow over the drill bit 
to create a hole, and the hole that is created is at largest less than a half inch in diameter. This lack 
of versatility was enough to eliminate the ultrasonic drill from being discussed further. 
 
The next criteria the team investigated was ease of use. Both rotary hammers and hammer drills 
are used in the same simple way. Both can be used exactly like a typical handheld electric drill; 
they are just more heavy duty. Coring drills are less easy to use and automate because they require 
the core to be removed after drilling a certain depth.  
 
Figure 7 below shows a coring drill and bit and reveals that there is a specific depth that the core 
drill can excavate before having to remove the core.  
 





Figure 7. Coring Drill [45] 
The process of constantly removing the core would increase time required to drill and increase the 
complexity of the mechatronics required for this application. The team considered this issue to be 
offset by the increased versatility of the coring drill and continued considering it as a possible 
option. 
 
All drills are equally easy to acquire, which led the team to the final criteria: cost. The coring drill 
is by far the most expensive of the drill types. Core drills cost upward of $1000 while hammer 
drills and rotary hammers are closer to the $100 to $200 range, respectively. This price difference 
combined with the increased complexity and drill time led the team to eliminate the coring drill 
from the pool of drill types. Lastly, the hammer drill can do almost everything the rotary hammer 
can do but at a cheaper price. However, the team already has access to a fully functioning rotary 
hammer from the STYX prototype, meaning there is no reason to downgrade to a hammer drill. 
After all criteria were considered, the team decided that a rotary hammer is the optimal drill for 




Figure 8. Rotary Hammer [46] 
 




With the drill type decided, the team moved on to deciding what drill bit to use. Due to the necessity 
of drilling through concrete, there were ultimately only two valid options: custom all-in-one drill 
bit and masonry drill bit. Both options are capable of getting through all layers of overburden, so 
the real issue became balancing ease of system integration with cost and manufacturing time. The 
idea behind the all-in-one bit is to minimize the number of tools needed to perform all the necessary 
tasks. This bit would be capable of drilling through the overburden, gathering data to create a 
digital core, melting the ice, and collecting water from ice. The alternative to the all-in-one bit 
would be using a masonry drill to get through the overburden and gather data for the digital core, 
and other tools to melt and collect water.  
 
The all-in-one bit is enticing because its versatility makes the prototype simpler in terms of 
mechatronic controls and mechanical functions. However, the all-in-one bit would need to be 
custom designed by the team and then be outsourced for manufacturing. One thing that concerned 
the team is the amount of time it would take to manufacture such a bit. The bit would certainly be 
complicated and difficult to manufacture, so it is possible the team will be ready to move on with 
testing, but the bit will still be in the manufacturing process. Additionally, since the manufacturing 
is being outsourced, it will also be more expensive than buying a stock masonry bit. When 
considered together, the wait time and increased cost of production greatly limits the amount of 
testing that can be done. Essentially, the team only has one shot at getting the bit correct. If the bit 
does not perform as well as expected, then it will be too expensive and take too long to change the 
design and acquire another bit. 
 
Ultimately, the team decided that the risk associated with the all-in-one bit outweighed the 
benefits. The masonry drill bit is simpler, easier to acquire, cheaper, and more ‘test friendly’. Using 
the masonry drill bit increases the difficulty of performing some tasks (by requiring multiple tools 
to be used), but the team is more comfortable being self-reliant and dealing with these issues rather 
than outsourcing for an all-in-one bit. 
 
4.2.2 The Multiple Tool Problem 
After settling on the use of a rotary hammer and masonry drill bit, the team began the plan for a 
concept prototype of a two-tool rotating tool changer. In pursuing this, the team spent time making 
detailed sketches of the rotary tool changer and brainstormed how to prototype it. The team 
subsequently discovered several challenges that prevented manufacturing of a successful rotary 
tool changer. 
 
The initial design included a catch and release mechanism that would transfer the tool from the 
rotating tool holder to the rotary hammer chuck. However, this design required that both the 
masonry drill bit and the heater probe tool be compatible with the rotary hammer chuck. While 
this was something that last year’s team was able to accomplish, this year’s team is dedicated to 
simplifying the heater probe tool design significantly from what was used last year. For this reason, 




the team decided that changing tools out of the hammer chuck should be avoided. The original 
concept sketch for the rotary tool changer can be seen in Figure 9 below. 
 
 
Figure 9. Original concept sketch for two-tool rotary tool changer 
The circular platform depicted in the sketch is intended to rotate on a spindle allowing the heater 
probe and masonry drill bit to be exchanged. A motorized chuck can “grab” each tool as it is 
rotated into position and secure it into the hammer chuck. The team liked the idea of a rotary tool 
changer because it promoted accurate actuation and alignment for tools. 
 
Next, the team considered using the rotary tool changer to transfer the entire rotary hammer with 
masonry drill bit attached to a secure location on a vertical structural member of the frame and 
lock it into position. This would eliminate the need to remove the drill bit from the chuck but 
would require heavy duty locking that the team was not confident could support the full reactive 
load of hammering operations. The team eliminated the rotary tool changer idea after coming to 
these realizations and revisited our system design ideas as a source of alternatives. A linear tool 
changer design was considered, but the same problem arose as with the rotating tool changer; the 
idea of removing the rotary hammer from the frame at all made the team uneasy. Additionally, this 
design proved to be far more complicated than the team was going for.  
 
Finally, the team concluded that having two independent tools was the most straightforward 















Figure 10. Preliminary two-tool design 
The design replaces the rotary tool changer with a vertical carriage that has both a rotary hammer 
and heater probe rigidly fixed to it. The carriage can then move across the width of the test bed to 
align with the hole location for each operation. The rotary hammer and heater probe are securely 
fastened to aluminum plates that can move vertically on the carriage via motor driven lead screws 
(see Figure 11). This allows for the masonry drill bit to always remain secured in the hammer 
chuck, and no tool changing is required. After a hole has been drilled in the overburden, the 
carriage will be moved horizontally across the test bed to align the heater probe assembly with the 
hole, and the heater probe will be deployed into the hole. More information regarding the frame 




Figure 11. Last year's STYX prototype with two-column vertical rotary hammer carriage 




In the above photographs of last year’s prototype, the two vertical rails that compose the carriage 
are depicted to the left. Mounted on the two rails is the aluminum plate on which the rotary hammer 
is attached. The orange material in the right image is 3D printed support for the rotary hammer. 
The heater probe will be mounted to another aluminum plate in the same fashion depicted above 
with a similar support system. 
 
In addition to honing the design direction, the team conducted preliminary tests on the rotary 
hammer’s ability to drill through concrete, and how well the drilled hole structure held up after the 
bit was removed. The team used the masonry drill bit against layers of solid concrete and sand 
while cycling through the drilling, hammering and drilling, and hammering functions of the tool. 
It was observed that the masonry drill bit and rotary hammer sufficiently remove the overburden 
layers. However, the team discovered that removing the drill bit to insert the heater probe into the 
hole will cause the hole to collapse in on itself. Last year’s team solved this problem by hammering 
a sheath into the hole, then using an auger to remove the overburden from the sheath. Once the 
sheath was clear, the heater probe was deployed into the hole. However, this year’s team is intent 
on removing the need to change tools, so the use of a sheath and auger was eliminated as a possible 
method of removing the fallen in overburden.  
 
Figure 12 below shows the results of the preliminary drilling tests. The image at the left depicts 
the masonry drill bit having cut through the concrete test sample with the sand layer removed. The 
image at the right shows the sand packed into a recently drilled hole. The team considered how 
much effort it takes to simply push a bolt through the sand to simulate the lowering of a heater 
probe. It was found that the effort required to lower a bolt through the sand was quite large and 
would not be feasible by simply pushing the heater probe downward.  
 
  
Figure 12. Preliminary Drill Test Results 
Once the team came to this conclusion, the new design challenge became to create a method of 
removing overburden from the drilled hole to expose the ice to the heater probe. The team 
developed three reasonable solutions to this challenge. Table 6 describes each of the solutions that 
the team considered.  





Table 6. Current methods to bypass overburden and reach ice 
Idea Description Sketch 
Pile Driving Encase the heater probe in a 
robust metal “pod” and use a 
small pile driver to drive it 
through the loose overburden. 
Once ice is reached, the pod 
can open to expose the probe 
to the ice. 
 
Vacuum Include a vacuum tube to 
apply suction to the loose 
overburden as the probe is 
lowered into the hole. 
Overburden can be collected 





Independent Auger An auger rotates at the tip of 
the heater probe on bearings 
while the probe remains 
stationary. The overburden 
can be removed from the hole 
as the robe is lowered.  
 
 




Ultimately, the team decided to proceed with a variation of the independent auger solution. The 
selection process and results of concept prototyping and preliminary testing can be seen in Section 
4.4 Water Collection System.  
 
4.3 Frame 
The design of the frame geometry is crucial for managing the most extreme load conditions, 
housing and mounting each subsystem, and isolating these subsystems from induced excavation 
vibrations. It must also provide the most design freedom possible for each of the other subsystems 
and enable the excavation of water from multiple locations on a given testbed. Since the frame is 
integral in each subsystem, ideation and decision making for each subsystem affects the final frame 
design. With these functions in mind, the team chose the most viable ideas and compared each of 
them to the original STYX frame using the Pugh matrix below.  
Table 7. Frame Geometry Pugh Matrix 
Criteria Datum 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Lightweight  + S - + S S S S 
Durable  - - - S + - - - 
Easy to Repair  S - + - S + - - 
Fits in Storage Vessel  + S S + S S S S 
Inexpensive  + - S + S S - - 
Potential DOF's  - + + - S S + + 
Sums 0 1 -2 0 1 1 0 -2 -2 
Rank 2 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 
 
The descriptions for each of the concepts are as follows. The sketches corresponding to each may 
be found in Figure H.1 in Appendix H. 
Datum: STYX frame 
1. H-base, single column for mounting drill 
2. Cylindrical frame with 3 independent vertical rails and connecting arms  
3. Table-like frame featuring two gantries 
4. Tripod with adjustable legs 
5. Shortened, more compact STYX design 
6. “Crane-game” design 
7. Table-like frame on wheels 
8. STYX with rollers 
 
The H-base/single column, tripod, and condensed STYX designs were taken for further 
consideration.  Since the tripod design only featured a single degree of freedom with limited space 




for subsystem packaging, it was quickly ruled out. Ideation for all subsystems was completed 
before a design direction was chosen, so as a rotary tool changer became a team-favorite, the single 
column frame design seemed the most compatible. 
 
Figure 13. Single-Column Frame Design with a Rotary Tool Changer 
When the team set out to build the concept prototype for this tool changer, they realized that it 
introduced an unnecessary level of complexity for switching between two tools (a drill and a 
heater/water extraction probe).  The single column design was mainly considered in order to 
accommodate the tool changer, but the H-shaped base of the single column presented a design 
challenge if linear motion of the drill in the X-axis was desired. The column could be effectively 
represented by a loaded cantilevered beam that would produce large bending moments at the base 
of the frame.  While additional structural members could be added to distribute stresses, the 
additional weight they carry would bring the total frame weight close to, if not over, the 
competition limit. 
With no further plan for a concept prototype, the team looked to the STYX system and stripped it 
of many key components for use in preliminary testing. After removing the tool changer first, a 
remarkable weight difference was noticed. Inspired to create a system without a tool changer, the 
team took another look at two morphological matrices results that closely resembled the STYX 
frame design. Major differences from their frame include a lower center of gravity for increased 
stability and the mounting of tools on the same rail, forcing them to move together. The drawings 
for the newly considered designs may be found below. 
 





Figure 14. Modified STYX Frame Omitting a Tool Changer 
With the design process bringing the team full circle to the original design, alteration and 
optimization became the primary goals for this year’s frame design.  The stripped-down STYX 
frame will serve as the concept prototype and will be used for preliminary load case testing. A rear 
view of the concept prototype with planned general alterations labeled may be found in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Proposed Alterations to Existing Design/Concept Prototype 




Another feature of the frame that is key to system functionality is the material. The selected 
material must be light enough to avoid high interplanetary transportation costs, stiff to reduce static 
deflections and vibrations, and durable to withstand the extreme environments hosted by the moon 
and Mars. The following materials and stock cross sections were chosen and compared to square 
aluminum tubing in the Pugh matrix below. 
Table 8. Frame Material Pugh Matrix 
Criteria Datum 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Lightweight  - + + + + - 
Durable (all-encompassing)  + S + - - + 
Easy to Repair/Mount  S - - S - + 
Inexpensive  - S - + + S 
Sums 0 -1 0 0 1 0 1 
Rank 2 3 2 2 1 2 1 
 
The descriptions for each of the concepts are as follows. 
Datum: Square Aluminum tubing 
1. Square Steel Tubing 
2. Round Aluminum/Steel Tubing 
3. Carbon Fiber Tubing 
4. Wood 
5. PLA 
6. Aluminum T-slots 
While square steel tubing ranked the highest in the comparison, the team felt that if square 
aluminum tubing provided sufficient strength, there was no need to compromise additional 
material strength for added weight. Round stock was also immediately eliminated as it leads to 
limited subsystem mounting options and calls for joints that are difficult to weld/manufacture. 
Carbon fiber tubing with a light filler material to prevent localized deformations seemed viable in 
terms of weight and strength. However, when considering the Martian environment and the 
frequent dust storms that occur there, the team assumed that the protective lacquer coating on the 
carbon fiber would eventually wear away and expose the tubing underneath. This left aluminum t-
slots and square tubing. Both present viable mounting options, fail to corrode in oxygen-lacking 
environments and provide sufficient strength for the system’s needs. Further technical analysis is 








4.4 Water Collection System 
Ultimately, the team will be scored based on the amount of water collected on competition day, so 
it is important that prototype’s water collection system is effective. The team aimed to create the 
best water collection system possible through ideation, creation of CAD models, and testing of 
concept models. 
4.4.1 Ideation Process 
Using a similar process as the previous subsystems, the team started the concept development 
process for water collection system by breaking down the overall function of acquiring clean water 
into sub-functions. Subsequently, the team began to develop solutions for each specific sub-
function starting with converting the ice to liquid water. In this case, the options were broken down 
into the three modes of heat transfer to melt the ice: conduction, convection, or radiation. In 
addition, the team discussed alternate ideas to convert the ice to liquid water including extracting 
the ice and melting it above the overburden, adding a substance to the ice to chemically alter its 
phase, and changing the pressure in a pilot hole in the ice to increase its melting temperature. For 
a list of all of the ideas, refer to Appendix H. 
 
After the initial ideation phase for converting ice to liquid water, the team converged the ideas by 
first getting rid of the solutions that were not feasible. This included all ideas involving 
combustibles due to requirements that were discovered during a discussion with the competition 
judges. In addition, the team ruled out using a laser or bright light to melt the ice since ice is 
transparent and reflects/refracts the energy instead of absorbing it. Finally, the team decided not 
to pursue trying to alter the pressure in the hole due to the difficulty of sealing it off. Based on this, 
the team considered six ideas involving conduction to transform the ice to liquid water. Pugh 
Matrix 1 with accompanying sketches can be found in Appendix H.  
 
Based on Pugh Matrix 1, the team decided to pursue the heater probe with the recirculating hot 
water jet. As a brief description, this heater probe has no internal moving parts at the tip which 
adds to its simplicity and ease of control. Additionally, the hot water jet extends its melting 
capability per hole while only adding an additional solenoid valve for the recirculation feature. 
Subsequently, various types of specific heaters were compared to be used with this probe in mind. 
Pugh Matrix 2 in Appendix H shows the various types of heaters. Note, more detailed descriptions 
of the heaters can be found in the Background Research section of the report. In this case, the team 
decided to pursue cartridge heaters for the tip heating and a coil/tube heater for heating the 
discharge pipe before the nozzle. 
 
In this process, the team also considered the compatibility of each heater probe with the overall 
system design. In any case, each of the heater probes was expected to be mounted in a similar way 
and the only distinguishing factor was the number of actuating parts. Since the team chose to 




design the water jet heater probe with no extra actuating parts, the frame lead is pursuing a 
compatible mounting mechanism that actuates the whole probe vertically into the hole. 
 
The team also pursued ideas for getting the heater probe down to the ice considering the previously 
drilled hole would be filled with softened debris that fell into the hole. This is due to the fact that 
the team did not want to use an extra sheath/casing that would be placed in the hole between 
drilling and the heater probe option. Given feedback from the previous year’s STYX team, the 
intermediate operation created the need for a complicated tool changing process that had 
undesirable complexity. Based on this, ideas such as vacuuming the debris and auguring down into 
the hole were considered. After conducted more research, the team chose to pursue an auger idea 
where auger flutes (similar to those on a sand auger) are attached to the heater probe housing. 
Thus, the whole housing would rotate down into the hole.  
 
Since the whole heater probe shaft has to rotate, the team had to consider methods of attaching the 
extraction tubes to the stationary pump next to the heater probe. This ideation process concluded 
three main ideas. (1) Disconnecting the tubes during the auger spinning phase using a quick-
connect mechanism. This design did not allow concurrent pumping and spinning and required the 
quick-connect mechanism to align with the pipes before connection. (2) The shaft spins between 
two sealed tanks with different pressures due to the pump which pull water out of the heater probe 
shaft. This design allowed simultaneous pumping and spinning without the need for alignment. (3) 
Finally, the team developed a design that utilizes a pump that spins inside the shaft to relieve the 
need for a rotating attachment. This required further assessment of available pumps. In summary, 
considering these three ideas, the team chose to purse idea (2) with the shaft that spins inside sealed 
tanks. 
 
The team also considered several types of pumps to transport the water. The top pump ideas were 
considered in Pugh Matrix 3 found in Appendix H. To summarize, the team considered the 
centrifugal pump, micro gear pump, and bubble pump and compared these ideas to other 
transportation methods. Of these ideas, the major criteria were debris tolerance, throughput 
(flowrate), and self-priming. Further details on pumping alternatives can be found in the 
background section of the report. Based on this, the team chose to develop the water collection 
design with a peristaltic pump because of its self-priming characteristics and its durability 
considering debris intake. Note, this is the same pump that the STYX team used in their design 
last year. Table 9 shows the APT SP 300 Peristaltic Pump specifications. In addition, the team 
developed a better understanding of the micro gear pumps to have as a backup if a small pump that 
spins with the shaft is required. 
  




Table 9. Reported Peristaltic Pump Specifications 
APT SP 300 Peristaltic Pump 
Voltage 12 VDC 
Max. Speed 300 RPM 
Max. Current Draw 1.6 A 
Tubing I.D. / Type 3/16” (5mm) Silicone Tubing 
Max. Flow Rate 600 mL/min 
Max. Pressure Rise 10 psig (0.7 bar) 
Max. Suction Lift 25 ft (7.5 m) H2O 
Max. Fluid Temperature 200 F (93 C) 
Operating Temperature 32 to 122 F (0 to 50 C) 
 
Likewise, the team considered a couple solutions for filtering the water which are listed in Pugh 
Matrix 4 found in Appendix H. To summarize, one stage filtration, two stage filtration, centrifugal 
filtration, and a density stack were compared considering criteria for filter efficacy, longevity, and 
how the filter can be backflushed to clean the system. Further details on these filters can be found 
in the background section of the report. Based on the competition turbidity requirements, the team 
chose to utilize the same filtration system as the STYX team last year which entails a two-stage 
filtration system. This filtration system includes an initial sediment trap, a 40-micron stainless steel 
mesh before the pump, and a final 5-micron sintered bronze filter manufactured by Capstan 
California. In this case, the team pursued a filtration system that is back flushable to allow clearing 
of debris during operation. 
 
4.4.2 Water Collection System Design Direction 
Figure 16 shows a labeled schematic of the heater probe with the recirculating water jet assembly. 
Note that there will be a filter before the pump as well. After a hole is drilled through the 
overburden, the drill bit will be carefully extracted to minimize debris falling in the hole. Then, 
the auger-heater probe will rotate down through the soft debris to the ice layer. At this point, the 
heated auger/probe will slowly rotate and melt down into the ice to begin creating a water well (no 
pumping yet). Once the heater probe is submerged in the ice layer and the pilot hole is filled with 
water, the pump will be turned on while the solenoid valve is in recirculation mode. This turns on 
the water jet which helps to spread out the melting area below the ice surface. In this case, the 
radial position of the heater probe will be constantly changing to ensure active melting around the 
probe. When the cavity has a significant amount of water, the solenoid valve will be flipped to 
collect the water inside the cavity. During the melting process, the solenoid valve will constantly 
be changing modes to maintain a balance of water in the on-site well. Figure 17 shows a schematic 
of the operation procedure. 
 









Figure 17. Operation Flowchart of the Water Collection System 
As part of the preliminary design, the team created a concept CAD model of the heater probe 
assembly as shown in Figures 18, 19, and 20. Note that preliminary dimensions are included next 
to the CAD model. In this case, the Two-Tank Mount and Hollow Shaft will be made of an 
aluminum alloy. Additionally, the team is currently conducting preliminary analysis and testing to 
determine the method of attaching an auger bit or manufacturing flutes into the heater probe 
housing. 
 





Figure 18. Overall CAD model of preliminary heater probe design 
 
Figure 19. Closeup CAD of preliminary mount assembly 





Figure 20. Closeup CAD of heater probe with hot water jet nozzle 
Finally, to observe the feasibility of the heater probe assembly and begin preliminary testing, the 
team constructed a concept prototype as shown in Figure 21. The goal of this prototype is to 
determine capability of the water jet feature, capability of the suction port placement, and the best 
location for placing heaters inside the heater probe housing. As next steps, the team plans to mount 
an auger tip onto the end of the heater probe prototype to test the best locations for the suction port 
and water jet considering debris that is surrounding the probe. 
 
 
Figure 21. Preliminary heater probe concept prototype* 
*Note the nozzle is located in the screw plug normal to the heater probe surface. 




In this case, one of the primary concerns that would have a dramatic effect on the success of the 
water collection system is the pump’s ability to create a vacuum in the intermediate tank. Thus, 
the team conducted preliminary analysis to determine the required hydrostatic vacuum pressure in 
tank 1 to fill the tank with water (attached in Appendix I). Additionally, the team tested the pump 
with the concept prototype and a sealed filter housing with a volume of around 12.5 in3. Based on 
this test, the team concluded that the current pump is adequate in creating a large enough vacuum 
in the intermediate tank to pull water up 1.5m vertically. Additionally, the team is planning on 
obtaining shaft seals and bearings within the next 3 weeks to construct a prototype of the sealed 
tank assembly using a 3D-printed housing. This will allow the team to test the functionality of the 
two-tank design. Finally, the team plans on doing extensive analysis of the pump head rise and 
pressures at each state in the system using a Simulink simulation model. States for this analysis 
are defined in Appendix I. 
 
4.4.3 Mounting the Heater Probe Assembly 
Figure 10 in Section 4.2.2 above shows a full system rendering of the extended carriage design. 
Figure 22 below depicts how the heater probe assembly discussed in Section 4.4.2 will be mounted 
to the carriage extension. As shown in the figure, a c-shaped extruded mount will be bolted to a 
6.75x10in aluminum plate that will be free to translate vertically along the carriage rails via lead 
screw. The sealed tank flanges will be bolted to the extruded mount in six locations: three each 
being on the top and bottom tank flanges, respectively. A 2.86 lb. Ryobi D43K corded hand drill 
will be mounted above the tanks to the plate in the same fashion as the rotary hammer mounted to 
the other side of the carriage. The heater probe assembly will be detailed to fit the 3/8” chuck of 
the Ryobi, and the hand drill will provide the rotary motion that the heater probe requires to auger 
into the loosened overburden.  
 
Figure 22. Heater Probe Assembly Mounted to Carriage Extension 




The Ryobi D43K hand drill was selected for this application because it is extremely lightweight 
and compact while retaining a powerful 5.5-amp motor for drilling speeds up to 1600 rpm [47]. 
This design will allow for the tanks to remain stationary against the extruded mount and the heater 
probe will be free to spin concentrically on sealed ball bearings mentioned in Section 4.4.2 above. 
Finally, to minimize runout of the heater probe, an alignment collar will be rigidly attached to the 
carriage to constrain the tool as it is plunged into the overburden. Figure 6 at the start of section 4 
depicts the location of the alignment collars for the heater probe and rotary hammer tools.  
 
4.5 Mechatronics and Controls Systems 
The mechatronics components for the system design we are proposing is largely dependent on the 
other subsystems and the ways that they interact with each other. The mechatronics team has been 
split into two groups to handle the grand tasks at hand. One team will focus on the control system, 
while the other team will develop the drilling telemetry used to obtain an accurate digital core.  
The control system at its heart is a means of controlling each component of our overall design to 
work autonomously and cohesively with one another. Naturally, the focus of ideation and concept 
development has been on the physical components of the system and the measuring devices to be 
used alongside them. The tasks of our system are as follows: excavating the overburden, collecting 
data for the digital core, melting subsurface ice, extracting the ice-melt, and repeating this process 
in a new location. A detailed map of the digital core will be laid out later. A rough control 
implementation of these tasks will involve: powering the drill, actuating it downwards in the 
desired location while collecting information for the digital core, actuating back up when ice has 
been reached, translating the drill to make room for the heater probe, powering the heater probe, 
actuating it downwards through the hole, powering the pump attached to the probe to collect the 
melting ice, actuating the heater back up when completed, and relocating the drill bit to create a 
new hole. To control the drill, the team plans to connect its power cord to a 120VAC relay that 
can be used to turn it on or off. To actuate the subsystems along the vertical axis, the team plans 
to use lead screws that are turned with gear motors. These motors will be run using a 12 VDC 
power supply separate from the main drill. In addition to actuating the rotary hammer vertically, 
we will also have a lead screw and stepper motor that moves the two subsystems horizontally. To 
power the heater probe, another 120VAC relay will be used. Once sufficiently heated and inserted 
fully into the hole, the pump will also be powered on through a 12 VDC relay that will be connected 
to the same 12VDC power supply for the gear motors. Because these will be run at different times, 
this shouldn’t influence our power draw significantly.  
Testing has shown that pumping without fluid in the system will not be an issue for the control’s 
side of operations to solve. After the initial hole has been drilled, the rotary hammer will be 
relocated along an axis parallel to its base. This will be done using the gear motors mentioned 
earlier and the encoders that are connected to them. The completion of the tool changing and hole 
relocating tasks will be marked by absolute distance as pre-measured by lead screw pitch. 
Additional checks may be found necessary with additional testing. The completion of the drilling 




task will likely be marked by sensors to determine the presence of ice. The implementation of this 
is still a work in progress. Actuating upwards is simply a matter of resetting to the initial position. 
The completion of the melting task is likely reducible to a fixed duration but can also be deduced 
by using various sensors to check for certain conditions. Looking at team submissions from 
previous years, automation has not been a priority for many of them, so we hope to fully automate 
our system with this plan. 
The digital core must sequence the layers in order from softest to hardest as well as estimate the 
depth of each layer. A hardness testing Pugh matrix was made from the top ideas in the team’s 
Jamboard ideation session. The top ideas included: performing a Brinell hardness test, determining 
current changes from the drill as it penetrates the varying layers, monitoring the weight on bit with 
a load cell, using a tachometer to record the changes in drill speed, and logging the torque on bit 
while drilling. Novel concepts were also thoroughly considered such as probing the bore hole side 
wall to determine the hardness of each layer. Another design consideration included using 
chemicals to test the varying regolith layers. These were relatively weak concepts; however, 
stronger concepts were developed that integrated the use of sensors for determining the hardness 
testing. An accelerometer mounted on the drill housing could be used to determine abrupt changes 
in acceleration or a ground microphone could be used to pick up the varying sounds coming from 
the drill and overburden interface. Ultimately, recording the drill speed changes was determined 
the best option, even though reading current changes from the drill was validated as the best idea 
by the Pugh matrix shown in Table 10. This was decided by our team to provide a better product, 
as some members in the Mechatronics team are already knowledgeable in reading drill current 
changes. This will help the team as it will provide a basis of understanding, allowing more time to 
be used in physically implementing the design, as well as integrating the function with the rest of 
the digital design. Recording drill speed changes can determine material hardness because the 
angular speed is expected to decrease as the drill bit encounters a harder material. This method of 
determining material hardness is inexpensive, easy to implement, lightweight, and occurs 














   
 
 
Lightweight  - + S + + - - S + 
Durable  + - - S + - - S S 
Autonomous  S S - S S S - S S 
Identify layer relative 
hardness 
 + - - - S - + - - 
Ease of 
implementation 
 - - - + - - - S S 
Repairability  - - - S - - - S S 
Power use  - + S + S - - + S 
Low cost  - + + + - - - S S 
Integration  - + - S S + - S S 
Length of testing  S - - S - - - S - 
Occurs simultaneously 
while drilling 
 - S S S S - - S S 
Sums 0 -5 -1 -6 3 -2 -8 -9 0 -1 
Rank 2 5 3 6 1 4 7 8 2 3 
 
Sketches for each option can be found in Figure H.8 in Appendix H. 
The telemetry system that will be implemented is going to use the torque encountered by the drill 
bit, or more accurately the drill motor, and the depth of the drill bit as it encounters these different 
torques to provide a digital core of the varying overburden layers. An electric drill’s torque output 
is directly related to the speed of its motor as torque is defined as the rate of change of angular 
momentum. As such, the proposed method to observe the torque and thus torque changes of the 
motor are dependent on the angular speed of the drill motor. Using testing data as well as our drill 
specifications, the team will know or be able to easily calculate the drill’s normal (or nominal) 


























monitored and the difference between the angular speed experienced, and the nominal speed 
expected can be observed. This difference will allow the team to observe when the drill encounters 
different materials and should easily be able to provide a relative hardness between materials. For 
example, if the drill is encountering sand or any other light material, the drill motor should not be 
hindered much, and the motor will provide nearly the same angular speed as the nominal speed. 
However, if the drill encounters a more resistive material such as concrete, the drill motor will spin 
much slower as it must use more torque to drill through the layer, and the difference between 
nominal speed and experienced speed will be much more noticeable. 
 
4.6 Design Direction 
After comparing all possible solutions for each function, the team created morphological matrices 
to create different overall designs based on different combinations of each function solution. From 
there, team member was asked to sketch a prototype that accomplishes all functions based on the 
morphological matrices. Once everyone had their design prepared, the team compared designs and 
scored them using decision matrices. The team then split into two groups, and each group created 
a weighted decision matrix. Decision matrices and sketches of different designs can be found in 
Appendix J. 
As mentioned in previous subsections, the concept modeling of some components did not go as 
planned. Because of this, the team did not select the top result from the decision matrix; instead, 
the team decided to combine the best aspects of each system level design to create the best design. 
















Table 11. Design Decisions by Major Function 
Function Design Decision Notes 
Excavation System Rotary Hammer A “heated bit” design will be 
used to prevent the 
hammering tool from 
refreezing in the ice. 
Ice Melting Simple Cartridge Heater 
Probe with Water Jet 
A very simple design will be 
followed; cartridge heater 
probe. Accessories and 
complexity (namely hot water 
jet) will be added only as 
necessary. 
Water Collection STYX Filter/Pump Last year’s equipment will be 
incorporated into the water 
collection method; connect 
with water jet, etc. 
Frame Single Column Frame Last year’s frame is still 
considered as a backup plan. 
The single column design 
will be prototyped in the 
concept prototype and the 
results of its compatibility 
with the rotary tool changer 
will determine its feasibility. 
Tool Changing 2 Semi-dependent Tools Both the rotary hammer and 
heater probe tools will move 
together horizontally, but 
they will move independently 
of each other in the vertical 
dimension 
Telemetry Hardness Torque on Bit Trade study will be 
conducted to test force on bit 
versus torque on bit methods. 
Telemetry Depth Lead Screw Rotations Trade study will be 
conducted to test lead screw 
rotations versus stepper motor 
methods. 
 




5.  Final Design 
After substantial analysis and modeling, the team decided on the final design shown in Figure 23.  
 
Figure 23. STYX & STONES Final Design 
Major components such as the frame and heater probe tool remained unchanged while other 
components experienced redesigns. The following sections outline the final characteristics of each 
subsystem and the reasoning behind each decision. 
 
5.1 Drilling Subsystem Design and Analysis 
The drilling assembly is heavily inspired by the previous year’s design with a few tweaks to ensure 
compatibility with the other assemblies. The upcoming figures depict the CAD of the assembly, 
and this section also contains a summary table of each component. 





Figure 24. Isometric View of Drilling Assembly 
 
The front isometric view shown in Figure 24 depicts the drill holder, the rotary hammer, hose 
clamps, aluminum spacer, lower grasper and mounting plate. The drill holder and lower grasper 
will both be made from 3D printed PLA and are designed to match the contours of the rotary 
hammer. This will allow the rotary hammer to rest against the holders while being secured tightly 
using hose clamps. Each hose clamp will be 1/2” wide and can be tightened and loosened when 
assembled. The aluminum spacer will be made from 2”x6” aluminum tubing that is 1/8” thick. The 
mounting plate will also be made from 1/8” aluminum plate. 
As mentioned before, many aspects of the drill assembly mount were inspired and recycled from 
the previous year’s prototype These include the hose clamps and 3D printed holders; This design 
worked extremely well last year, so the team decided to update the components but keep the idea 
the same. Last year’s mounting plate was successful, so it is also being remade for the team’s 
prototype. 
The prominent new feature for the drill assembly is the aluminum alignment spacer. For reasons 
that will be discussed in section 5.2, the center of the heater probe tool sits 4.5” off the tool plate. 
To ensure the heater probe will align with the hole drilled by the rotary hammer, the spacer was 
included in the design. Aluminum tube stock was chosen for the spacer to minimize weight and 
optimize stiffness. To confirm that 1/8” was sufficiently thick, FEA was performed on the 
mounting assembly. The results of this FEA are shown in Figure 25 below. 










Figure 25. FEA of Drill Mounting Assembly 
 
The FEA was generated using a static force of 130lbf distributed on the lower face of the drill 
holder, and a fixed boundary condition on the back rear face of the spacer. The maximum weight 
on bit allowed during competition is 33.7lbf (150N), so this analysis involved an overestimation 
of expected loading. However, the FEA does not consider that the force is non-static; the rotary 
hammer will be hammering into concrete, meaning vibratory analysis is required to predict 
displacements. Appendix K contains the hand calculations performed to convert the static load 
displacements into vibrational loading displacements. From the hand calculations, the slope at the 
end of the spacer is expected to be 0.00836deg. When considering the length of the drill bit, this 
leads to a deviance of 0.317in from the expected center of the hole. The team considers this an 
acceptable amount of deviance and is confident with 1/8” thick aluminum tubing. Although the 
0.317in may sound high, it is important to recognize that this is much more loading than what is 
expected. Also, the drill bit will be in the hole it created, and this will naturally keep the bit aligned 
in the hole. 
There are more components in the drilling assembly mounted on the back side of the mounting 
plate. Figures 26 and 27 provide a side view and rear isometric view of the assembly. 
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Figure 27. Rear View of Drill Assembly 
 
On the back of the mounting plate are the aluminum topper, upper base, springs, load cells, rubber 
damper, and lower base. The 1/8” aluminum topper will act like a washer and protect the upper 
base from the bolts that join the upper base, springs and load cells. The upper base is comprised 
of two 3D printed PLA blocks with a nut sandwiched between the blocks. The upper base attaches 
the assembly to the vertical lead screw while the lower base attaches the back components to the 
mounting plate. The lower base is made of 2.5” x 2.5” x 1/8” thick aluminum tube. Between the 
two bases is a spring-damper system that includes load cells. During drilling, the load will travel 
up the drill bit, through the holders and spacer, into the lower base, through the load cells and 
spring-damper, before finally reaching the upper base and lead screw. The springs and damper are 
used to prevent the assembly from bouncing up and down the leadscrew during drilling. One final 
piece that is revealed by Figures 26 and 27 is the handle of the rotary hammer. The team will attach 
a bolt to the end of the handle, pass the bolt through the mounting plate, and screw a nut onto the 
end to secure the handle and add further support to the rotary hammer. 
Once again, most of the design decisions for this component stem from last year’s prototype. When 
speaking with last year’s team, they explained that the components on the back of the drill 
assembly performed excellently during testing and operation. As such, aside from the handle 
attaching to the plate, all components on the back of the mounting plate are the same design as 
before. Each part will be made/bought by the current team, but the designs are nearly identical to 









the previous year’s design. A summary of each component and general dimensions has been 
outlined in Table 12 below. 
Table 12. Summary of drill system components 
# Component Material Dimensions/Information 
1 Drill Holder PLA Irregular 3D printed (~5”x6”) 
2 Rotary Hammer - Bosch RH432VCQ  
3 Hose Clamps Stainless Steel 1/2" wide 
4 Spacer Aluminum - 6061 2” x 6” x 1/8” 
5 Lower Grasper PLA Irregular 3D printed 
6 Mounting Plate Aluminum - 6061 1’ x 1’ x 1/8” 
7 Topper Aluminum – 6061 4” x 1.75” x 1/8” 
8 Upper Base PLA 4” x 1.75” x 1.5” 
9 Springs Music Wire Steel 1.5” long 1.225” OD 
10 Load Cells - DYLY-103 
11 Damper Rubber 4” x 2.5” x .5” 
12 Lower Base Aluminum - 6061 2.5” x 2.5” x 1/8” 
 
The drilling subsystem will be controlled by a TI MSP432p401r microcontroller. The rotation of 
the drill bit will be handled by the rotary hammer and powered completely on or completely off 
through a power relay. The power relay will be regulated according to output of select general 
purpose input/output (GPIO) pins on the MSP432. The linear actuation of the drill will be 
controlled by an AM3651 hex-drive planetary gearbox, and it will receive voltage pulses of 
varying frequency and duration to control its average power. This method is known as pulse width 
modulation (PWM) and is the primary means through which motors will be controlled in the 
overall system. Additionally, a proportional-integral (PI) controller will be implemented to verify 
the position of the z-axis and adjust the speed of linear actuation as to not damage any hardware. 
The direction of the drill rotation will be controlled by a mechanical switch on the back of the drill. 
To activate the switch, a servo motor controlled by the MSP432 will actuate approximately 45° 
back and forth as necessary. Figures 28 depicts the location of the switch in question and the servo 
assembly used to flip it. 
  





Figures 28. Drill Directional Switch 
 
The direction of the drill rotation is contingent on whether the drill is actuating upwards or 
downwards but is especially important in the case where the drill may potentially begin to freeze 
when encountering ice. The drill is powerful enough to free itself from the ice or overburden by 
spinning in reverse while being lifted out of the hole. 
Lastly, the purpose of the load cells in this design is to monitor weight-on-bit (WOB) data which 
is useful in two ways. One, having this WOB data ensures that we do not exceed the competition 
limit of 150N max WOB. Secondly, the data can help with identifying the different layers of 
overburden. As the bit encounters a harder layer material, the load cells will record an increase in 
force which will signify a layer change and aid in identifying the layer hardness. This is discussed 
further in subsection 7.1 Drill Subsystem Design Verification. 
 
5.2 Water Processing Subsystem Design and Analysis 
The water processing subsystem made up of the heated auger, pump, tank, and valves makes 
recirculation possible with a water jet in the auger. First, the design of the heater probe tool and 
controls will be described while referring to a fluid system schematic shown in Figure 29(a) and 
CAD model shown in Figure 29(b). 




When the drilling process is complete, there will 
be a 1.5” diameter hole through the overburden 
layers as well as a ~4” deep pilot hole in the ice. 
The team expects the hole to be filled with loose 
debris that caved in when the drill bit was 
extracted. At this point, the heater probe will be 
actuated down into the hole while rotating slowly 
(~60 RPM) to pull the debris up through the flutes 
of the auger. The goal is to maintain close contact 
with the ice surface in the pilot hole. During this 
process, the 250W cartridge heater inside the 
auger will be turned on so that the tip reaches a hot 
temperature. This will melt the ice at the bottom of 
the pilot hole and the heater probe tool will slowly 
melt downward. When the tip of the auger has 
melted ~5 cm into the ice (as measured by a z-axis 
encoder), the pump will turn on to suck water up through the auger and shaft. At the top of the 
shaft, the water will flow into the prefilter where any debris larger than 40 microns will be caught. 
Subsequently, the clean water will flow up through the rotor of the rotary union (RU) and out the 
RU stator to the 12V Brushless DC (BLDC) peristaltic pump. During this starting operation, the 
valve at the bottom of the tank (V3) will be closed while the side valve (V2) will be open so that 
the tank fills up to the side port. After the pump has been running for about 30s, V3 will open and 
V2 will close simultaneously. Water will then recirculate from the tank through another passage 
in the rotary union back down to the auger. At this point, the water will be shot out horizontally 
from a water jet in the side of the auger to increase the tool’s melting capability. For a schematic 
of the components and calculation of when to turn on the pump, refer to Appendix L. 
 
 
Figure 29(a). Heater Probe Tool Fluid 
System Schematic 




Next, the team decided to utilize a 12V BLDC peristaltic pump 
with 6.4 mm ID Tygon tubing at the pump interface. With these 
specifications, the pump has a reported pressure rise of 1.4 bar 
(15 psi) and a flowrate of 1000 mL/min. Since the team’s design 
requires the pump to pull a vacuum in order to extract water, the 
team completed analysis to verify that the gage pressure at the 
suction side of the pump is greater than -1.4 bar (gage). The 
detailed analysis of the water loop can be found in Appendix M. 
To summarize the results, the calculated pressure at the suction 
side of the pump was -0.51 bar (gage) or 50.3 kPa (absolute). To 
check for pump cavitation, the team verified that the pressure at 
the pump suction was greater than the vapor pressure. Thus, the 
vapor pressure of water at 30 ºC is 4.25 kPa (absolute) while it 
increases with water temperature. Based on these criteria, the 
water temperature at the suction side of the pump needs to be less 
than 80 ºC, which the team confirmed assuming the water is not 
boiling at the auger’s suction inlet. Given this, the team is 
confident the pump will be able to extract water with a positive 
discharge pressure going into the tank of 0.89 bar (gage). 
Furthermore, Figure 30 shows the rotary joint subsystem. At the 
top, the shaft is attached to a gear motor (not shown) that will 
rotate the tool. Since the system needs to transfer electrical 
energy and water from the rotating tool to the stationary control 
system and pump, the design includes a slip ring (SR) and rotary 
union (RU). The SR transfers the electrical signals, and the RU transfers the water. In this case, 
the RU rotor is the bottom section of the RU and RU stator on top (blue part) does not rotate. 
Given this, the RU developer specified limited performance of the RU if the water has debris in it. 
To minimize this concern, the team designed a prefilter that rotates with the shaft and is attached 
eccentrically directly below the RU Adapter via a PLA 3D-printed.  
 
 
Figure 29(b). Heater probe 
subsystem (excludes 
tubing). Note, the yellow 
cylinders are 3D-printed 
mounts for the rotary union 
and slip ring. 




mount with hose clamps (Figure 29b). The prefilter 
includes an internal 40-micron stainless steel mesh that 
catches the debris directly above a ¾” motorized ball valve 
(V1). During the pumping operation, V1 will open while 
the pump briefly reverses its flow direction to drain any 
debris. Again, for a schematic of the component layout, 
refer to Appendix L. 
The wires and suction/discharge tubes will run through the 
inside of the shaft down to the auger tip. In order to 
maximize the shaft length while verifying the competition 
requirement that a tool cannot go deeper than 38” from the 
mounting platform, the team calculated the shaft length to 
be 52”.  
Figure 31 shows the CAD model of the copper heated 
auger tip with flute diameter of 1.4”, core OD of 1” and ID 
of 0.75”. Recall, the drilled hole has a nominal diameter of 
1.5”, therefore the auger has 0.1” total clearance. The 
auger is attached to the shaft adapter via two set screws. 
Subsequently, to create the water jet nozzle, the design 
uses a #10-32 set screw with a 1/16” drilled hole in the 
middle that is inserted into a tapped copper elbow. Prior to 
assembling the final prototype, the team purchased and tapped the elbow, drilled the set screw, 
and assembled the parts in a 3D-printed auger (shown in Appendix N). Below this, there are three 
suction holes covered with a 480-micron copper mesh to prevent large debris from entering. The 
mesh is permanently attached by brazing the edges to the copper auger. Finally, the bottom 1.5” 
of the auger is the heated tip which encloses a 120 VAC, 250 W, 5/8” diameter cartridge heater. 
The temperature of the heated tip can be measured using a thermocouple placed between the 
insulating epoxy and the copper disc on top of the heater. Assuming 1D radial conduction heat 
transfer with sand between the auger flutes, the thermal resistance of the heated tip is 1.30E-3 
m2K/W. Sketches, hand calculations, and a MATLAB script of this analysis can be found in 
Appendix N. In a similar manner, the team calculated the maximum allowable compression load 
for the auger’s copper housing to be 143 lbf with a yielding design factor of 2.0. This analysis can 





Figure 30. CAD model of the 
rotary joint subsystem. Note, 
wiring will pass through the center 
hole in each part. 




To obtain preliminary test data and verify that collecting more than 7 quarts of water (previous 
competition winning amount) is feasible, the team utilized the prototype of the heater probe tool 
shown in Figure 32. 
The prototype includes a 1” OD copper pipe for the housing, an internal ¼” copper tube as the 
suction pipe where water enters the bottom, and another internal ¼” copper tube with a capped 
copper elbow to create the water jet. The team drilled a 1/16” hole in the cap to create the nozzle 
for the water jet. To produce the water recirculation loop like the design, the suction tube runs up 
to the peristaltic pump and prefilter 76” off the ground. The outlet of the pump then runs back 
down to the water jet. For comparison with the design thermal resistance, the thermal resistance 
of the prototype heated tip was calculated to be 6.13x10-3 m2K/W. 
During the test, the copper prototype (which slides on the steel rails in the second story of the wood 
structure) was raised and an ice bucket was placed in the first story of the structure. Using this ice, 
the team tested the vertical melt rate of the heater probe at constant power which averaged 0.38 
in/min equating to a volume of water of 0.43 in3/min. Thus, after about 16 min, the team 
  
  
Figure 31. CAD model of the heated auger. (Left) Exterior view. (Right) View of interior 
components. 
 




determined there was enough water in the hole to fill the recirculation loop and the pump was 
turned on. Using the water jet, the team obtained the linear melt rate experimentally to be about 
11.5 in/min. Assuming the water jet can create a 10” diameter hole that is 13” deep over the course 
of several hours, the team expects to extract about 16 quarts of water per hole. Given this, the team 
is optimistic about the water jet design and plans to continue testing with and without debris in the 




Figure 32. Prototype of heater probe tool used to test melting ice and water jet 
operation. 
 
5.3 Heater Tool Attachment Design and Analysis 
A crucial design challenge was mounting the heated auger tool to the frame. The RU is sensitive 
to axial loading, so the team designed a rigid point of contact below it to integrate with the z-axis 
tool plate. Figure 33 below shows the entire integration assembly. 





Figure 33. Isometric of Heated Auger Integration Assembly  
 
The tool shaft will be supported by an aluminum bracket and allowed to rotate on low-profile 
needle roller thrust bearings that ride on steel washers. Needle roller thrust bearings were chosen 
because they are extremely lightweight, cost effective, and have a dynamic thrust rating of 3150 
lbf, which far exceeds any loads the tool will experience. Extra grip shaft clamping collars will be 
used to hold the bearing assemblies together, and the bracket will be fastened to the tool plate using 
¼”-20 screws.  
The RU can withstand axial loads up to 200 lbf according to the manufacturer, however, any axial 
loading on it could result in damage. Therefore, the team intends to use no more than 50 lbf of 
axial force during operation. Deflection, stress, and buckling calculations done to verify the auger 
tool design employed a safety factor of 2 making the working load in all calculations 100 lbf 
(Appendix P). 
The original design for the bearing housing was intended to be 3D printed using PLA filament. 
After consulting with shop technician and STYX veteran, Alex Krenitsky, it came to the team’s 
attention that deflection of the part could vary widely depending on the print quality. A 
comparative study shown in Figures 34 A and B below was done in Abaqus between the part in 
PLA and the same configuration in 6061-T6 aluminum alloy. 






Figure 34. FEA of Bearing Housing 
 
The maximum deflection of the housing was chosen to be 0.02” which is 5% of the thrust bearing 
thickness. This criterion was chosen to not induce any radial loading on the bearings. From Figure 
34 above, it was found that the part in PLA under 100 lbf of axial load deflected 0.1” which 
exceeded the deflection constraint. The part was verified to be within the constraint when modeled 
in aluminum with a maximum deflection of ~0.004”.  
The motor that will rotate the auger tool was chosen based on a scenario in which the auger tool is 
stuck underneath 19.7in (0.5m) of loose overburden and must back out of it to get free. The density 
of the loose overburden was approximated as that of wet sand and the nominal motor starting 
torque to accomplish its removal was found to be 170 oz-in (10.6 lbf-in) (see Appendix Q). The 
motor was also selected for maximum speed of less than 100 RPM to avoid rotational imbalance 
caused by the protruding pre-filter. Using these two criteria, a 12V DC gear motor was selected. 
The motor will be secured to the z-axis tool plate using an 1/8” aluminum angle bracket as shown 
in Figure 35 below.  A through hole will be drilled in the motor shaft and a motor adapter will be 
machined from aluminum tubing. The heated auger tool will be attached to the motor shaft using 
an 1/8” diameter aluminum rod that is set through the hole in the motor and the adapter. The motor 
will be secured to the aluminum bracket using M4 bolts. Finally, the RU will be supported by a 
PLA mount. The mount will then be fixed to the z-axis tool plate using ¼-20 bolts.  
 





Figure 35. Isometric of Heated Auger Motor Assembly 
 
The motor will be controlled similarly to the motor of the drilling subsystem by the MSP432. It 
will be operated with PWM inputs and a PI controller to verify vertical position and halt in the 
case of contact with unsuitable terrain for the auger. Unlike the drilling subsystem, the rotation of 
the auger subassembly will also be modulated with two primary modes of operation. Before 
desired depth is achieved, the shaft will rotate at a designated speed to bury itself in the loose 
debris that may have filled the drilled hole. After beginning at depth, the shaft will rotate extremely 
slowly to aid the process of the waterjet. 
Next, the controls of the water processing system will be described. The heated auger will be 
lowered once the drill has made a 4-inch pilot hole into the ice. There are two heaters in the system. 
One heater is embedded in the auger while the other heater is used to heat the external tank - which 
will heat the water before it is recirculated back into the ice. Three thermocouples will be 
implemented to monitor the temperature of the embedded heater, water in the tank, and 
temperature of the ejected water during recirculation. A pressure transducer will be utilized to 
determine the pressure coming into the pump. If a low pressure is recorded, a clog within the 
system has occurred and the pump’s input voltage will be reversed with a motor driver to go into 
recirculation mode to fix the clog. Valves will also be monitored. They will be opened and closed 
depending on the status of the water collecting process. In the event of a clog, the valve in the 
heater probe will be opened to facilitate unclogging. The pump will also cycle between forward 
and reverse pumping while actuating downwards to prevent clogs in the mesh of the auger from 
occurring. This pumping mode is referred to as the impulse mode. The various states of the water 
processing system can be best described as a state diagram as shown in Appendix L. The state 




diagram details each step individually and declares whether heaters are turned on/off, which mode 
the pump is in, and whether valves are closed or open. Transitions between states will be dependent 
upon whether critical heights are reached, if water in the tank is sufficiently filled to make 
recirculation functional, and whether a set time has elapsed. The timing for certain functions such 
as pumping, and recirculation will be finalized during testing. Control of the water processing 
system will be interrupted if there is a clog or if the temperature of the wiring in the probe is 
overheating. The autonomous system will respond to the emergencies, as necessary. 
 
5.4 Frame Design and Analysis 
Like the drilling subassembly, the frame is inspired by last year’s design with slight modifications 
and improvements in terms of tool-carrying-capacity and stiffness, respectively. The frame is made 
from various sizes of square, thin-walled 6061-T6 aluminum tubing and will be assembled with 
bolts. Welding was considered for the frame members but given that this system will potentially 
be transported to Virginia for testing, and theoretically, Mars, the team agreed that using fasteners 
instead would allow convenient disassembly and transport of the system. Additionally, the frame 
features 1/8” aluminum brackets for joint connections, HGH15 rails with linear bearings/sliders, 
3 leadscrews, a NEMA 14HS4401 stepper motor, and two AM-3651 PG27 hex gearmotors. The 
full frame assembly is shown in Figure 36 below. Note that while the mounting plates for each of 
the tools have been omitted, the linear bearings remain. 
 
Figure 36. CAD Rendering of Frame Assembly 
For mounting the frame to the test bed, three ¼” lag bolts will be used at each corner to connect 
the frame to the wooden 2x4’s provided by NASA. Two of these bolts will mount the frame 
indirectly via an angle bracket. An example of one mounted corner is shown below in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Front-left corner joint with lag bolts to connect the frame to the test bed. 
For added rigidity to the joints, 7/8” and 1 ¼” aluminum tube stock will be cut and used as spacers 
to help with load distribution. This will be a critical addition to the joint where the x-axis rail 
mounts and the vertical frame members meet, as there are only two size 16 (.177”) bolts at each 
joint.  An example of one of these spacers is shown in Figure 38, which is a screenshot of the upper 
left rail mount-frame joint. 
 
Figure 38. Top-left corner joint with an aluminum tube spacer included for stiffness. 
Because this year’s frame configuration is geometrically similar to last year’s, free body diagrams, 
hand calculations, and MATLAB calculators from last year were used to populate a FEA model 
of the frame. To account for dimension changes, some numbers were changed but the process was 
as follows. Hand calculations were completed in MATLAB for all significant members of the 
frame. The process for completing the analysis involved comparing the Von Mises stress in each 
member to the yield stress of the 6061-T6 aluminum being used for the frame. This calculation 
was completed from every combination of stock dimension considered for purchase. The stress 
surface was plotted alongside a plane of the yield stress and the stock size was selected based on 
weight and bending efficiency considerations. Buckling, compressive stress, and bending stress 
were examined for significant members. This analysis is documented in Appendix R. Once 




members were selected, FEA was used to ensure smaller details were captured in the analysis. 
Connections in the model were established using SolidWorks’ Contact Sets feature. For mesh 
sizing, tetrahedral elements were used with a maximum size of 0.25 inches. Since the largest loads 
are expected during drilling, the primary load case was that of the drill being as far out of the hole 
as possible, the drill at max torque catching an edge within the hole, and the z axis motor pulling 
out with 150lbf. A free body diagram and another MATLAB script were used to translate drilling 
loads into loads transmitted through the linear bearings to the frame, which can be found in 
Appendix S. With the appropriate loads applied to the linear bearings in SolidWorks, the model 
predicted a maximum deflection of ~.65in and a maximum Von Mises stress of 31,000 psi, which 
is less than 6061-T6’s yield strength of 40,000 psi. The results are shown in Figure 39. 
 
 
Figure 39. FEA Results for Frame Analysis 
The system will utilize leadscrews, a stepper motor, and gear motors to move the tools along the 
linear rails. The z-axis assembly will be moved horizontally using a single 3/8” ACME lead screw 
and stepper motor. The tools mounted on the assembly will be moved vertically using two identical 
½” ACME lead screws and gear motors. A stepper motor (maximum torque of 0.32 ft-lbs) was 
used instead of a gearmotor (maximum torque of 6.3 ft-lbs) for the x-axis because it only needs to 
move the weight of the z-axis assembly. The gearmotors, however, need to help force the tools 
into and out of the ground in addition to carrying their weight. A MATLAB script was written to 
help determine raising and lowering torques for the motors, which may be found in Appendix T.  
While the gearmotors provide over 4 times the torque required for drilling (with a safety factor of 
1.5), horizontal velocity of the z-axis assembly will be constrained by the capability of the stepper 
motor. Both motors and their mounting from last year’s system are pictured in Figure 40. 





Figure 40. STYX Motors and Mounting Methods 
The stepper motors will be receiving power through microstep drivers to control their motion. 
Microstep drivers allow the motors to receive full power without trying to send too much power 
through the microcontroller to regulate it, as that would inevitably damage the microcontroller. To 
do this, each driver will be connected to power, the microcontroller, and its own stepper motor. 
Each driver has twelve connection terminals. There are six to connect to the microcontroller, two 
positive and two negative that connect to the stepper motor, and one positive and one negative 
outlet to connect to power. Stepper motors have four outlets, two positive and two negative, to 
power the motor. These are all connected to their corresponding positive and negative terminals 
on the driver. The final six outlets on the driver are the ones that connect to the microcontroller, 
and those are negative and positive pulse signals, negative and positive direction signals, and 
negative and positive enable signals. The three positive signals are all connected to a common 5V 
pin from the microcontroller. The other three connect to separate general purpose I/O pins. The 
pulse signal enables power to the motor in a pulsing manner, which is required to run a stepper 
motor. A direction pin simply decides which direction the motor will be spinning and the enable 
signal is used to disable the motion of the motor. A schematic of the driver’s pin connections is 
shown in Figure 41 below. 





Figure 41. Stepper Motor Wiring 
 
 
5.5 Full System Simulation and Electrical Wiring 
As far as the electrical system is concerned, the planning and simulating stages were completed 
through Simulink. Each component of the system was modelled as a Resistor-Inductor-Capacitor 
(RLC) component using manufacturer or test values or as a power consumption item using their 
power rating. The system was initially setup to determine the current use at different phases of 
operation. The wiring system was analyzed with each phase toggled on at separate times to analyze 
the current draw for each phase. The full system modeled with each phase as a subsystem and 
breakers to determine the timing is shown below in Figure 42.  





Figure 42. Electrical Phase Diagram 
 
With the timing and phases configured, it became easy to determine which components needed to 
be connected differently to improve the current drawn. As a result, the final system wiring was 
determined and can be seen in the form of a Simulink model in Appendix U. The system was 
evaluated using the maximum values possible to test with the worst-case scenario at the forefront 
as a sort of safety. However, even with these heightened values for components that are unlikely 
to ever reach these maxed-out values, the simulation showed that the system should never reach 
the maximum limit of 9A. 
 
 
5.6 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations 
A table of potential design hazards was compiled based on the final design and added as a Design 
Hazards Checklist in Appendix V. This table includes a description of any potential dangers and 
the team’s proposed solutions. Additionally, a risk assessment was performed using DesignSafe 
to consider all hazards and associated risks. Most hazards are low risk, but a few have moderate. 










Table 13. Risk Assessment Summary 
Hazard Likelihood Severity Risk Rating 
Dust particles generated by 
drilling can impede breathing 
Likely Minor Medium 
Entanglement with rotating parts 
(drill bit, lead screws, heater 
probe) 
Remote Serious Low 
Burns/scalds from heater probe 
cartridges and water jet 
Unlikely Serious Medium 
Electrical equipment exposed to 
water (spill within heater probe) 
Unlikely Serious Medium 
Slipping hazard from water 
sprayed on floor 
Unlikely Serious Medium 
Crushing hazard if limb is in 
way of x-axis or z-axis carriage 
Unlikely Serious Medium 
 
From this Table, it is clear that most of the hazards are serious but unlikely to occur. Moreover, 
the prototype is going to be operated autonomously which makes each hazard less likely to occur. 
For the full Risk Assessment see Appendix W. 
Regular maintenance will need to be performed to keep the system running smoothly. Components 
that will likely require maintenance will be the linear guide rails, leadscrews, water filters, 
peristaltic pump, dump valve, and water collection tubing. The guide rails and leadscrews will 
have to be wiped clean of any dust or debris from drilling and wiped down with a lubricant (most 
likely LPS) to ensure smooth motion for each use. In a similar fashion, all the joints of the heater 
probe tool that are connected via set screws were designed to provide access to the internal 
components. Thus, the internal parts such as the hose connections, threaded fittings, and wiring 
will be regularly checked for corrosion or leaks. The wiring of the system will be regularly checked 
and maintained when necessary. This will include any soldered connectors, loose wire ends, and 
any expense of wires that are meant to move.  
Heavy testing in preparation for competition, or competition operation itself leads to potential 
accidents and damaged parts. Essential components such as the drill, the rotary union, and the 
water filters will have purchased replacements should they be needed during testing.  Other smaller 
components such as brackets or mounts will likely be re-machined if necessary. Given that this 
system includes hundreds of parts, the team cannot prepare or bring replacements for everything 
to the competition. However, extra boxes of general hardware, and a set of Allen keys and 
wrenches to make emergencies installation or adjustments will be brought to the competition.  
Only after testing will the team be able to decide which components may need replacements. For 




the sake of future Cal Poly teams entering the competition, it will be worth documenting which 
parts failed, as well as the mode of failure and their lifespan. 
5.7 Cost Analysis  
The team from last year’s STYX effort left approximately $8,800 in the senior design budget for 
this project. In December 2020, the current team advanced to the semi-finals of the RASC-AL 
competition incurring another $5,000 for project expenses. In May 2020, a second stipend of 
$5,000 was earned for making the finals. The target unit cost for the verification prototype is 
<$10,000, and the team is on track to finish the project within this target. The final expenses are 
detailed further in subsection 6.4 Cost Analysis. A list of all items purchased (as of 2/25/21) can 
be seen in Appendix X at the end of this report. 
 
6. Manufacturing 
The strategies that the STYX & STONES team is using for procurement, manufacturing, and 
coordinated assembly are detailed below. A complete drawing package including all custom parts 
and procured part specifications is in Appendix Y. A current indented Bill of Materials (iBOM) 
and budget can be found in for the mechanical and mechatronics system may be found in Appendix 
Z and X, respectively.  
 
6.1 Part Procurement 
All standard metal stock was purchased through OnlineMetals.com. Hardware, including 
fasteners, bearings, lead screws, and piping, were purchased through McMaster-Carr. Electronic 
equipment, including stepper motors, pulleys, motor drivers, and DC power supplies, were 
purchased through Amazon.com as well as several other distributors such as Digi-Key and 
Adafruit. Critical components in the heated auger tool were procured from several specialty 
distributors such as DSTI, and Lawrence Sintered Metals. A detailed list of all purchases can be 
seen in Appendix X. The rotary hammer, water pump, filters, and drill bit were recycled 
components from last year’s project.  
 
In addition to acquiring raw stock materials, outsourced labor became necessary due to COVID-
19’s impact on campus resources. With very few shop technicians onsite at Cal Poly, Fee for 
Service techs (FFS) became overwhelmed so the team outsourced manufacturing of the copper 
auger to Precision Machine Co. in San Luis Obispo. All other manufacturing was completed by 
team members in the on-campus shops. A summary table of the team’s manufacturing plan can be 









6.2 Manufacturing Steps  
In late February, the team began the manufacturing process in preparation for the competition’s 
midpoint review on March 15. The systems that required immediate manufacturing were the frame 
and drill assemblies. The heater probe tool began manufacturing later. Electrical and control 
systems were incorporated throughout the manufacturing process. Detailed descriptions of the 
manufacturing processes are provided in the following subsections. 
 
6.2.1 Frame Manufacturing 
The first phase of manufacturing, completed in mid-March, was focused on the frame. This 
included all structural members for the x and z-axes as well as the equipment required for linear 
motion along these axes. Most of the frame components were made from square aluminum tubing 
(1”x1” and 1.5”x1.5”), which were cut to length and drilled for hardware via chop saw and drill 
press. All the brackets joining these components were fabricated from 1/8” aluminum plate using 
Cal Poly’s Mustang ‘60 machine shop waterjet and were then bent to shape as necessary. The only 
parts that were not made with the methods above were the z-axis bearing brackets. To fit the large 
outer diameter of the bearing, a boring bar and a mill were used to machine the holes in the center 
of the brackets because there was not a large enough drill bit available. The assembled frame is 
shown in Figure 43 below. 
 








6.2.2 Drilling Subsystem Manufacturing 
Manufacturing of the drilling subsystem began and finished concurrently with frame 
manufacturing in mid-March. The drilling subsystem is comprised of simple components 
including 3D printed parts, stock aluminum, hose clamps, springs, rubber, and load cells. PLA for 
the 3D printed parts has been purchased from Amazon. All aluminum tubing and plates have been 
purchased from OnlineMetals. Hose clamps have been purchased from Amazon as well. The 
springs and rubber pad have been purchased from McMaster-Carr, and the load cells have been 
purchased from Lollette. The hose clamps, springs, damper, load cell, and 3D printed parts all did 
not require manufacturing. Each of these components will be used as bought/printed. All 3D 
printed parts were printed by team members from their own personal 3D printers. The only 
components that will require manufacturing are the spacer, mounting plate, lower base, and topper. 
Manufacturing of each part was performed by team members in Mustang ’60 and the Aero Hanger 
machine shops. 
The spacer, shown below in Figure 44, was made from 2” x 6” 1/8” thick aluminum tubing and 
required a number of drilled holes. On the front of the spacer, 1/4" holes were drilled to allow the 
drill holder to be fastened to the spacer. Additionally, cut outs were milled to allow for the hose 
clamps to connect to the spacer. On the back side of the spacer, 3/8” holes were drilled to connect 
the spacer to the mounting plate. Lastly, on the bottom of the spacer two more 1/4" holes were 
drilled for connecting the lower grasper. The drill presses in Mustang ’60 and the Aero Hanger 
were sufficient for creating all holes. The cut outs on the spacer were made on a manual mill in 
the Aero Hanger. 
 
Figure 44. Aluminum Block Spacer 




The lower base, pictured below in Figure 45, began as a 2.5” x 2.5” x 1/8” thick aluminum tube 
and also required a number of holes be drilled. The front face has four 3/8” holes to connect to the 
mounting plate. The top face has three holes drilled into it. Two 7/16” holes were drilled to connect 
to the load cells. The other hole is 3/4" in diameter and allows the lead screw to pass through the 
lower base. An identical 3/4” hole will be drilled on the bottom face for the same reason. While 
all these holes could have been completed using the drill press, the team opted to use a manual 
mill to ensure proper hole location. 
 
Figure 45. Aluminum Lower Base 
Pictured below in Figure 46 is the mounting plate made from 1/8” thick aluminum plate and was 
cut to 12” x 12”. The 3/8” holes shown are used to mount the spacer and lower base to the plate 
and each other. Additional holes include a 1/4" hole for connecting the rotary hammer handle to 
the plate and sixteen M4 holes for connecting the mounting plate to the sliders that attach to the 
frame. The holes that require the strictest positional tolerance are the M4 rail holes. It is imperative 
that the mounting plate aligns with the linear bearings so they can attach to the frame and distribute 
loading effectively. Finally, there are cut outs at the bottom to allow for the lower hose clamp to 
pass through the plate. All features on this plate were created using waterjet in Mustang ’60. After 
the water jetting process, the team used a drill press to countersink the M4 holes. 





Figure 46. Mounting Plate 
The final piece that required machining is the upper base topper shown in Figure 47. It was made 
1/8” thick aluminum plate and was cut to 4” x 1.75”. Three holes were drilled into this piece. Two 
7/16” holes are required to connect the topper to the upper base and the load cells. An additional 
3/4" hole is needed to allow for the lead screw to pass through the part, just like with the lower 
base. All holes were created using a drill press. 
 
Figure 47. Upper Base Topper 
The hardware required to connect the drill mount assembly includes 1/4-20 bolts, 3/8-16 bolts and 
M8-1.25mm bolts. All components with 1/4" holes were joined using 1/4-20 bolts of various 
lengths. The lower base and spacer are both be fixed to the mounting plate using 3/8-16 bolts. 
Lastly, the upper and lower bases are connected to the load cells using M8-1.25mm bolts. The 
actual assembly process is explained in more detail in section 6.3.2. Complete drawings and 
assembly notes can be found in the drawing package Appendix Y. 




6.2.3 Water Processing Subsystem Manufacturing 
While half of the team finished manufacturing and assembling the frame and drilling subsystems, 
other members focused on manufacturing the heated auger subsystem beginning in early April. 
First, the rotary union (RU) was replaced with a smaller model to decrease the weight and required 
torque, per mid-project review (MPR) feedback. Additionally, the team made changes to the rotary 
joint (RJ) interface parts which utilized welding stock pipe instead of manufacturing custom parts 
on a lathe. 
For the RJ, the team utilized a manual South Bend lathe to turn down the RU shaft and the cone 
adapter as labeled in Figure 48. To obtain the interface circles the team utilized Cal Poly’s CNC 
water jet. Subsequently, the RU shaft was TIG welded to one of the interface circles and press-fit 
through the RU bore. The cone adapter was attached to the upper portion of the RU shaft with a 
1/16” diameter through pin. Next, the slip ring shaft was welded to the upper face of the cone 
adapter. Finally, the team TIG welded the RU to the shaft. Pictures of these manufactured parts 
can be seen in Figure 48. 
 
 
Figure 48. Labeled images of the manufactured rotary joint parts. 
For the copper auger, the team reached out to Precision Machine Co. to have the copper flutes cut 
manually on a lathe. The team utilized the South Bend lathe to machine the copper tip with a 0.5” 
pitch thread that tapers to the 0.2” diameter point. These two parts are shown in Figure 49. Next, 
the cartridge heater and internal piping were secured inside the auger housing. Two copper discs 
were brazed onto the housing and tip respectively to permanently join the parts sealing in the 
auger’s internal components. At the top of the auger, the team tapped a hole in the bore so that the 




aluminum shaft adapter can be screwed in. Finally, the team utilized set screws that thread radially 
through the copper auger into machined flats on the aluminum adapter. 
 
 
Figure 49. Manufactured parts in the copper auger subassembly. 
 
Next, the fixtures for mounting the heated auger to the frame were manufactured. This included 
the mounting plate, leadscrew attachment and bearing fixture. The 6” x 36” mounting plate was 
cut from 1/8” aluminum sheet on Cal Poly’s CNC water jet at the same time as the RJ interface 
circles. The rail slider holes were manually counter sunk after the part was completed. Next, the 
leadscrew attachment was manufactured in the same fashion as the leadscrew assembly for the 
drilling unit aside from the load cells and spring-mass damper.   
The bearing fixture was manufactured from aluminum tube stock using a manual mill and 
adjustable boring bar shown in Figure 50 below. The bearing washers were pressed into the 
machined counterbores to inspect the fits. A drill press was used to make eight through holes for 
1/4”-20 bolts, then four corner brackets were bolted to the bearing fixture.  
 





Figure 50. Bearing Fixture manufacturing  
 
6.3 Assembly and Integration 
Different team members oversaw the assembly of each subsystem, and tests were performed before 
including all subassemblies into the final prototype picture in Figure 51 below.  
  
Figure 51. Fully Assembled Final Prototype 




The following subsections outline the assembly process for each subsystem and the final prototype 
integration. Subsystem testing and evaluation can be found in the section 7. Design Verification. 
6.3.1 Frame 
The base of the frame was assembled separately from the z-axis assembly. The holes drilled in 
each member were sized with a small clearance fit for ¼-20 bolts. Since these were drilled using 
a drill press, locational inaccuracies were inevitable. In order to fit some of the members together, 
several holes needed to be expanded using a step drill bit, which was a quick process that provided 
an adequate solution to misalignment.  Once the base was fully assembled, one of the diagonal 
members is removed so that the z-axis assembly can be slid onto the x-axis linear rails. 
Unlike the base, the z-axis assembly has to be assembled in a particular order. Given that it has to 
be partly disassembled to remove both the drill and heater probe, this order is important for 
efficient disassembly.  The x-axis linear bearings must be attached to the vertical struts first, 
followed by the linear rails. Both of the z-axis motor mounts must be installed before the bearing 
brackets for the leadscrews, and then the rest of the hardware (collars, bearings, leadscrews, 
motors) may be installed. This process applies in reverse for disassembly. In order to slide the 
tools and their mounting plates onto the rails, everything back down to the top bearing brackets 
must be removed.  Once the full z-axis assembly is ready to go, it may be slid onto the x-axis rails 
and the aforementioned diagonal member may be refastened to the rest of the frame. Note that the 
full z-axis assembly does not need to be separated from base of the frame to work on the drill or 
heater probe assemblies. 
For the mechatronics side of the frame, not much was added directly to the assembly. The most 
notable components attached were the two z-axis gear motors which were used to rotate the two 
vertical lead screws along with a stepper motor attachment to run the x-axis lead screw. The only 
other components put in place were the limit switches. The limit switches provide send a signal to 
the controller to stop movement when the switch is pressed. This helps prevent destructive crashes. 
In terms of wiring, the frame is minimally influenced as there are only a few connections to hold 
wires, and they only serve to avoid tangling the wires in the moving machinery. Primarily, this 
consists of zip tied wire groups that are held in place by the access holes that have already been 
drilled. Eventually, primary wire groups were placed into a protective covering and rerouted out 
of the way of the moving system. 
6.3.2 Drill Carriage 
To optimally assemble the drill carriage, the team began by sandwiching the mounting plate 
between the lower base and the spacer. Four 3/8-16 bolts clamp the spacer, plate, and lower base 
together. Since all three of these components are connected together, it was important that they get 
connected first to reduce the risk of hole misalignment. Once they were connected, the team 
attached drill holder to the front face of the spacer using 1/4-20 bolts and guided the hose clamps 
into position through the spacer. The lower grasper was then attached to the bottom of the spacer 
using two more 1/4-20 bolts. The attachments are shown in Figure 52 below. 





Figure 52. Holder, spacer, and lower grasper attached to mounting plate 
Next, the rubber damper and load cells were connected to the lower base using a couple M8-
1.25mm bolts. After, a nut was placed between the upper base and upper base topper and the two 
were pressed together using 1/4"-20 bolts. Lastly, the upper base, topper, and springs were 
 
Figure 53a. Lower base attached to damper 
and load cells 
 
Figure 53b. Upper base and nut 
 
Figure 53c. Completed back side of mounting plate 




connected to the top of the load cells using two additional M8-1.25mm bolts. These steps are 
pictured below in Figure 53. Washers were used everywhere that they would fit. Also, despite the 
team’s best efforts, there were still some hole misalignment issues that needed to be resolved 
during assembly. A step drill was used to expand holes enough to allow proper securing of 
components. 
The drill system was also minimally affected by the controls side of operations. The power input 
for the drill is run through a simple relay that is connected to both to the primary power source and 
the microcontroller. This is tucked away and ran through the electrical control box, keeping the 
drill system otherwise untouched. To control the drill, a zip tie is used to keep the trigger engaged; 
however, power is only delivered to the drill during drilling operation. A minute success of the 
drill system assembly was the integration of the load cells attached to the main drill. Now, data 
collection of weight-on-bit is possible during drilling. 
6.3.3 Heater Probe Tool 
After all of the rotary joint and auger components were manufactured, the team started the 
assembly process with the copper auger. Refer to Figure 50 in Section 6.2.3 for part context. To 
summarize the process, the team brazed the copper elbow onto the 1/8” ID copper discharge tube 
and inserted into the copper auger. Next, the team inserted a short copper tube to house the internal 
wiring, the long suction tube, and one of the copper discs through the bottom of the auger. To seal 
the joints, high-temp JB-weld was used. Next, the heater and thermocouple wiring were taped 
together and fed up through the bottom of the copper auger. At this point, the top of the auger had 
two pipes and the wiring extending upwards. Finally, the second copper disc and copper tip where 
carefully inserted over the heater and thermocouple. For permanent attached, the tip was carefully 
tack-welded to the copper auger and then the high-temp JB-weld was used to see around the joint. 
Above the auger, the two pipes and wiring were fed through the shaft (including the welded shaft 
adapter) and the shaft was threaded onto the top of the auger (using Teflon tape for sealant). 
Subsequently, the team started assembling the rotary joint. Refer to Figure 54 for context on where 
parts are located. 






Figure 54. Fully-assembled rotary joint. 
To begin, the team fed the wiring up through the rotary union shaft and out of the hole in the slip 
ring shaft. Next, the shaft adapter parts were fitted over the top of the shaft and the brass 
compression fitting elbows were tightened onto the top of the suction and discharge tubes. Once 
the tubes were aligned with the slot in the shaft adapter parts, 2” long bolts were fed through drilled 
holes to hold the adapter parts together. Note, in CDR, the shaft adapter parts were larger to 
accommodate the larger rotary union and therefore were originally planned to be welded together. 
Finally, the two discs were attached to the bottom of the rotary union via four socket head screws. 
Above the rotary union, the wiring was soldered to the rotor wiring of the slip ring. An anti-rotation 
rod was fed through the 3D-printed rotary union mount to keep the slip ring stator from rotating 
with the shaft. 
Next, the team mounted the tank and pump to the main plate via ¼-20 bolts with the nuts applied 
on the backside of the plate. The team then focused on assembling the plumbing correctly. The 
copper fittings were first soldered together, then fitted and tightened to the compression fittings at 
the top of the shaft and the rotary union. ¼” ID silicone tubing was used for the rest of the plumbing 
and was attached via clamps and hose barbs. On the external copper discharge tube, the heater 
wire was wrapped around the tube and taped according to the design specified in CDR. 
The electrical side of this system is the most complicated of the entire prototype. There is a primary 
power connection made to a heater cartridge set in the hollow bottom of the tool, another power 
connection made to a valve, and a connection made to a thermocouple that are all run through a 
slip ring near the top of the tool. These are then run back to the control box where they are 
controlled by two relays that are connected to the main microcontroller. There are two more valves 
connected above the slip ring that are controlled in the same fashion, along with connections to 




the motor used to rotate the tool as it goes down. This motor will be run with a motor controller 
that is also based in the control box, exactly like the primary z-axis gear motors. 
6.3.4 Full System 
With all subsystems assembled, it was time to put them together. To attach the drill assembly to 
the frame, the vertical leadscrew was removed. To remove the leadscrew, the left z-axis motor was 
disconnected, and the top bearing was removed from the left vertical strut. The leadscrew was then 
threaded through the nut in the upper base of the drill assembly. With the drill assembly secured 
to the lead screw, the team slid the linear bearings onto the vertical rails and guided the leadscrew 
into the lower thrust bearing. The upper bearing and z-axis motor were reconnected, and the drill 
assembly was officially attached. 
Connecting the heater probe assembly was a nearly identical process. The only difference is that 
the heater probe assembly is attached to the right vertical strut. Before mounting the tool to the 
plate, the bearings and washers were fit into the bearing fixture spot faces, and the entire fixture 
was hand-pressed onto the shaft. The bearings were compressed with 1” ID clamping collars.  The 
same tasks of removing the leadscrew, threading it through a nut, and then attaching the mounting 
plate to the vertical rails were used. Finally, the bearing fixture was mounted to the heater probe 
tool plate using ¼”-20 bolts and lock-nuts. 
As the full system is assembled, each component’s weight will continuously be measured using 
the Toledo scale located in building 13-124 on Cal Poly’s campus. Currently the weight of the 
prototype is 63 kg. This is approximately 3 kg above the maximum possible weight set by the 
competition standards. 
6.3.5 Controls Integration  
The mechatronics controls system will be handled through a cooperative multi-stage approach. 
That means that each subsystem will be initialized, then allowed to run in a predetermined order 
while the background reads data on the limit switches and thermocouples. Once a subsystem 
completes a task it will be stopped, and the next task will be initiated. The state responsible for 
melting the ice and pumping the water employs a finite state machine. This system loops multiple 
times with several distinct “modes” that makes a finite state machine an obvious choice for control. 
Figure 55 shows a simplified example of this process.  





Figure 55. Finite State Machine of the Melting State 
The states shown in Figure 55 follow a loop of how the heater probe subsystem should be 
controlled to extract water, operate the water jet, and clear the system of clogs. The system starts 
by turning on the cartridge heater, pump, and waterjet. It then runs through a cycle that begins with 
running the waterjet, reversing the pump to unclog anything that may be stuck in the system, 
turning the pump forward to suck out water, and then reversing the pump again to clear out any 
clogs. This cycle is repeated for a set number of times, until the team is satisfied with how much 
water has been melted. It then goes into its longest state in which it only extracts the remaining 
water. It stays in this state for a set amount of time and is followed by a final flushing state in 
which the system releases any accumulated particulates. At that point the program turns off all 
electrical systems in the heater probe and exits the heater probe function. These states were tested 
multiple times with an LED setup before being applied to the actual system. Once it was 
determined fully operational, it was applied to the full system and proved to be successful. 
Currently, code for the stepper motor, gear motor, and load cells have been completed and tested. 
All operations are currently based in the controls box. It has been based in an industrial electrical 
box. This container houses all the relays, motor controllers, power supplies, and most importantly 
the micro-controller. Everything is held in place in case the container is jostled, but these 
connections can be easily displaced to adjust connections however necessary. Before upgrading to 




this box, the plastic container from last year was used as a placeholder. This container is shown 
below in Figure 56. 
 
 
Figure 56. Prototype Electrical Containment Unit 
At the end of spring quarter, the new box has been made and only needs minor adjustments before 
being considered complete. You can see it below in Figure 57. All components are currently 
included except for the last two thermocouple amplifiers which need to be added into it and the 
relay circuit for the recirculation heater needs to be completed. Other than that, the team plans to 
adjust the wiring to be easier to trouble shoot, and the wires that are currently coming into the box 
through the lid will need to be rerouted so that the lid can be closed. Ideally, quick disconnects 
will be added so that the box can be unplugged from the main wiring harness rather than 
disconnected from each individual component in the box. This would keep the problems that can 
occur in the box to a minimum while making it much easier to transport the system to the 
competition.  





Figure 57. Current Electrical Containment Unit 
6.4 Cost Analysis 
The STYX & STONES team became a finalist in the RASC-AL Moon to Mars Ice & Prospecting 
challenge in April 2021 and a second stipend of $5,000 was added to the project budget. Expenses 
up to this point amount to $5,899.60 leaving the team under the target budget ceiling of $10,000. 
Table 14 below shows a breakdown of current expenses by subsystem. 
Table 14. Final Project Budget and Expenses 
Item Amount (USD) 
Senior Design Materials Budget  $8,800.00  
NASA Stipend 1 (12/21/20) $5,000.00  
NASA Stipend 2 (4/21/21) $5,000.00  
Total Starting Budget $18,800.00  
   
Expenses by Subsystem   
  
Frame   $965.48  
Drilling Subsystem $722.16  
Heated Auger Subsystem $2,619.45  
Water Processing $144.63  
Telemetry, Electrical, and Controls $1,447.87  
Total Prototype Expenses $5,899.60  
Remaining Budget  $12,900.40  
 




Some of the remaining funds will be used for team member travel and transportation the final 
prototype to the Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia for the competition in August 
2021. A detailed breakdown of expenses can be seen in Appendix X. 
6.5 Lessons Learned 
Having a large and complicated project with two separate Senior Design teams led STYX & 
STONES to work through some unprecedented challenges. Below are some lessons learned that 
may be valuable to future teams and potentially future employment.  
1. Do not underestimate how long manufacturing will take and start as early as you can in 
Winter Quarter. Triple your planned manufacturing time once for practicing things and 
inexperience, then double it again for unpredictable workloads from other classes or having 
to redesign things at the last minute.  
2. Fee for Service (FFS) shop tech work falls through sometimes. Have a local machine shop 
to contact on-the-fly to get your parts made for you in time if this happens.  
3. Design parts to be manufactured as simply as possible. Do not rely on the CNC mill or 
lathe to make your high precision part for you! CNC lead time is often a few weeks anyway, 
so parts that can be made manually are always preferred. 
4. Do not be afraid to ask other team members for help or ask if they need help. It is a waste 
of time when deadlines approach and work is not done because someone did not know how 
to do something. 
5. Start mechatronics, electrical, and software work concurrently with mechanical work. Do 
not wait for mechanical components if you can help it! 
6. Be prepared for things to be out of tolerance and need adjusting. Have plans in place to 
make these changes on the fly during assembly. 
 
7. Design Verification  
 
To verify that the design meets its specifications, the team developed a set of necessary subsystem 
tests, and a full system test. The following chapter briefly covers each test specification and 
provides a brief description of the results. A complete list of testing specifications, conducted tests, 
and results are included in the mechanical and mechatronics Design Verification 
Plan and Report (DVP&R) included as Appendix AB. 
 
7.1 Drilling Subsystem Design Verification  
The most important engineering specification for the drill system is the requirement that the system 
can drill through concrete, with a compressive strength of 25MPa, and can do so without exceeding 
the maximum weight-on-bit (WOB) of 150N (33.7lbf). The drilling system was partially-verified 
during the Mid-Project Review checkpoint in March 2021. As shown in Figure 58 below, the 
system was successful at drilling through a layer of simulated Martian soil (loose gravel and sand), 
concrete with a compressive strength of 25 MPa, and solid ice.   
 






Figure 58. Drilling functional test conducted March 2021, Bonderson Project Center 
 
However, during the test some unexpected tool misalignments and motor speed issues created 
problems. First, the drill was not secured to the plate in a way that aligned the drill bit straight 
down. This led to the bit entering the overburden at a skewed angle and taking much longer to 
excavate. The next major issue was that the z-axis motor that moved the drill downward was too 
fast. The drill could not cut through the concrete as quickly as it was being lowered which led to 
the entire test stand being lifted up as the drill bit was pressed down; this was the result of too 
much weight-on-bit. With these problems identified, the team devised new tests to ensure the 
system could still drill through concrete within the competition’s WOB constraints. 
 
Many tweaks were made to the mounting fixture and the code to resolve the previous issues. A 
new test was performed in May of 2021 to check that the engineering specifications were met. A 
bucket was filled with sand and two types of concrete (aerated and non-aerated) and the drill was 
plunged into the bucket. The new code stops the z-axis motor when the maximum WOB is 
recorded by the load cells and lets the drill bit continue spinning to clear out the hole. This process 
is repeated as the drill is lowered. From these tests, it was clear that the drilling system could 
excavate through the max strength concrete while remaining within competition guidelines. Figure 
59 below shows the hole created by the drill, and Figure 60 below shows the WOB readings as a 
function of depth.  
 





Figure 59. Hole drilled into overburden 
 
Figure 60.  WOB vs. Depth chart for drill test 
The depth axis is a measurement of drill bit tip displacement with reference to the resting position. 
Resting position is approximately 7 in above the test bed. An increase in WOB indicates an 
increase in material hardness as the prototype experiences greater force from harder materials 
during its descent drilling. A high density of data points indicates a large amount of time required 
to drill through the material. Notice how very few points exceed the max WOB of 33.7 lbf (150N). 
The controller receives this data from the load cells, and if it records a load greater than a 
predetermined threshold, it stops the descent of the drill to allow the bit to clear out the hole. This 
threshold is less than half of the maximum allowable WOB to allow the drill a small delay period 
between receiving the stop signal and stopping. In that time, the WOB will change further. This 
system is effective at getting through overburden and proves that overburden layer hardness can 
be assessed using WOB recordings. 
 
A few small discrepancies should be noted. During the initial descent of the drill, before it reaches 
the overburden, the WOB data creeps upward to a reading of nearly 4 lbf. This is likely related to 
the load cell wires snagging on the frame during their translation and can hopefully be addressed 
with proper cable routing. Regardless, we have decided that this is negligible if we know the rest 




position of the drill advance. Considering that we are responsible for determining the rest position, 
we can be assured this information will be known. 
 
Additionally, while they are few, some data points exceed the maximum allowable weight on bit. 
There is a high chance that these data points are bad data and can be filtered out in software with 
more rigorous filtering. The challenge with filtering is to not get rid of important and real data 
while minimizing random spikes in data. 
 
For general durability of the drilling subassembly, the checks all critical fasteners and components 
to check for loose components or cracking. So far, drilling into concrete has occurred more than 
10 times and there have been no failures. The team is confident in the strength of the design and 
its ability to last. 
 
7.2 Water Processing Design Verification  
 
The two most important engineering specifications regarding the water processing system are 
ensuring the prototype can collect 44 quarts of water within the time limit and all water will have 
a turbidity of less than 5 NTU. For reference, and NTU is a Nephelometric Turbidity Unit and is 
the unit of turbidity. Turbidity is basically a measurement of how hazy a liquid appears. A fluid 
with high turbidity would be very hazy while one with low turbidity would be very clear. 
First, the team verified that the current water processing system was capable of collecting the 44 
quarts under optimal conditions. A simple test was performed that involved connecting the pumps 
and filters in series and running the pump for five minutes, transferring clean water from one 
bucket to another. The setup for this procedure is shown in Figure 61 below, and the test procedure 
can be found in Appendix AB. 
 
 
Figure 61. Setup for simple pump test 





From this test, the team found that the average flowrate for the pump under ideal conditions is 
578.4 mL/min. The competition takes place across 12 hours; the team anticipates 50% of that time 
will be spent on drilling and melting ice, which leaves 6 hours for collecting water. With the 
flowrates found in this test, the team’s prototype has the ability to collect 220 quarts (208L) which 
is more than the goal of 44 quarts if there is enough water from the melted ice. The team recognizes 
that this is the absolute best case scenario. Extremely dirty water will take longer to get through 
the filters and backflushing would take up some of the collection time. Still, under the best 
conditions the pumping system is capable of collecting approximately 5x the design specification. 
 
To test for water turbidity, the team performed a similar test but with murky water. Dirt and sand 
were added to the intake water bucket and the filters were put to the test. Visual inspection was 
used to determine if the filtration system met the design specification of < 5 NTU; it is very easy 
to tell when the water clarity is within the desired range. From the tests, it was evident that the 
filtration system met this goal as the water was extremely clear. Figure 62 below shows the 
comparison between the intake water and collected water from the tests. 
 
  
Figure 62.  Dirty intake water vs clean collected water 
In addition to the initial pump/filtration testing, the team tested the head pressure capabilities of 
the pump for comparison with the initial analysis completed. The annotated test procedure and raw 
data can be found in Appendix AB. To begin, the team determined the resolution uncertainty and 
calibration parameters of a pressure gauge and transducer. The transducer gain was calculated to 
be 6.34 psig/V and the bias was determined to be -1.93 psig. After calibrating the pressure 
transducer, the team began the test. The goal of the head pressure test was to obtain the steady state 
operating pressure at the suction side of the pump for the final prototype and compare it to the 
analytical results. In addition, the test results were used to calculate a water jet exit velocity while 
including uncertainty analysis. In this case, the primary uncertainties were a result of the resolution 
uncertainty of the transducer and statistical uncertainty from multiple pressure readings. Instead 
of doing a full propagation analysis with the governing equation, the team conducted a much more 
efficient sensitivity analysis assuming 95% confidence for the statistical uncertainty. The suction 




pressure results are shown in Table 15 below. Recall that the negative gage pressure implies a 
vacuum pressure reading. 
 
Table 15. Pump suction pressure results including statistical uncertainty. 
Pump Suction Side Static Pressure, Ps [psig] 
Analytical Experimental Error (%) 
-7.397 -6.99 ± 0.50 5.5 
 
Using the pressure test data and the same energy equations found in the analysis in Appendix AB, 
the water jet exit velocity was calculated including the sensitivity analysis from the test procedure. 
Table 16 shows the results for the water jet exit velocity for an experimentally determined flowrate 
of 578 mL/min. 
 
Table 16. Water jet exit velocity results based on pump pressure head test. 
Water Jet Exit Velocity, VE [ft/s] 
Analytical Experimental Error (%) 
15.6 15.03 ± 0.33 -3.7 
 
 
Additionally, extensive testing was done with the thermocouple located in the tip of the copper 
auger. The goal of the test was to obtain reliable calibration gain and bias values for the 
thermocouple fully installed with its wiring routed through the slip ring. The team tested various 
issues to verify whether their design concerns were valid or not. This included whether having the 
thermocouple wires next to the heater wires running 120VAC would affect the thermocouple 
readings. Additionally, the team was concerned about whether the slip ring spinning would affect 
the thermocouple readings. This test served to experiment with all of these factors. 
 
The test involved ramping the heater voltage while tracking the local temperature with an alternate 
thermocouple plugged into a thermocouple reader. While tracking the voltage of the heater and the 
temperature, the voltage output of the auger’s thermocouple was recorded. Using this data, the 
team constructed calibration curves as shown in Figure 63. There are multiple curves for differing 
heater voltages, ramping up, and ramping down (off). 
 






Figure 63. Auger thermocouple calibration curves. 
 
To summarize the test results, the calibration curve for the 30.9V heater voltage matched the “off” 
curve extremely closely while the 60.4 V curve did not. The team estimates this has to do with the 
response time of the thermocouple based on its location next to the heater. This is due to the fact 
that 60.4V ramps the heater temperature quicker than the test operator can accurately record 
voltages. Therefore, the team is utilizing the linear curve fit based on the 30.9V heater voltage for 
the official competition readings. 
 
To verify the integrity of the heated auger mounting system, the deflection of the completed 
bearing fixture was measured with a protractor as the z-axis stepper motor applied force to the 
assembly. The maximum deflection was found to be 0.00in which is well within the specified 
target of < 0.025 in (See Appendix AB, Test No. 2). 
 
 
Additionally, the team will verify requirements for the pump, filter system, and heater probe 
assembly through a series of tests with the current prototype and a final prototype. To summarize, 
these tests will include pump head pressure, filter pressure drop, conduction melt rate, water jet 
effectiveness, clog reduction, and sensor effectiveness. The end goal is to obtain repeatable 
results for these areas with full sand/overburden layers present to simulate the NASA test 
environment. The team is currently using plastic bins to store ice and overburden for testing. 
However, the team plans to implement testing with the previous year’s STYX test stand. During 
this time, full implementation with the controls will be achieved.  
 
The water processing controls will be verified by intermediate tests prior to testing full autonomy 
of the water collection system. These tests include ensuring the heaters turn on when required, 
T = 54.719V + 60.604
































the pump is in the correct mode, and the valves actuate accordingly. These actions depend on 
the state in the water collection process. For example, the heater in the auger will turn on as it 
actuates downward into the ice hole and the pump will turn on depending on the depth of the auger 
probe. Furthermore, the pump’s multiple modes will be tested: forward pumping, recirculation, 
and impulse mode. These tests will be evaluated on their reliability. Lastly, simulated emergency 
conditions will test whether full autonomy can be trusted. All tests will be performed on the 
structural prototype and no special facilities or equipment is necessary.  
 
7.3 Frame Design Verification  
 
The final verification prototype was deconstructed and taken to Cal Poly’s HVAC&R Laboratory 
to be weighed on a large scale. The prototype’s weight was found to be 63 kg which is not within 
the specification of < 60 k. However, the team has identified areas for potential weight savings 
and is confident that this specification can be met by the time of the official NASA competition. 
To ensure that the outer envelope of the final prototype fit within the specification of 1m X 1m X 
2m tall, the team used a meter stick to estimate the final dimensions of the prototype. The final 
dimensions were found to be 0.98m X 0.99m X 1.89m.  
 
Frame deflection was also measured during drilling functional tests. The top of the frame was 
predicted to be the location of the largest deflection during drilling, both while drilling into 
concrete and pulling the drill bit out of the overburden.  During the first drill test, the drill plunge 
rate was faster than the rate at which the bit could remove concrete, resulting in a large load being 
transmitted back through the frame.  With the help of the z-axis motor, this accidental load lifted 
the entire frame and testbed off of the ground before the test was stopped.  Upon inspection, there 
was no damage to the frame and no loose bolts.  Once the plunge rate issue was resolved and 
another test was performed, the setup shown in Figures 64 below was used to measure deflection 
during drilling. A maximum deflection of roughly 0.5 cm, or 0.2 inches, was observed, which was 




Figure 64. Frame deflection test setup and area to be measured. 




7.4 Electrical Design Verification  
 
As previously mentioned in Section 5, a circuit was built in Simulink to simulate full system 
operation (Appendix U). While this diagram may not produce entirely accurate values, 
it indicates which parts of the system should be considered for a more complex layout. Namely, 
using the phase model helped identify the parts of the system that would need to be edited 
later. With this in mind, and the initial system level diagram, the team can begin putting the system 
together.   
 
The system was wired as shown in that diagram and the current draw of the actual system 
was monitored to both authenticate the results of the simulation and to ensure that nothing is done 
incorrectly. If any errors occur, or in other words if the current draw is much more than expected, 
the system will be re-evaluated and reconfigured. Once the electrical system is deemed to be 
feasible, a 9A fuse will be incorporated just after the power source to simulate the 
competition conditions.  
 
7.5 Telemetry  
  
The telemetry system is designed to monitor the weight-on-bit during drilling to ensure 33.7 lbf 
(150N) is not exceeded. This critical design requirement was achieved as mentioned previously in 
section 7.1. The load cells were calibrated within the specified +/- 10% accuracy. The calibration 
was verified using the large Toledo scale at Cal Poly’s HVAC&R Laboratory. The large scale was 
used to ensure that the load cells read the same value as the scale in pounds once the drill was 
placed on it. After calibration, the weight-on-bit vs. depth of the drill was recorded during drilling 
to infer the overburden layers. The results are first shown in section 7.1 in Figure 60. Ultimately, 
the data is viable in producing insight into the varying overburden layer thicknesses and relative 
hardness. The last remaining issue with the digital core system is the removal of code segments 
that print data to the console. These statements have an enormous impact on the speed that the 
code runs and therefore messes up the accuracy of measurements such as the encoder values used 
to determine layer thickness. The current solution is to log the data with an SD card onboard the 
microcontroller, which has yet to be tested.  
 
The other portion of telemetry included monitoring the temperature of the cartridge heater in the 
heater probe. The calibration of the thermocouple was verified by measuring the temperature of a 
bucket of crushed ice and water at 0°C, as well as measuring boiling water at 100°C. The 
thermocouple was calibrated within the target of +/- 10% accuracy before being inserted into the 
heater probe for manufacturing. In addition, a current sensor driver was developed to monitor the 
current draw from the DC motor driving the heater auger; however, it was not utilized in the final 









7.6 Full System Functional Testing 
 
The full system test was designed to ensure that the system could autonomously drill through 
various layers including ice and rock, create a sufficient hole for the insertion of the heated auger 
tool, melt the ice and extract it, and collect accurate data from the load cells for the digital core. 
This test was conducted June 2021 by flashing the code onto the microcontroller, pressing the go 
button, and observing the system.  
 
Each time the wiring was overhauled through the course of the project to change the layout of the 
wiring and electrical components, the load cells required careful retuning and debugging. Due to 
time constraints, for the final system test the team opted to not include them. As such, no actual 
overburden was used during the test. While this dramatically changed the purpose behind the test, 
the team still felt the results validated the design and the progress made on the design verification 
prototype. Separate tests of the drill autonomously drilling through the overburden and collecting 
data have already been completed and discussed in this document. The team is confident that this 
portion of the full system test would continue to be successful if the load cells were ready to use 
when the full system test was completed. 
 
Despite this setback, the full range of motion and functions were still carried out as though 
overburden was present. The drill successfully actuated downwards a set distance based on 
encoder readings on the z-axis, and it began drilling after a short distance equal to the amount of 
space between the top of the test bed and the drill tip at resting position. It then activated the servo 
motor to change the drilling direction into reverse and turned the rotation off. The team decided 
that rotating on the way back out of the hole would not be necessary except in the case of the drill 
bit being stuck in the ice. This allowed the drill to keep the integrity of the hole almost entirely 
intact with minimal caving in. 
 
Once returned to the reset position, the drill bit stopped actuating and both tool carriages translated 
horizontally via the stepper motors. The heated auger tool successfully aligned with the previous 
position of the drill, and it is assumed that it would be aligned with a hole in the overburden if it 
had been created. The heated auger tool then began actuating downward with the same logic of 
the drill. Its final position on the z-axis was determined by a predefined encoder value proportional 
to a set distance. It began rotating after it reached a depth that would correspond to being slightly 
inserted into the hole in the overburden. During the test, the pin that connects the rotating gear 
motor to the shaft of the heated auger tool flew out and caused it to cease rotating. The pin will 
need to be better secured for future testing to ensure that the auger has the freedom to rotate. 
 
After the heated auger tool reached its final z-axis distance, it initiated the melting state. For this 
test, a bucket of water was used at the depth where we would expect ice during the competition. 
The heater was tested and functional, but due to resources on hand the team opted to forgo melting 




ice in favor of ensuring the functionality of the valves, pumps, and auger involved in the melting 
and extraction process. 
 
The distinct stages of the melting state were run on a simple timer to observe their effect in a timely 
manner as opposed to a realistic timeframe that would be necessary if ice was present. All went 
according to plan with the water extracted stage, the water recirculating stage, and the water jetting 
stage. An issue occurred during the final extraction stage that caused the test to come to an end. A 
buildup of water in the tubes due to a valve misfunction caused the pressurized liquid to start 
shooting out of the tubes and potentially harming the electrical equipment below. The cause of this 
error is a high priority for the team before administering another system level test. 
 
The functions that remained for the test and therefore were not able to be tested were: returning 
the heated auger to its reset position on the z-axis and translating both tool carriages back to their 
reset positions on the x-axis. 
 
Overall, the results of this test were promising and exciting despite the large accommodations 
necessary to facilitate it. Each system was verified to work independently and when assembled in 
their correct order aside from minor bugs that remain. Moving forward, the top priorities for the 
team are replacing and recalibrating the load cells, fixing the issue with the faulty valve in the 
water extraction stage, incorporating an external memory device for telemetry data, and integrating 
the limit switches. The limit switches will only be pertinent in the case of emergency where the 
system fails to stop itself in time and risks damaging hardware by colliding with itself. Thorough 
testing will commence to ensure the functionality of the restore and reset state in the case that a 
limit switch is hit during operation. This precaution is an extra step towards full autonomy. 
 
An additional full system test as originally planned to include various overburden layers and ice is 
scheduled for August 2021 after team members become available to continue work on the 
prototype. 
 
8.  Project Management 
The engineering design process includes many critical steps that help develop a successful project. 
In this case, it can be broken down into six major components: (1) Define Problem, (2) Create 
Solutions, (3) Evaluate and Select a Solution, (4) Specify Design, (5) Build, and (6) Test. As with 
any process, there are iterations between these steps until the project is ready to move on 









8.1 Design Process Explained 
 
The overall team is composed of two groups that are focusing on varying aspects of the project. A 
mechanical sub-team is focusing on the frame, the mechanical aspects of drilling and water 
collection, and manufacturing the components. In a similar manner, a mechatronics sub-team is 
designing and implementing the electronic hardware for the system’s controls and telemetry while 
designing compatible software for autonomous functions. In this case, both sub-teams are 
following a similar design, build, and test process while working together for successful 
integration. 
 
To begin the design process, the team conducted background research to gain knowledge about 
the challenge and various aspects of specific tasks to be completed. In addition, we utilized a QFD 
to develop NASA’s needs and wants into specific quantifiable requirements. As part of the 
competition, NASA already had most of the specific requirements set. The scope of the design 
problem based on this research is summarized in this report.  
Subsequently, the team went through an ideation phase to create several potential solutions to the 
design challenge. This process included several brainstorming sessions as well as a functional 
breakdown to analyze each concept. Furthermore, the team evaluated concepts using decision 
matrices with the end goal being a single concept that meets NASA’s preliminary requirements. 
During both steps, each sub-team brainstormed and evaluated aspects focused on their portion of 
the system while keeping integration options in mind.  
After ideation concluded, the teams divided further, and each member specialized in a specific 
subsystem of the prototype. For the mechanical team, Alex Martinez was in charge of the drill 
system, Brad Behrens was in charge of the heater probe tool, Dominic Duran was in charge of the 
frame system, and Michelle was in charge of heater probe attachment and loading. Similarly for 
the mechatronics team, Tyler Guffey was in charge of electrical wiring, Rebecca Rodriguez was 
in charge of telemetry, Schuyler Ryan was in charge of motor control/full code integration and 
Jacob Everest was in charge of the controls system for the heater probe tool as well as motors. 
With each person assigned a subsystem, detailed analysis began. This analysis took the form of 
hand calculations, computer simulations, 3D modeling, learning of programming language, and 
everything in between. 
In order to hit the competition’s Midpoint Review (MPR) deadline, the team began manufacturing 
some subsystems before detailed analysis was completed for all subsystems. The team worked 
together to ensure the drill assembly and frame were ready for testing by March 15th. 
Manufacturing for these assemblies was done entirely in Mustang ’60 and Aero Hanger machine 
shops on campus by the team members. By March 15th the team had assembled 70% of the frame 
and 90% of the drill assembly; programming and wiring was also completed for these subsystems 
and a test was completed to verify the drill system’s capabilities.  




From these tests, valuable data was collected, and unforeseen issues were revealed. The frame and 
drill system leads shifted towards optimizing their designs based on test results while the other 
subsystem leads resumed detailed analysis and manufacturing. The next major deadline for the 
project was Verification Prototype sign off in the last week of May. The team worked steadily to 
finish the frame, drill assembly, code, heater probe assembly, and whole system integration by this 
date. Along the way, numerous subsystem tests were conducted to test the effectiveness of each 
system’s design. These tests include drill tests, water pump tests, load cell calibrations, logical 
programming tests, and wiring tests.  
As Spring quarter ended, the team finalized manufacturing and assembled the completed 
prototype. With final prototype finished, full system testing began. Unfortunately, it took longer 
to reach this point than anticipated and very little full system testing was performed in time for the 
senior project deadline. From the testing performed, it was noted that the prototype was capable 
of drilling through all layers of the overburden without exceeding max competition WOB. Also, 
the heater probe aligned with the drilled hole and could melt ice, pumping water from the hole, 
shooting it back into the hole, and collecting the water with NTU<5%. Unfortunately, the final 
prototype was over the max competition weight limit; however, the team does have plans for 
cutting weight. With more time and testing, the code could have been more optimized, some parts 
could be remanufactured better, and weight could be saved. With the final prototype assembled, 
the team also created a user manual to aid future users and designers of this project. This user 
manual can be found in Appendix AC. 
The final steps of the design process are still yet to come. The RASC-AL competition date has 
been announced as September 22-26, 2021, which gives the team the summer to make small 
tweaks to the prototype. A few members will be available to help make these adjustments and 
prepare for competition in the Fall. For a list of critical project milestones refer to Table 17. For a 
list of all project milestones refer to Appendix AD for the Gantt Chart. 
 
  




Table 17. Project Timeline 
Deliverable Description Submitted to: Due Date 
Scope of Work Document outline project plans. Cal Poly 10/13/20 
Preliminary Design 
Review (PDR) 
Review of how the team chose an 
initial concept. Cal Poly 11/10/20 
Project Plan Document with design description. NASA 11/24/20 
Interim Design 
Review Review of design analysis. Cal Poly 1/14/21 
Critical Design 
Review (CDR) Detailed review of chosen design. Cal Poly 2/9/21 
Manufacturing & 
Test Review Review of build and test procedures. Cal Poly 3/11/21 
Mid-Point Review 
(MPR) 
Detailed review of design with 
preliminary testing details. NASA 3/15/21 
Final Design Review Final review of detailed design, build, and test data. Cal Poly 6/10/21 
Technical Paper & 
Integration Video 
Final report of detailed design with 
summary video of system running. NASA 8/31/21 
NASA On-site 
Competition 
Competition includes a technical 
presentation and 2 day run testing. NASA 9/23/21 
 
  




9.  Conclusion and Recommendations 
The STYX & STONES team has completed critical design for the system intended to be a 
lightweight, durable, and hands-off method for extracting water from Martian/lunar subsurface ice 
layers while mapping soil density profiles. The team is excited to continue with manufacturing, 
mechanical and electrical testing of all subsystems.  With a rapidly approaching deadline for 
NASA’s Mid-Point Review, the team plans to construct the full frame and drill subassembly to 
demonstrate tool translation and drilling into simulated overburden.  While the final heater probe 
assembly requires the most manufacturing lead time, the team will inform NASA of functional 
prototype test results that show the effectiveness of the auger-waterjet design. The NASA judges 
will then decide whether or not our team will be able to travel to NASA’s Langley Research Center 
in June for the final competition. 
With limited shop time and machine availability due to COVID-19 restrictions, manufacturing 
deadlines will be difficult to meet. However, construction of the frame has already begun, and the 
team intends on recycling many parts from the original STYX system. An increased team size 
compared to last year will help with the manufacturing push, as well as keeping thorough 
documentation on designs and findings for the benefit of future Cal Poly competition entries. 
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Appendix [A] - STYX Prototype Status Report 
Table A.1. STYX Components and Redesign Considerations 
COMPETITION REQUIREMENT CURRENT SOLUTION REDESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Control must be entirely 
autonomous or remote crew-
controlled without the use of 
WiFi. 
Remote controlled drilling 
process and pseudo-successful 
telemetry. Not automated. Sub-
systems operating in open loop 
manual override mode. Closed 
loop control was only achievable 
with no user interfacing. 
Automated control scheme on 
startup, no need for remote 
control. Want to reduce tele-
operation as much as possible. 
Cooperative telemetry, 
excavation, and water filtration. 
Feedback control for motor 
driver and pump pressure. 
Automation on previous project 
was not achieved, any progress 
in this field is "novel design". 
The water extraction and 
prospecting system (not 
including external computer 
control or water transfer 
equipment connected to the 
accumulation tank) must be no 
larger than 1m x 1m x 2m tall. 
1m x 1m x 1.95m Pass/fail. Previous design was 
within limitations 
The water extraction and 
prospecting system (including 
the water transfer equipment) 
must have a mass less than or 
equal to 60 kg. 
Final mass not measured, but 
exceeding 64kg 
Pass/fail. Previous design had 
many heavy tools. Reducing the 
weight or number of tools would 
most significantly lower overall 
mass.  
The water extraction and 
prospecting system (not 
including remote crew-
controlled computer/control 
devices for the system) must be 
fully operational with only the 
power supplied by a 120 VAC 
(GFCI protected) power outlet.  
Use of 1L/min max peristaltic 
pump. Power supply 
unspecified, but system 
operational on 120 VAC outlet 
(converted to 12 VDC and 5 VDC 
internally). Power draw never 
exceeded 900W. 
High power use for prospecting 
drill is area of largest concern. 
Running at lower RPM or 
decreasing WOB would reduce 
overall draw. A lighter tool 
would also consume less power 
to operate. 
Circuitry must include a 9 A fast-
blow fuse.  
Not detailed. Pass/fail. Include the fuse. It's a 
good idea anyways... 
The system must be capable of 
providing electrical current 
usage via the same data logger 
that is monitoring and recording 
the weight on bit (WOB) load 
limits. 
Load cells monitor WOB, unclear 
if current usage was 
simultaneously measured. 
Simply add a current sensor to 
the load measuring circuit and 
read it on the same data 
collection system. 
The WOB must be limited to less 
than 150 N. 
Calibrated by actuating z axis 
motor until desired WOB is 
achieved. 
The same system can be used to 
achieve a fixed WOB, or a 
dynamic load can be applied 
with a hard ceiling of 150N. 
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Reaching near this value 
automatically reduces torque via 
control implementation. 
The length of any drill bits used 
must be less than or equal to 
96.52 cm (38 inches). 
24in sheath, 31in drill, 36in 
auger, 42in heater probe. 
Unclear if probe was reduced in 
effective length by "choking up" 
on end affixed to drill. 
All previous tools were within 
constraint aside from heater 
probe. Simple to reduce the 
length of the heater probe, or if 
overhauling excavation process, 
maintaining any tools under 38in 
length. 
The prototype must be able to 
penetrate between 0.4 and 0.5 
meters of overburden layers of 
differing hardness and density, 
the hardest having an 
unconfined compressive 
strength of 25 MPa. 
Masononry drill bit used to 
break through overburden. 
Tested effectively on stone and 
concrete. 
 
The prototype must be able to 
penetrate between 0.4 and 0.5 
meters of solid ice. 
Auger bit was hammer drilled 
into ice to create pilot hole for 
heater probe. Heater probe was 
inserted into pilot hole to melt 
through ice layer. 
Melting ice on the spot appears 
favorable over collecting the ice 
itself. Considering use of heated 
drill bit or similarly using a 
different tool to melt through ice 
layer. 
The prototype must be capable 
of handling temperatures as low 
as -26° C. 
Previous project considers 
potential issues with design if 
exposed to approx. -130C 
temperatures. -26C was not a 
concern for tool brittleness, 
thermal contraction, inaccurate 
WOB data, or circuitry failure. 
 
The water extraction and 
prospecting system must include 
a solution to minimize the 
amount of dirt in the water 
collected. 
Multi-tool system was designed 
with this in mind. The sheath 
prevents the hole from 
collapsing on itself, the auger 
collects debris on the way to 
creating a pilot hole in the ice, 
and allowing ice to pack into 
auger flutes prevents further 
debris from falling into ice layer. 
Previous design is good within its 
use. If performing a tool 
overhaul in new design, would 
need to similarly prevent debris 
in and around hole from 
contaminating water for the 
sake of not clogging extraction 
tubes and not extracting unclean 
water. A sheath, auger, and large 
fluting are all preventative 
measures to reduce debris in 
water before extraction. 
Additional reactive measures 
can be taken to extract 
contaminants from the water 
during collection. (i.e. filter, 
vacuum, etc.) 
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The water extraction and 
prospecting system must 
prevent any drill bits (if used) 
from freezing in the ice, and/or 
somehow deal with this 
situation should it occur. 
Precautionary measure of not 
driving auger flutes below water 
level to prevent refreezing 
around tool shaft. Refreezing did 
occur with plunge depth of just 
3in. Reversing auger with 
approx. 80lbf seemingly 
corrected this. Admitted area of 
high potential for critical failure. 
Previous design does not seem 
like a good enough solution; 
"Just don't let it freeze". Heating 
drill bit or area around it seems 
most promising for preventing 
refreeze. Hollow tool would 
allow for heating element 
within. Heating the tool from a 
source closer to the drill seems 
like a bad idea: severe heat 
dissipation plus proximity to 
electrical components. 
Attempting to affix heating 
element to drill externally would 
likely interfere with drilling 
process and could be easily 
damaged by soil. Might consider 
anti-ice forming materials. 
Known research suggests this is 
accomplished with nano-
materials and is effective at 
specified temperature ranger of 
approx. -26C, but probably more 
complicated than alternative. 
The water extraction and 
prospecting system must melt 
the ice so that it can be delivered 
to the external tank, where total 
water volume is collected. 
Ice melted with heater probe 
inserted through auger and 
actuated to 90 deg. to create a 
cylindrical melt zone. Water 
extracttion device attached to 
heater probe and pumped into 
external collection tank. 
Similarly, ice will be melted on 
the spot and pumped through 
tubing into external collection 
tank. Will likely use a hollow drill 
tool as well. 
The water extraction and 
prospecting system must filter 
debris from the water. 
In addition to minimizing of 
debris with auger tool and 
sheath, sintered bronze filter is 
used after water is extracted. 
Pressure sensors measure 
degree of "cloggedness" on inlet 
tube and filter itself. If either 
measurement suggest 
significant clogging, a dump 
valve on the sediment trap can 
be remotely opened or the flow 
of the pump can be reveresed to 
flush the system. 
 
 
Appendix [B] - Table of Existing Project Solutions 











Used “all in one probe” to 
drill through overburden, 
melt ice, and extract water. 
Exceeded the weight limit; replaced 







Excavated to ice block using 
a conventional drill motor 
and steel auger bit with an 
internal heater.  
Overburden would fall back into the 
hole drilled. Used heated auger to let 
ice melt and turn into mud creating a 











Extracted water using a 
multi-step process. 
Subsystem components 
included a rotary hammer 
drill and concrete auger bit, 
heater probe with cartridge 
heaters, bottled water 
dispensing system as a 
pump, and a PLC control 
system. 
Team MIDAS intended to build a 
case wall to prevent the hole from 
caving in. Unfortunately, they 
needed to reduce excess weight, so a 
case wall was not built. Ultimately, 
they found that a case wall was not 
needed, since the bore hole would 
not cave in under frozen conditions. 
Pieces of the frame were also 
scrapped to reduce the weight 
















Water extraction process 
began with a hole made by 
masonry bit with a floating 
collar. Next, a sheath was 
inserted into the hole to 
prevent overburden from 
caving in. An auger was 
used to drill up to the ice. 
Finally, a heater probe 
(capable of actuating 90°) 
was deployed to melt the 
ice. 
Their design exceeded the weight 
limit by approximately 6 lb. The 
heater probe needed a more reliable 
mechanism to actuate. The current 
method of deployment utilized 
Kevlar string. There is also a risk of 
the sheath falling into the hole. If 
this occurs, it must be manually 
recovered.  In addition, their system 
lacked a completed autonomy and 











This team used a similar 
approach to Team MIDAS. 
Some differences are that a 
peristaltic pump was used, 
and the extractor probe can 
recirculate water back into 
the hole for increased ice 
melting. 
They needed to increase the 
conduction rate of the heater probe. 
They considered the use of two 
extractors; however, it was too 
difficult to implement. Instead they 
increased the conduction rate by 
installing 12 smaller copper tubes in 
the extractor probe [20]. 
 
Appendix [C] - Table of Mechatronics Related Patents 
Table C.1. Mechatronics Related Patents 
Patent Number Patent Name Description 





This autonomous system used a tachometer to 
monitor drill speed (rpm), a laser depth gauge to 
measure the depth of the hole drilled, a pulse 
pick-up sensor to measure rpm, and a vibration 
sensor. 
US8256534B2 Adaptive drilling 
control system 
This drilling system was designed for the 
optimization of rate of penetration (ROP). ROP 
was used as a feedback control signal for the 
controller. In addition, hydraulic shock absorbers 
and vibration damping materials were used to 
decrease the vibration of the drill string. 
US8245792B2 Drill bit with weight 
and torque sensors 
and method of 
making a drill bit 
This drill bit integrated weight and torque sensors 
inside of the drill shank to improve the estimation 
of WOB and torque while drilling. 
US7604072B2 Method and 
apparatus for 
collecting drill bit 
performance data 
Drill bit performance data was collected by a data 
analysis module that resides in an annular ring in 
the central bore. This design allows drilling fluid 
to pass through for heat dissipation. The sensors 
used in the system include accelerometers, 
magnetometers (measures the orientation of drill 
bit), and temperature sensors. In addition, an 
initiation sensor engages when certain conditions 
are reached (e.g. turbid mud). 
US9410418B2 Real time well data 
alerts 
This system is capable of monitoring multiple 
wells simultaneously. The objective is to prevent 
"...unexpected and dangerous pressure release at 
the surface of the well". 
 
Appendix [D] - Table of Mechanical Patents 
Table D.1. Mechanical Components Patents 
Patent Number Patent Name Description 
US2825186A Ultrasonic 
Drill 
This drill was designed for creating extremely clean and 
precise holes. It operates primarily via an electromagnet 
vibrating a small drill bit. While this bit vibrates, water and 
small particulate are flowed over the bit to grind through a 
material, creating a low tolerance hole. 
US3511321A Hammer Drill A hammer drill is a hand-held drilling machine that 
specializes in breaking through concrete and other hard 
materials. It can produce both a rotating (drilling) motion 
and an actuating (hammering) motion allowing it to drill 
through strong materials. The actuating motion is created 
by two ribbed disks sliding past each other. 
US4895212A Rotary 
Hammer 
Rotary hammers, much like hammer drills, are drilling 
machines capable of drilling through hard surfaces via a 
combination of rotating and actuating motion. In this 
machine, the actuating motion is created by a piston 
rapidly compressing and expanding air behind the drill bit. 
US1654223 Core Drill Core drills are machines that excel at excavating and 
manage to preserve the layers of overburden as the operate. 
These machines consist of a hollow tube and disk-shaped 
cutting tool head. As the cutting tool advances down the 
hole, the inside tube of the drill fills with the soil and 




This machine specializes in measuring the hardness of a 
surface per the Rockwell Hardness scale. The hardness is 
obtained by applying a preliminary force, and then 
applying a stronger, secondary force and then measuring 





























1 ||| 8% 8 6 6 9 1 0 5 4 0 1
2 ||||| 11% 9 9 10 9 3 5 2 5 2 2
3 ||| 7% 8 4 7 9 2 4 0 4 0 3
4 |||| 9% 10 5 10 9 5 5 2 5 0 4
5 ||| 6% 10 1 8 9 2 0 4 4 0 5
6 ||| 6% 10 1 8 9 1 1 4 3 0 6
7 ||| 7% 6 3 10 9 2 1 2 4 5 7
8 ||| 8% 10 3 10 9 5 5 3 5 5 8
9 |||| 9% 6 8 10 9 2 1 5 2 0 9
10 |||| 9% 9 6 9 9 1 0 5 5 0 10
11 ||| 7% 9 2 10 9 5 1 1 4 5 11
12 |||| 9% 8 7 10 9 5 0 5 5 5 12











































MIDAS III (Different team's project)
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Removing Particulate from Hole: 
 




Appendix [H] - Pugh Matrices and Sketches 
 
Figure H.1. Sketches for frame Pugh matrix 





Figure H.2. Sketches for excavation Pugh matrix 
  





Figure H.3. Ideas for melting ice 
 
  




Table H.1. Ideas for converting the ice to liquid water. 
1. Copper Heater Probe (Simple, Actuating, or Vibrating, etc…) 
2. Heated All-In-One Drill Bit 
3. Drop really hot copper ball down hole onto ice to create pilot hole. 
4. Create an on-site well using a heater probe. 
5. Hot Water Jet (On-board water, or recirculating). 
6. Hot Air Jet from pressuring source. 
7. Heat up overburden to melt large amounts of ice underneath. 
8. Melt a cylinder of ice and extract the ice core, then melt the rest above the overburden. 
9. Add Calcium Chloride to the ice in the hole. 
10. Use a stirrer to stir warm water in the well. 
11. Use a laser (also a CO2 laser). 
12. Use combustibles. 
13. Poor salt onto ice. 
14. Use a vibrating sander on the ice surface. 
15. Use a heat pump with refrigerant lines. 
16. Create an ice blender. 
17. Sublimate the ice and then condense the vapor above. 
18. Insert heated sheath. 
19. Shoot hot solids at the ice using a spring shooter (ex. Copper pellets). 
20. Use a suction screen attached to the heater probe to prefilter particles. 
21. Use a bright light with a magnifying glass. 
22. Create an electrical arc inside an ice pilot hole. 
23. Use auger bit to pull ice up flutes and melt above. 
 
Table H.2. Pugh Matrix for converting the ice to liquid water. Note, the team used the heater probe from 

















The No-Movement Heater Probe has no internal 
moving parts. It includes a copper casing around 
cartridge heaters. It has a suction port at the 
bottom. 
The STYX Heater Probe is an actuating copper 
heater with 3 internal cartridge heaters. The 
STYX team reported problems with the pull-
string actuation system. It includes a white suction 
















The previous winning team of the RASC-AL 
Moon to Mars competition, MIDAS III used a 
similar idea of an all-in-one drill bit to drill into 
overburden and melt ice for sucking water out. It 
would require many holes drilled efficiently to 
collect a large amount of water. Custom 
manufacturing = $$$. 
The Double-Actuating Probe is a complex heater 
probe designed to have a far reach for melting 
large quantities of ice per hole. This includes push 
rods that actuate the tip to an angle. The 
telescoping features would then actuate the tip 
horizontally outward to melt a tunnel. A suction 
tube with a nozzle heater would be located at the 












The Radial Expansion heater probe has the same 
goal of using convection to melt ice while 
expanding your melting amount capability. In this 
case, a central rod with a cone shaped tip will be 
pushed down inside the housing to expand the 
housing layers which are on hinges. The bottom 
sketch shows a top view of the expanded housing 
layers for improving melting area. This design 
would include strip heaters along the housing. 
This Heater Probe includes cartridge heaters at the 
bottom and a coil heater along the discharge line 
for heating. In this case, an additional water line 
will be run back down through the probe 
connected to a nozzle to create a radial water jet. 
The hot water recirculation loop will be used to 
expand the melting capability while intermittent 
collection happens using a 3-way solenoid valve 
to switch operations. 
 




Table H.3. Pugh Matrix 2 of compatible heaters for water jet heater probe. 
 
 

















Figure H.8. Sketches for Hardness Testing Pugh matrix 
 






Figure H.9. Sketches for Depth Testing Pugh matrix 
 




Attachment [I] - Preliminary Pressure Analysis
 
Figure I.1. Schematic of recirculation loop state organization. 
 
 




Attachment [J] - Decision Matrices and Sketches 
Note: Scores for identifying layer depth and layer hardness were not awarded in this matrix 
because the primary methods being considered depend heavily on testing and must be proven 
successful or unsuccessful in a physical setting. Trade studies for both layer depth and hardness 
identification will be conducted. 
 
Table J.1. Weighted Decision Matrix Created by Mechanical Subteam: STYX, F53. 
  A  B  C  D  E  F  
Criteria Weight Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total 
Durable 0.080 4 0.322 5 0.402 5 0.402 5 0.402 5 0.402 3 0.241 
Limited Power 
Supply 
0.092 2 0.184 4 0.368 3 0.276 3 0.276 2 0.184 2 0.184 
Easy to repair 0.046 3 0.138 3 0.138 4 0.184 2 0.092 3 0.138 3 0.138 
High Water 
Collection 
0.115 5 0.575 4 0.460 4 0.460 4 0.460 5 0.575 5 0.575 
Fits in storage 
vessel 
0.092 4 0.368 5 0.460 5 0.460 4 0.368 4 0.368 4 0.368 
High Drilling 
Capacity 
0.115 5 0.575 5 0.575 5 0.575 4 0.460 3 0.345 3 0.345 
Light weight 0.092 3 0.276 5 0.460 4 0.368 4 0.368 5 0.460 3 0.276 
Water is Clean 0.023 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 
Autonomous 0.080 3 0.241 4 0.322 3 0.241 3 0.241 3 0.241 2 0.161 
Ease of Use 0.046 3 0.138 5 0.230 4 0.184 4 0.184 5 0.230 2 0.092 
Identify layer 
depth 
0.103  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Identify layer 
hardness 
0.103  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Inexpensive 0.011 2 0.023 5 0.057 4 0.046 3 0.034 3 0.034 4 0.046 
Totals:   2.954  3.586  3.310  3.000  3.092  2.540 
 
Highest rated are systems B and C 
Table J.2. Weighted Decision Matrix Created by Mechatronics Subteam: STONES, F54. 
J2 
 
  A  B  C  D  E  F  
Criteria Weight Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total Score Total 
Durable 0.080 3 0.241 4 0.322 4 0.322 2 0.161 5 0.402 3 0.241 
Limited Power 
Supply 
0.092 5 0.460 5 0.460 5 0.460 3 0.276 5 0.460 4 0.368 
Easy to repair 0.046 2 0.092 3 0.138 5 0.230 2 0.092 4 0.184 3 0.138 
High Water 
Collection 
0.115 3 0.345 3 0.345 3 0.345 3 0.345 3 0.345 3 0.345 
Fits in storage 
vessel 
0.092 5 0.460 4 0.368 5 0.460 4 0.368 5 0.460 3 0.276 
High Drilling 
Capacity 
0.115 3 0.345 4 0.460 3 0.345 2 0.230 4 0.460 3 0.345 
Light weight 0.092 2 0.184 3 0.276 3 0.276 3 0.276 3 0.276 2 0.184 
Water is Clean 0.023 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 5 0.115 
Autonomous 0.080 3 0.241 3 0.241 3 0.241 3 0.241 4 0.322 3 0.241 
Ease of Use 0.046 2 0.092 4 0.184 5 0.230 3 0.138 5 0.230 4 0.184 
Identify layer 
depth 
0.103  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Identify layer 
hardness 
0.103  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000  0.000 
Inexpensive 0.011 3 0.034 4 0.046 5 0.057 2 0.023 3 0.034 4 0.046 
Totals:   2.609  2.954  3.080  2.264  3.287  2.483 
 











System A. Arcade “crane game” configuration with lead screws and rollers for actuation across the top 
of the frame. Tools are fixed to a rotary platform that rotates them into position. Motion in the vertical 




System B. Frame includes an “H-base” that can be moved side to side manually with a set of pins. 
Tools are fixed to a rotary platform that rotates them into position. Double actuating heater probe can 




System C. Combination frame of STYX design and H-base. A hammer drill is used for ice and 




System D. Tools are fixed to a rotary platform that rotates them into position. A coring drill is used for 
ice and overburden excavation. A simple heater is used to create a Rod well under the ice. “Rock-
upuncture” and ground penetrating radar are employed for telemetry. All tools actuate vertically at 




System E. Last year’s STYX frame design but composed of lighter material. Multiple tools (non-rotary 
platform). Lead screw with motor. Mini actuator rail. Layer thickness is determined from WOB and 
backup check from ground penetrating radar. Radar works simultaneously on the back of the carriage 




System F. Tools are rotated into position under a chuck and selected for operation. Water sublimation 










Figure L-1. Schematic of components in heater probe tool fluid system. Note, the four 
components under the “Slip Ring” note will have circuits that are routed through the slip ring. 
 
 
Figure L-2. Preliminary operation flowchart for heater probe tool.  
 
Figure L-3. MATLAB results of when to toggle pump while auger is actuating/melting down 
into the ice. In this case, assuming dzextra = 0, the pump will be turned on when the probe has 
melted about 0.1m downwards. The volume of the fluid path was found by summing up the 
volume of each pipe and component. 
 
 
Figure L-4(a). Option A for wiring V1 and V2 which are auto return valves controlled by a 
single SPDT relay. 
 
Option L-4(b). Option B for wiring V1 and V2 which are latching (reverse polarity actuation) 
valves controlled by two DPDT relays. 
 
 
Figure L-5. Finite state machine for water collection. The format is [CONDITION / ACTION]. 
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Bradley Behrens
Goal: Find the amount of water that is available for suction as a function of Heater Probe depth in ice.
Can eventually alter assumption so that dz_extra is a percentage of dz_tip. Can do some tests to estimate
this model. Additionally, can change model to account for varying dmelt with depth.





c = 39.3701; %[in/m]
var.df = 1.4; %[in]
var.dr_melt = 1/16; %[in]
var.VR = 0.923; %[]
var.dz_extra = [0 1 2]; %[in]
var.dz_tip = [0:0.001:0.4]; %[m]
% ASSUME
% 3a.
var.dz_melt_a = var.dz_tip.*c + var.dz_extra(1); %[in]
% 3b.
var.dz_melt_b = var.dz_tip.*c + var.dz_extra(2); %[in]
% 3c.
var.dz_melt_c = var.dz_tip.*c + var.dz_extra(3); %[in]
% SOLVE










title('Available Water Correlation with Varying dz_e_x_t_r_a');
xlabel('Depth of Heater Probe Tip [m]');
ylabel('Volume of Available Water [in^3]');
plot(var.dz_tip,results.V_water_available_b);
plot(var.dz_tip,results.V_water_available_c);
legend('dz_e_x_t_r_a = 0 [in]', 'dz_e_x_t_r_a = 1 [in]', 'dz_e_x_t_r_a
 = 2 [in]');
1
% Combine Results with Line Volume Analysis to find Zc
Prototype Volume Analysis
Rmelt = 5; %in
rdotmelt = 11.5; %in/min
zmelt = 13 %in
zdot = 0.38 %in/min
tR = Rmelt/rdotmelt %min
tcircle = tR*360/60 %hour
tz = zmelt/zdot/60 %hour
thole = tcircle+tz %hour
Vwater = pi*Rmelt^2*zmelt*var.VR/57.75 %quart
Vdot = Vwater/thole %quart/hr31
zmelt =
    13
zdot =
2
    0.3800
tR =
    0.4348
tcircle =
    2.6087
tz =
    0.5702
thole =
    3.1789
Vwater =
   16.3186
Vdot =
    5.1335




Gravity g [m/s/s] 9.81
Conversion c [in/m] 39.3701
Patm [Pa] 1.01E+05
Pump Tubing Spec Tygon 6.4mm
Pump Volumetric Flowrate Vdot [cm^3/min] 1000
Pump Volumetric Flowrate Vdot [m^3/s] 1.6667E-05









Pipe Length Inner Diameter Length Inner Diameter
[in] [in] [m] [m]
1 46.3 0.125 1.17601936 0.003174998
1 46.3 0.125 1.17601936 0.003174998
2 10 0.1875 0.25399986 0.004762497
2 10 0.1875 0.25399986 0.004762497
3 5 0.25 0.12699993 0.006349997
3 5 0.25 0.12699993 0.006349997
4 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
4 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
5 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
5 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
6 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
6 10 0.25 0.25399986 0.006349997
7 54 0.125 1.37159926 0.003174998
7 54 0.125 1.37159926 0.003174998
8 0.5 0.125 0.01269999 0.003174998
8 0.5 0.125 0.01269999 0.003174998
N 0.0625 0.001587499
Pipe Area Equivalent Equivalent e/D
[m^2] [mm] [m]
7.9173E-06 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00047244
7.9173E-06 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00047244
1.78139E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00031496
1.78139E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00031496
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
3.16692E-05 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00023622
7.9173E-06 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00047244
7.9173E-06 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00047244
7.9173E-06 0.0015 0.0000015 0.00047244




1B-2A Pipe Transition Expansion
2B-PF(in) Hose Barb (In) Expansion
PF(out)-3A Hose Barb (Out) Square-edged
3B-RS(in) Hose Barb (In) Union
RS(out)-4A Hose Barb (Out) Union
4B-P(in) Hose Barb (In) Union
P(out)-5A Hose Barb (Out) Union
5B-T(in) Hose Barb (In) Expansion
T(out)-6A Valve2 Square Edge +Ball Valve (FO)
6B-RD(in) Hose Barb (In) Union
RD(out)-7A Compression Fitting Union
7B-8A 90 (In) Union
8A-8B Regular 90 Regular 90
8B-N Nozzle Contraction
















State Z Z P P P T
[in] [m] [bar(g)] [Pa(g)] [Pa(abs)] [C]
0 0 0 0.000 0.00E+00 101325 30
1A 0 0 0.000 0.00E+00 101325 30
1B 55 1.396999246 -0.463 -4.63E+04 5.497854E+04 28.1
2A 55 1.396999246 -0.452 -4.52E+04 5.608742E+04 28.1
2B 60 1.523999177 -0.473 -4.73E+04 5.400956E+04 28.1
PF 60 1.523999177 -0.478 -4.78E+04 5.357364E+04 28.1
3A 60 1.523999177 -0.480 -4.80E+04 5.336675E+04 28
3B 66 1.676399095 -0.496 -4.96E+04 5.176459E+04 28
4A 70 1.77799904 -0.508 -5.08E+04 5.052361E+04 28
4B 70 1.77799904 -0.510 -5.10E+04 5.029741E+04 28
5A 70 1.77799904 0.890 8.90E+04 1.902974E+05 28
5B 65 1.650999108 -1.013 -1.01E+05
T 65 1.650999108 -1.013 -1.01E+05
E 64 1.625599122 -1.013 -1.01E+05
6A 62 1.57479915 -1.013 -1.01E+05
6B 70 1.77799904 -1.013 -1.01E+05
7A 66 1.676399095 -1.013 -1.01E+05
7B 3 0.076199959 -1.013 -1.01E+05
8A 3 0.076199959 -1.013 -1.01E+05
8B 3 0.076199959 -1.013 -1.01E+05
N 3 0.076199959 -1.013 -1.01E+05 100
u h X v density V !
[J/kg] [J/kg] [quality] [m^3/kg] [kg/m^3] [m/s] [Ns/m^2]
1.26E+05 1.258000E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257956E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257490E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257501E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.935598162 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257481E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.935598162 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257476E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257474E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257458E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257446E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.257443E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
1.26E+05 1.258849E+05 CL 0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 0.526273966 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 2.105095864 7.97E-04
0.001004016 996 8.420383457 7.97E-04
Laminar/Turbulent
Re f " h (pipe loss) Qdotout
[-] [-] [-] [J/kg] [J/s]
8.35E+03 1 0 0
8.35E+03 0.04 1 32.82802305 0
5.57E+03 0.036 1 0 0
5.57E+03 0.036 1 0.840330164 0
0.00E+00 0 0
4.18E+03 1 0 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.113555358 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 0
0.00E+00 0 0
0.00E+00 0 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 0
4.18E+03 0.041 1 0.227110716 #
8.35E+03 0.033 1 31.58722305 0
8.35E+03 0.033 1 31.58722305 0
8.35E+03 1 0 0
8.35E+03 1 0 0






























Appendix [N] – Auger Heater Probe Analysis 
 
 
Figure N-1. 3D printed auger housing parts used for fitting components. 
 
The following shows the diagrams, hand calculations, and MATLAB scripts used to calculate: 
1. Thermal Resistance for conduction 
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% Conversion Constant for meter to inches
c = 39.3701; %[in/m]
% GIVEN
K_cu = 400; %[W/mK]
K_H20 = 613e-3; %[W/mK]
K_putty = 170.5; %[W/mK]
PHeater.OD = .25/c; %[m]
PTube.OD = 3/8/c; %[m]
PTube.W = 0.04/c; %[m]
PCasing.ID = 1/c; %[m]
PCasing.W = 0.06/c; %[m]
PCasing.OD = PCasing.ID+2*PCasing.W/c; %[m]
% SOLVE
TubeSide.drvoid = PCasing.ID/2-PHeater.OD/2-PTube.OD; %[m]
TubeSide.RT = TubeSide.drvoid/K_putty + 2*PTube.W/K_cu +
 (PTube.OD-2*PTube.W)/K_H20 + PCasing.W/K_cu %[m^2K/W]
RightSide.drvoid = PCasing.ID/2-PHeater.OD/2; %[m]
RightSide.RT = RightSide.drvoid/K_putty + PCasing.W/K_cu %[m^2K/W]
TubeSide = 
  struct with fields:
    drvoid: 0
        RT: 0.0122
RightSide = 
1
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  struct with fields:
    drvoid: 0.0095
        RT: 5.9675e-05
Tip Design with 5/8" dia. Heater and Sand in
Hole
% Conversion Constant for meter to inches
c = 39.3701; %[in/m]
% GIVEN
K_cu = 400; %[W/mK]
K_sand = 0.27; %[W/mK]
Heater.OD = 5/8/c; %[m]
Tip.OD = 1/c; %[m]
Flute.dr = 0.2/c; %[m]




Tip.dr = Tip.OD/2-Heater.OD/2; %[m]
SandWithFlutes.RT = Tip.dr/K_cu + (bsand*K_sand/Flute.dr +
 bflute*K_cu/Flute.dr)^(-1) + (Hole.OD - (Tip.OD+2*Flute.dr))/2
SandWithoutFlutes.RT = Tip.dr/K_cu + (Hole.OD-Tip.OD)/2/K_sand
SandWithFlutes = 
  struct with fields:
    RT: 0.0013
SandWithoutFlutes = 
  struct with fields:
    RT: 0.0235
Published with MATLAB® R2020a
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% Conversion Constant for meter to inches
c = 39.3701; %[in/m]
% GIVEN
Sy = 45e3; %[psi]
nd = 2;
Auger.OD = 1; %[in]
Auger.W = 1/8; %[in]
Auger.A = pi/4*Auger.OD^2 - pi/4*(Auger.OD-2*Auger.W)^2; %[in^2]
Heater.OD = 5/8; %[in]
Tip.OD_top = 1; %[in]
Tip.A_top = pi/4*(Tip.OD_top-Heater.OD)^2; %[in^2]
Tip.OD_mid = 0.8; %[in]
Tip.A_mid = pi/4*(Tip.OD_mid-Heater.OD)^2; %[in^2]
Tip.OD_bot = 0.09; %[in]
Tip.A_bot = pi/4*Tip.OD_bot^2; %[in^2]
% SOLVE
Auger.Axial = Sy*Auger.A/nd %[lbf]
Tip.Axial_top = Sy*Tip.A_top/nd; %[lbf]
Tip.Axial_mid = Sy*Tip.A_mid/nd; %[lbf]
Tip.Axial_bot = Sy*Tip.A_bot/nd %[lbf]
Auger = 
  struct with fields:
       OD: 1
        W: 0.1250
        A: 0.3436
    Axial: 7.7313e+03
Tip = 
  struct with fields:
       OD_top: 1
        A_top: 0.1104
       OD_mid: 0.8000
1
        A_mid: 0.0241
       OD_bot: 0.0900
        A_bot: 0.0064
    Axial_top: 2.4850e+03
    Axial_mid: 541.1884
    Axial_bot: 143.1388
Published with MATLAB® R2020a
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Appendix [O] – Heater Probe Preliminary Testing 
 
 
Figure O-1. Heat transfer test results. 
 
 






















Fw = -35;   %Max WOB, lbf
Fup = 150;  %reaction on bottom bracket, lbf
Td = 25*12; %drill torque, in-lbf
% Frame Dimensions
d1 = 1.24;                              %in, drill head to top left
 carriage, x-direction
d2 = 6.5;                               %in, distance between z-axis
 rails, x direction
d3 = 36;                                %in, drill head to the ground,
 z-direction
d4 = 5.5;                               %in, drill head to carriages,
 y-direction
d5 = 11;                                %in, distance between
 carriages, z-direction
theta = 56.3;                           %in, angle between horizontal
 center and each carriage
r = 6.26;                               %in, distance between center
 of plate and each carriage
% Top Left Carriage Loads
Ft1y = Td./d1;                          %lbf
Fm1y = (Fup.*d4.*2)./d5;                %lbf
F1y = Ft1y + Fm1y;                      %lbf
F1z = cosd(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);   %lbf
F1x = sind(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);   %lbf
% Top Right Carriage Loads
Ft2y = -Td./(d2-d1);                    %lbf
Fm2y = (Fup.*d4.*2)./d5;                %lbf
F2y = Ft2y + Fm2y;                      %lbf
F2z = -cosd(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);  %lbf
F2x = sind(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);   %lbf
% Bottom Left Carriage Loads
Ft3y = Td./d1;                          %lbf
Fm3y = -(Fup.*d4.*2)./d5;               %lbf
F3y = Ft3y + Fm3y;                      %lbf
F3z = cosd(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);   %lbf
F3x = -sind(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);  %lbf
% Bottom Right Carriage Loads
1
Ft4y = -Td./(d2-d1);                    %lbf
Fm4y = -(Fup.*d4.*2)./d5;               %lbf
F4y = Ft4y + Fm4y;                      %lbf
F4z = -cosd(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);  %lbf
F4x = -sind(theta).*(Fup.*d2)./(8.*r);  %lbf
% Force Matrix
F = {'Frame Loads' 'x' 'y' 'z'; 'Carriage 1' F1x F1y F1z; 'Carriage 2'
 F2x F2y F2z; 'Carriage 3' ...




  6×4 cell array
    {'Frame Loads'}    {'x'     }    {'y'      }    {'z'     }
    {'Carriage 1' }    {[ 16.20]}    {[ 391.94]}    {[ 10.80]}
    {'Carriage 2' }    {[ 16.20]}    {[  92.97]}    {[-10.80]}
    {'Carriage 3' }    {[-16.20]}    {[  91.94]}    {[ 10.80]}
    {'Carriage 4' }    {[-16.20]}    {[-207.03]}    {[-10.80]}
    {'Total'      }    {[     0]}    {[ 369.80]}    {[     0]}




% Last Updated 2/2/2021
Z-Axis Leadscrews (1/2"-10, single threaded,
ACME threads)
%Equations from Shigley's 10e (pg408) and http://www.compumotor.com/
catalog/catalogA/A60-A62.pdf
%Applies to both leadscrews, just change the load
format short;
format compact;
L   = 1/10;      %lead, inches
d_m = 3/8 - L/2; %mean diameter, inches
f   = 0.1;       %friction factor
F   = 120;       %max vertical load during either lifting or lowering,
 lbf
f_c = .16;       %friction factor between collar and bearing mount,
 assuming lubrication
d_c = 0.8125;    %mean collar diameter, inches
FS  = 1.5;       %factor of safety
% for ACME threads
T_r = FS*((F*d_m/24)*((L+pi()*f*d_m*secd(14.5))/(pi()*d_m-
f*L*secd(14.5))) + F*f_c*d_c/24);
                 %Raising torque in ft-lb
T_l = FS*((F*d_m/24)*(pi()*f*d_m - L)/(pi()*d_m + f*L) +
 F*f_c*d_c/24);





    1.4705
T_l =
    0.9800
X-Axis Leadscrew (3/8"-10, single threaded,
ACME threads)
%Equations from http://www.compumotor.com/catalog/catalogA/A60-A62.pdf
mu = 0.15;              %friction coefficient for lubricated steel on
 steel
1
W = 70;                 %load, lbs
F = mu*W;               %breakaway load, lbs
p = 10;                 %pitch, revs/inch
e = 0.4;                %median efficiency for ACME
g = 386;                %acceleration due to gravity, in/sec^2
L = 48;                 %leadscrew length, inches
R = 3/16;               %leadscrew radius, inches
rho = 490;              %leadscrew density, lb/ft^3
v = 1;                  %linear velocity, in/s
t = 2;                  %time to accelerate to desired linear speed,
 sec
omega = 2*pi()*p*v;     %angular velocity, rad/s
J_load = 144*W/((2*pi()*p)^2);
        %Load inertia, lb*ft^2
J_lead = (pi()*(L/12)*rho*(R/12)^4)/2;
        %Leadscrew inertia, lb*ft^2
J_motor = 0;
        %Motor inertia (from manufacturer specs), lb*ft^2
T_f = F/(24*pi()*p*e);
        %Frictional torque, ft-lbs
T_a = (J_load + J_lead + J_motor)*omega/(t*g);
        %Acceleration torque, ft-lbs
T_t = T_f + T_a;






    0.0348
T_a =
    0.2078
T_t =
    0.2426
Published with MATLAB® R2020b
2
Attachment [U] - Electrical Simulink Model  
For easier viewing, the model has been split vertically into two halves. The top and bottom lines on the 








Table K.1. Design Hazards Checklist 
 




 1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, 
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or 
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points? 
  2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations? 
  3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces? 
  4. Will the system produce a projectile? 
  5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury? 
  6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design? 
  7. Will the system have any sharp edges? 
  8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded? 
  9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V? 
  10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, 
hanging weights or pressurized fluids? 
  11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of 
the system? 
  12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical 
posture during the use of the design? 
  13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in 
either the design or the manufacturing of the design? 
  14. Can the system generate high levels of noise? 
  15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such 
as fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc? 
  16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner? 
  17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please 





Table K.2. Design Hazards Corrective Actions 
Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action Planned 
Date 
The heavy, high velocity, 
rotating drill bit could cause 
serious harm to anyone that 
touches it during operation, or 
potentially even when not in 
operation. 
Little can be done to protect against the drill bit 
by anyone mishandling it aside from a 
protective casing around the entire device. This 
is something that may be considered to protect 
against the elements as well but will not be 
implemented for the competition. A lock will 
be added to the power cord to prevent anyone 
from plugging it in without authorization. 
Feb 12 
The hot, pressurized fluid in a 
water jet could burn or 
otherwise injure anyone that 
is sprayed, or who touches its 
heating elements. 
The hot water jet will only be operated when 
under the surface at the excavation site. An 
emergency shutoff valve will be installed. 
Feb 12 
The heating probe runs at 
very high temperatures and 
could burn anyone that 
touches it.  
Additionally, water collected 
with this heating probe/pump 
assembly will may be very 
hot. 
Heating of the probe will only occur when it is 
under the surface at the excavation site. A 
warning light to indicate hot temperatures will 
be installed. 
Feb 12 
The device will be exposed to 
both extreme cold and 
extreme heat. The tools will 
be exposed to subsurface ice 
and the heating element will 
reach very high temperatures. 
The heating element is designed to handle high 
temperatures and will not be in contact with 
any other parts of the device. We will ensure 
the pump is being exposed to fluid within its 
operating temperature. The drill bit will be 
made from material that will not significantly 
weaken when in contact with ice, and a heated 
element will be used to ensure that it does not 
get stuck. 
Feb 12 
The system may be used in an 
unsafe manner if the location 
in which is it being used is 
not suited for the operation, 
such as a driveway or 
building floor. 
A start-up lock will be implemented so that not 
just any random passerby can start operations 
of the device. This will ensure that only 
individuals with knowledge of how to operate 
the device safely are able to do so. 
Feb 12 
The power limit on the 
system is the output of a 
standard 120 VAC type B 
outlet. 
A 9 A fast-blow fuse will be included to break 
the circuit in the case of excessive current. 
Circuit diagrams will be used to ensure proper 
routing of high voltage supply. 
Jan 19 
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Double check all wiring and 
code before providing 




Lowmechanical : break up during 
operation




Test mounting apparatus 
extensively in small scale 





Lowmechanical : machine 
instability





Check hose clamps and 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 











Perform small scale tests 
on each component to 
collect component 
electrical property data. 
Update model accordingly
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Lowelectrical / electronic : power 
supply interruption
Poor electrical connections or 




Double check all electrical 
connections before 
operation. Ensure with 
modeling that the fuse will 




Mediumslips / trips / falls : debris





Require operator to wear 





Mediumnoise / vibration : noise / 
sound levels > 80 dBA 





Require operator to wear 





Lownoise / vibration : equipment 
damage
Hammer drilling motion 





analysis to ensure 






Mediumventilation / confined space : 
air contaminants





Require operator to wear 





Lowwastes (Lean) : waiting / 
delay
Controller feedback and 





Refine control feedback 
system
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The mounting and rotary 
hammer have a combined 
weight over 20lb. Loose 
fasteners could lead to 




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Ensure power is not 
supplied to system during 
maintainence. Design 





Lowmechanical : pinch point




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving





Lowheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Tell operator not to touch 





Lownoise / vibration : noise / 
sound levels >120 dBA 
instantaneous
Drilling into concrete can be 




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Require operator to wear 





The 8lb drill bit could fall out 




load / unload materials
Lower rotary hammer to 
minimum height for 
installation of bit. Ensure 
proper mating in chuck 





Negligiblemechanical : cutting / 
severing




load / unload materials
Inform operator not to 
touch cutting tool of bit 
such that they cut 
themselves
1-1-3-2
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Negligiblemechanical : pinch point




load / unload materials
Train operator in how to 





Mediumnoise / vibration : noise / 
sound levels > 80 dBA 
Drilling through overburden
Rotary Hammer
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Space other machines far 
enough away as to mitigate 
sound. Have other workers 





Mediumnoise / vibration : noise / 
sound levels > 80 dBA 
Drilling through overburden
Rotary Hammer
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery





Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement





Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 










Double check all wiring and 
code before providing 




Lowmechanical : break up during 
operation




Test mounting apparatus 
extensively in small scale 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 
ensure proper wiring at all 
times
2-1-1-4
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Mediumelectrical / electronic : water / 
wet locations
Water will be flowed near 










Lowelectrical / electronic : 





Double check all wiring and 
code before providing 










Perform small scale tests 
on each component to 
collect component 





Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Water jet may remain active 
after removal from hole. 




Ensrure water jet is turned 





Mediumheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds





Avoid touching heater 
probe tool shortly after use. 
Ensure water jet is turned 











Avoid touching heater 




Mediumfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection




Consider layout of piping to 
avoid pressure points in 
line. Keep piping away from 
sharp edges
2-1-1-11
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Lowwastes (Lean) : waiting / 
delay
Controller feedback and 










Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 





Lowmechanical : pinch point




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving









basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Double check all wiring and 
code before providing 




Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Mediumelectrical / electronic : water / 
wet locations
Water will be flowed near 




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving





Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Water jet may remain active 
after removal from hole. 
Could create wet spot on floor
Heater Probe
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Ensrure water jet is turned 
off before removing heater 
probe from hole
2-1-2-6
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Mediumheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Avoid touching heater 
probe tool shortly after use. 
Ensure water jet is turned 










basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Avoid touching heater 




Mediumfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection
Rupture of interior piping
Heater Probe
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Consider layout of piping to 
avoid pressure points in 






Heater probe and mounting 
assemblies weigh over 30lb. 





Use caution when 
assembling heater probe. 





Lowmechanical : pinch point










Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 











Do not supply any power to 
cartridge heaters during 
assembly
2-1-3-4
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Mediumslips / trips / falls : slip
Water jet
Heater Probe
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Ensure water jet is turned 









passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Determine a safe distance 








passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Ensure water jet is turned 





Mediumslips / trips / falls : slip
Water jet
Heater Probe
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Ensure water jet is turned 









passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Determine a safe distance 








passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Ensure water jet is turned 











Advise operator to keep 
body parts away from rails 




Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement




Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 
back from lead screws 
during operation
3-1-1-2
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Lowmechanical : pinch point





Advise operator to keep 
body parts away from rails 




Mediummechanical : unexpected start





Double check wiring and 
code before delivering 




Mediummechanical : break up during 
operation
improper wiring or 





Double check wiring and 
code before delivering 




Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Mediumelectrical / electronic : 
unexpected start up / motion





Double check wiring and 
code before delivering 










Perform small scale tests 
on each component to 
collect component 





Lowelectrical / electronic : power 
supply interruption
Poor electrical connections or 




Double check all electrical 
connections before 
operation. Ensure with 
modeling that the fuse will 
not be blown out
3-1-1-9
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Optimize control system. 
Accept lag time and 











Optimize control system. 
Accept lag time and 










basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Advise operator to keep 
body parts away from rails 




Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement
Lead screws will be rotating
Leadscrews and motors
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 





Lowmechanical : pinch point




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving









basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Do not power the system or 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 
ensure proper wiring at all 
times
3-1-2-5
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Mediumelectrical / electronic : 
unexpected start up / motion




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Double check wiring and 
code before delivering 




Lowelectrical / electronic : power 
supply interruption
Poor electrical connections or 
blowout of 9A fuse
Leadscrews and motors
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Double check all electrical 
connections before 
operation. Ensure with 
modeling that the fuse will 




Lowmechanical : pinch point










Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Mediumelectrical / electronic : 










Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement
Lead screws will be rotating
Leadscrews and motors
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery





Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement
Lead screws will be rotating
Leadscrews and motors
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery










Tighten all fasteners to 
ensure no components fall 
and crush operator
4-1-1-1
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Lowmechanical : break up during 
operation





Tighten all fasteners to 





Negligiblemechanical : machine 
instability





Tighten all fasteners to 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Lowelectrical / electronic : power 
supply interruption
Poor electrical connections or 




Double check all electrical 
connections before 
operation. Ensure with 
modeling that the fuse will 




Lowslips / trips / falls : trip





Advise operator to watch 















Lowmaterial handling : excessive 
weight





Have multiple people assist 
in lifting frame and 
positioning it on the 
mounting platform
4-1-1-8
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basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Tighten all fasteners to 





Mediummechanical : pinch point




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Use caution when 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Lowslips / trips / falls : trip




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Advise operator to watch 









basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving





Mediumergonomics / human factors : 
lifting / bending / twisting




basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Have multiple people assist 
in lifting frame and 










Tighten all fasteners to 
ensure no components fall 
and crush operator. 
Assemble from the base 
up, to minimize liklihood of 
crushing
4-1-3-1
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Lowmechanical : cutting / 
severing





Sand down all sharp 
edges. Advise assebmlers 





Mediummechanical : pinch point





Use caution when 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring





Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Lowslips / trips / falls : trip





Advise operator to watch 




Mediumergonomics / human factors : 
lifting / bending / twisting





Have multiple people assist 
in lifting frame and 









passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Ensure all fasteners are 
tightened and secured. 









passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Ensure all fasteners are 
tightened and secured. 
Assign a safe distance for 
others to view
4-2-2-1
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Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement
The filter and internal pipes in 
the heater probe will be 
rotating
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 





Mediummechanical : break up during 
operation
pump clogging









Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring
Poor wire identification 
system
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 





Lowelectrical / electronic : water / 
wet locations
Pipe ruptures in heater probe
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 





Lowelectrical / electronic : power 
supply interruption
Poor electrical connections or 
blowout of 9A fuse
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Double check all electrical 
connections before 
operation. Ensure with 
modeling that the fuse will 




Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water.
5-1-1-6
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Mediumheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds
Water heading to water jet
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
ensure water jet is turned 





Lowfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Ensure selected pipes can 





Lowwastes (Lean) : waiting / 
delay
Non-Optimized control 
(switching between circulation 
modes)
Water Collection and Pump
operator
normal operation
Optimize control system. 
Accept lag time and 





Lowmechanical : drawing-in / 
trapping / entanglement
The filter and internal pipes in 
the heater probe will be 
rotating
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Have operator secure all 
long articles of clothing and 
hair. Have operator stand 





Mediummechanical : pinch point
Many components must be 
tightly secured
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Use caution when 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring
Poor wire identification 
system
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 
ensure proper wiring at all 
times
5-1-2-3
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Lowelectrical / electronic : water / 
wet locations
Pipe ruptures in heater probe
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. Insulate 
interior wires. Take care 





Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. If 
rupture occurs, keep a 




Mediumheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds
Water heading to water jet
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Do not supply power to 





Lowfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
operator
basic trouble shooting / 
problem solving
Ensure selected pipes can 





Mediummechanical : pinch point
Many components must be 
tightly secured
Water Collection and Pump
operator
Assembling
Use caution when 





Lowelectrical / electronic : 
improper wiring
Poor wire identification 
system
Water Collection and Pump
operator
Assembling
Devise intelligent wire 
labeling system (colors) to 
ensure proper wiring at all 
times
5-1-3-2
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Lowelectrical / electronic : water / 
wet locations
Pipe ruptures in heater probe
Water Collection and Pump
operator
Assembling
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. Do not 




Lowheat / temperature : burns / 
scalds
Cartridge heaters
Water Collection and Pump
operator
Assembling





Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. If 
rupture occurs, keep a 




Lowslips / trips / falls : trip
Tubing to collection bucket
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Secure tubing close to 





Lowfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
work next to / near machinery
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. If 
rupture occurs, keep a 




Lowslips / trips / falls : slip
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. If 
rupture occurs, keep a 
wet-floor sign on stand-by
5-2-2-1
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Lowslips / trips / falls : trip
Tubing to collection bucket
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Secure tubing close to 





Lowfluid / pressure : fluid leakage 
/ ejection
Pipe ruptures
Water Collection and Pump
passer by / non-user
walk near machinery
Ensure selected pipes can 
handle pressures and 
velocities of water. If 
rupture occurs, keep a 
wet-floor sign on stand-by
5-2-2-3
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Materials Budget for Senior Project
Title of Senior Project:
STYX & STONES -  Moon to Mars Ice & 
Prospecting Challenge
Team members: F53: Michelle, Dominic, Bradley, Alex F54: Schuylar, Tyler, Rebecca, Jacob
Designated Team Treasurer: Michelle Leclere
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Peter Schuster
Sponsor: NASA RASC-AL
Quarter and year project began: FALL 2020
Materials budget given for this 
project:  $8,800.00 




Amount Type of Purchase
Name with 
Purchase System Cost by Subsystem
11/03/20 Home Depot San Luis Obispo Copper Heater Probe Concept Protoype 82.85$      -$                 82.85$                  Reimbursement Bradley Frame 1,206.21$        965.48$       
11/04/20 Ace Hardware Nipomo Additional HP Prototype Materials 23.55$      -$                 23.55$                  Reimbursement Bradley Heated Auger Tool 3,100.89$        2,619.45$    
11/03/20 Home Depot San Luis Obispo Concept Prototype Materials 44.94$      -$                 44.94$                  Reimbursement Dominic Water processing 144.63$           
Drill Assy 722.16$           
12/16/20 Home Depot San Luis Obispo Heater Probe Test Bed Parts 64.91$      -$                 64.91$                  Reimbursement Bradley Electrical 1,447.87$        
TI MSP432 Microcontroller x4 100.34$    -$                 100.34$                PRF Schuyler total 6,621.76$        
Diode Assortment Kit 9.99$        -$                 9.99$                    PRF Schuyler
Resistor Assortment Kit 8.99$        -$                 8.99$                    PRF Schuyler
5 Piece Gear Motor Set 9.98$        -$                 9.98$                    PRF Schuyler
01/29/20 RobotShop Current Sensor Module x4 43.96$      14.05$             58.01$                  PRF Rebecca
RobotShop Voltage Sensor Module x3 17.85$      -$                 17.85$                  PRF Rebecca
RobotShop LED Voltage Meter 6.99$        -$                 6.99$                    PRF Rebecca
RobotShop Mini Power Switch 2.45$        -$                 2.45$                    PRF Rebecca
RobotShop Slip Ring - 6 Wire 14.95$      -$                 14.95$                  PRF Rebecca
RobotShop 12 AWG Hook Up Wire Kit 14.95$      -$                 14.95$                  PRF Rebecca
RobotShop Vibration Sensor 2.50$        -$                 2.50$                    PRF Rebecca
RobotShop Load Cell Amplifier (HX711) 9.95$        -$                 9.95$                    PRF Rebecca
RobotShop 100 kg Type S Load Cell 45.00$      -$                 45.00$                  PRF Rebecca
RobotShop 40 Pin Break Away Headers 1.95$        -$                 1.95$                    PRF Rebecca
01/08/21 McMaster Carr Cartridge Heater, Copper Fittings, Set Screws 176.01$    -$                 176.01$                PRF Bradley
01/08/21 Amazon.com Thermocouple Reader 29.90$      -$                 29.90$                  PRF Bradley
01/21/21 Pololu 12V DC Gearmotor with encoder 39.95$      2.90$               42.85$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon BEMONOC 775 DC Motor 12V 26.89$      1.80$               28.69$                  PRF Michelle
Grainger Bearing grease 11.34$      11.86$             23.20$                  PRF Michelle
01/29/21 Amazon.com 2x HGH 15 Linear Guide Rail, 1500mm 240.22$    -$                 240.22$                PRF Dominic
01/29/21 AndyMark am-3651 3/8" hex drive motor 102.08$    -$                 102.08$                PRF Dominic
01/30/21 Online Metals 1"x1/16" thick x48" 6061 aluminum square tube 53.70$      62.69$             116.39$                PRF Dominic
Online Metals 12"x12" x .125 6061 aluminum plate 23.21$      -$                 23.21$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 1.5" x 3" x 0.125" (72" long) Aluminum Rectangle Tube 53.96$      -$                 53.96$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 4" x 2" x 0.15" x 0.23" (1 ft long) Aluminum Channel 15.24$      -$                 15.24$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 5" x 2.25" x 0.15" x 0.26" (1ft long) Aluminum Channel 22.48$      -$                 22.48$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 0.125" Aluminum Sheet 6061-T6 (12"x36") 51.02$      -$                 51.02$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 2.5"x1/8" thick aluminum square tube (1ft) 13.55$      -$                 13.55$                  PRF Dominic
Online Metals 3" x 3" x 0.125" Aluminum Angle (1ft) 6.90$        -$                 6.90$                    PRF Dominic
01/30/21 McMaster Carr Right-hand 1/2"-10 Carbon Steel ACME lead screw, 8' 37.28$      -$                 37.28$                  PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr
Extra-Grip Clamping Shaft Collar
for 1" Diameter, Black-Oxide 1215 Carbon Steel 21.20$      -$                 21.20$                  PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr Carbon Steel ACME 1/2" -10 hex nut 5.36$        -$                 5.36$                    PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr 1/2" clamping shaft collar 5.42$        0.39$               5.81$                    PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr 1/2" shaft low profile mounted ball bearing 22.66$      -$                 22.66$                  PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr 8-32 stainless steel hex nut, 1 pack of 100 3.46$        -$                 3.46$                    PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr 8-32 socket screw, 1 pack of 100 11.45$      -$                 11.45$                  PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr
Needle Roller Thrust bearings x 2
6.80$        -$                 6.80$                    PRF Dominic
McMaster Carr Thrust washers X4 4.92$        -$                 4.92$                    PRF Dominic
01/29/21 Mouser Electronics Bussmann / Eaton BK/AGC-9-R 8.08$        7.99$               16.07$                  PRF Michelle
Mouser Electronics Bussmann / Eaton BK/HKP-R 7.11$        0.54$               7.65$                    PRF Michelle
Home Depot 50 ft. 12 Green Stranded CU THHN Wire 17.28$      1.34$               18.62$                  PRF Michelle
2/5/2021 Amazon.com 3D Printer PLA Filament 1.75mm 1KG 29.99$      2.16$               32.15$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon.com 12PAack 125V/250V 16A SPDT Snap Action Long Hinge Roller Arm Switch for Arduino5.99$        2.16$               8.15$                    PRF Schuyler
2/12/2021 Hobby King Turnigy 2200mAh 3S 25C LiPo Pack 12.95 9.00$               21.95$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon.com
Lipo Battery Storage Guard Safe Pouch for Charge & 
Storage(8.46 x 6.5 x 5.71 in ) 12.59 -$                 12.59$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon.com
FCONEGY B6 Lipo Battery Balance Charger 80W 6A Discharger 
for NiMH/NiCd (1-15S), LiPo/Li-ion/Life Battery (1-6S), RC 39.99 -$                 39.99$                  PRF Michelle
US SOLID
U.S. Solid Electric Solenoid Valve- 3/4" 110V AC Solenoid Valve 
Stainless Steel Body Normally Closed, VITON SEAL 89.98 14.66$             104.64$                PRF Michelle
US SOLID
U.S. Solid Motorized Ball Valve- 3/4” Stainless Steel Electrical 
Ball Valve with Full Port, 9-24 V AC/DC, 2 Wire Auto Return 39.99 -$                 39.99$                  PRF Michelle
Newark Relay, Compact, SPDT, 12 Vdc, Heavy Duty 8.80$        -$                 8.80$                    PRF Michelle
Newark Alligator Clip Set, 50.8 mm Insulated, 12 Pieces, Black, Red 2.99$        -$                 2.99$                    PRF Michelle
Amazon.com
99.9% Pure Copper Wire 40 Mesh- 12.5" x 40" Dense Filter 
Screen Mesh 13.99$      2.76$               16.75$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon.com
Petrobond Sand an Affordable Delft Clay Alternative for 
Precious Metal Casting 29.95$      -$                 29.95$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 0.25" Mild Steel Plate A36 Hot Rolled 29.42$      -$                 29.42$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1.5" OD x 0.25" Wall x 1" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6-
Extruded (12") 15.52$      -$                 15.52$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 2.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded 38.55$      -$                 38.55$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1" OD x 0.125" Wall x 0.75" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6-
Extruded (60") 19.46$      -$                 19.46$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 1.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded 14.22$      -$                 14.22$                  PRF Michelle
Appendix [X] - Complete Purchasing List
Online Metals 0.75" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded 3.46$        -$                 3.46$                    PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1.25" OD x 0.035" Wall x 1.18" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6061-
T6-Drawn (12") 9.95$        -$                 9.95$                    PRF Michelle
Online Metals
0.875" OD x 0.035" Wall x 0.805" ID Aluminum Round Tube 
6061-T6-Drawn (12") 12.12$      -$                 12.12$                  PRF Michelle
ASA Sales, Inc.
WATLOW Firerod 250W, 120V, 5/8"x1.25" Swaged End, 76" 
MGT Leads 111.80$    -$                 111.80$                PRF Michelle
Dynamic Sealing Technologies, Inc.
LT series 2 Passage Rotary Union 3/8" NPT Ports with O-ring 
face gland 528.00$    -$                 528.00$                PRF Michelle
02/19/21 Online Metals 1.5X1.5 al tubing 6.08$        -$                 6.08$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster-Carr
4 Inside-Corner Reinforcing Bracket
with 2" Long Sides, for Number 18 Screw Size 13.60$      -$                 13.60$                  PRF Michelle
02/23/21 Online Metals 2" x 6" x 0.125" Aluminum Rectangle Tube 6063-T52-Extruded 24.18$      -$                 24.18$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 2.5" x 0.125" Aluminum Square Tube 6061-T6-Extruded 13.55$      -$                 13.55$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 0.125" Aluminum Sheet 6061-T6 51.02$      21.18$             72.20$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Super-Cushioning Polyurethane Rubber Sheet (soft) 12.04$      -$                 12.04$                  PRF Michelle
03/01/21 Online Metals
3" x 1.596" x 0.356" Aluminum Channel 6061-T6-Extruded 
American Standard  6 IN CUSTOM CUT $11.60 -$                 11.60$                  PRF Michelle
Automation Direct
RHINO PSL series switching power supply, 12-14 VDC output, 
6A, 72W, 120/240 VAC or 125-375 VDC nominal input, 1-phase, $61.00 6.60$               67.60$                  PRF Michelle
Automation Direct
RHINO PSL series switching power supply, 5 VDC output, 1.5A, 
7.5W, 120/240 VAC or 125-375 VDC nominal input, 1-phase, $30.00 -$                 30.00$                  PRF Michelle
Hobby King XT30U Male/Female Pair (5 Pairs) $2.42 6.30$               8.72$                    PRF Michelle
Pololu TB67H420FTG Dual/Single Motor Driver Carrier $9.95 3.55$               13.50$                  PRF Michelle
Pololu TB9051FTG Single Brushed DC Motor Driver Carrier $39.05 -$                 39.05$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals
2" x 3" x 0.25" Aluminum Rectangle Tube 6061-T6-Extruded  6 
IN CUSTOM CUT $16.87 12.06$             28.93$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Quick-Set Epoxy, J-B Weld Kwikweld, 2 oz. Tube $6.55 -$                 6.55$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
High-Pressure Brass Pipe Fitting Straight Connector, 1/4 NPT 
Female $4.50 -$                 4.50$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Aluminum Barbed Hose Fitting for Air and Water, Adapter for 
1/4" Hose ID, 3/8 NPT Male $18.72 -$                 18.72$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
High-Temperature Silicone Rubber Tubing for Air and Water 
Soft, Durometer 70A, 3/16" ID, 5/16" OD, Semi-Clear White $10.30 -$                 10.30$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Abrasion-Resistant Polyurethane Rubber Sheet
6" x 6", 3/16" Thick $15.90 -$                 15.90$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
High-Temperature Silicone Rubber Tubing for Air and Water 
Soft, Durometer 70A, 1/4" ID, 3/8" OD, Semi-Clear White $11.80 -$                 11.80$                  PRF Michelle
03/05/21 Amazon Vacuum Pressure gage $26.98 -$                 26.98$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon 5 Piece spring tube bender kit $10.99 -$                 10.99$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon Slip ring for auger tool $79.83 6.22$               86.05$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Aluminum Barbed Hose Fitting for Air and Water, Adapter for 
1/4" Hose ID, 3/8 NPT Male $12.06 -$                 12.06$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Barbed Hose Fitting Air and Water, 303/304 Stainless Steel 
Adapter, 1/8" ID x 1/4 NPT Male $12.33 -$                 12.33$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Medium-Pressure Aluminum Threaded Pipe Fitting Straight 
Connector, 1/4 NPT Female $11.30 -$                 11.30$                  PRF Michelle
03/28/21 Motion Industries
Nice® Flange-Mount Ball Bearing Unit - 2-Bolt Flange, 0.5000 in 
Bore $96.40 6.99$               103.39$                PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Nice® Flange-Mount Ball Bearing Unit - 2-Bolt Flange, 0.5000 in 
Bore $5.42 -$                 5.42$                    PRF Michelle
Online Metals 1.5" Dia. Copper Round Bar 110-H04 - Part #: 1625 (24" long) $171.26 15.69$             186.95$                PRF Michelle
Online Metals
4" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded - Part #:  1105 
(5in long) $45.22 -$                 45.22$                  PRF Michelle
04/01/21 Online Metals 0.125" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6, 12" length $0.48 18.38$             18.86$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1" OD x 0.035" Wall x 0.93" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6-
Drawn (60 inches long) $24.54 -$                 24.54$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon Sterilite 25 Qt./24 L Latching Box Clears, Quart, White, 6 Piece $58.79 4.26$               63.05$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Solder-Connect Fitting for Copper Tubing, 90 Degree Adapter, 
Male to Female Socket, 1/8 Copper Tube Size $15.28 -$                 15.28$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Solder-Connect Fitting for Copper Tubing
Tee Connector, Female Socket-Connect, 1/8 Copper Tube Size $18.68 -$                 18.68$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Solder-Connect Fitting for Copper Tubing
90 Degree Connector, Female Socket, 1/8 Copper Tube Size $7.72 -$                 7.72$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Ultra-High Temperature Heater
with Wire Leads, 120V AC, 4 Feet Long, 312W $59.20 -$                 59.20$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Water-Activated Fiberglass Repair Tape
Polyurethane and Silicone Adhesive, 2" Wide, 5-3/4 Feet Long $14.92 -$                 14.92$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
General Purpose Copper Tubing (6ft)
1/8 Tube Size, 1/4" OD, 0.032" Wall Thickness $35.56 -$                 35.56$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Solder-Connect Fitting for Copper Tubing
180 Degree Bend, Female Socket-Connect, 1/8 Copper Tube $13.32 -$                 13.32$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
High-Strength Fiberglass Electrical Tape
Silicone Adhesive, 3/4" Wide, 54 Feet Long $19.24 -$                 19.24$                  PRF Michelle
Digi-Key MS0850502F020S1A Limit Switch $9.80 6.75$               16.55$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon
3v Relay Board Power Switch Relay Module 1 Channel 
Optocoupler $14.99 1.09$               16.08$                  PRF Michelle
04/16/21 Pololu A4990 Dual Motor Driver Carrier  $     11.90 1.87$               13.77$                  PRF Michelle
Adafruit Adafruit MPRLS Ported Pressure Sensor Breakout - 0 to 25 PSI  $     14.95 1.08$               16.03$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon
6PCS SSR-40DA Solid State Relay Single Phase Semi-Conductor 
Relay Input 3-32V DC Output 24-380V AC  $     29.99 -$                 29.99$                  PRF Michelle
GRAINGER Rubber sheeet Length 1 ft, Thickness 3/16 in, 30A  $     15.17 -$                 15.17$                  PRF Michelle
Pololu TB67H420FTG Dual/Single Motor Driver Carrier  $        9.95 -$                 9.95$                    PRF Michelle
Amazon 18 Gage Wire Assortment  $     43.99 -$                 43.99$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon Terminal Blocks  $     13.89 -$                 13.89$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon Cable Organizers  $        6.99 -$                 6.99$                    PRF Michelle
Amazon 5.9" Jumper Cables  $        7.49 -$                 7.49$                    PRF Michelle
Amazon 11.8"Jumper Cables  $        8.99 -$                 8.99$                    PRF Michelle
Amazon 7.8" Jumper Cables  $        5.99 -$                 5.99$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Dust-Free Timing Belt, L Series, Trade No. 86L050US  $     11.10 11.95$             23.05$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Dust-Free Timing Belt, L Series, Trade No. 124L050US  $     11.49 -$                 11.49$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Timing Belt Pulley, L Series, Press-Fit, 1/2" Maximum Belt 
Width, 1.672" OD  $     23.87 -$                 23.87$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr #8-32 X 3/4 Flat Head Screw  $        5.22 -$                 5.22$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr #8-32 X 2 Flat Head Screw  $     11.40 -$                 11.40$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Low-Strength Steel Hex Nut, Zinc-Plated, 8-32 Thread Size  $        1.65 -$                 1.65$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr
Timing Belt Pulley, L Series, Press-Fit, 1/2" Maximum Belt 
Width, 2.156" OD  $     30.45 -$                 30.45$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr 18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screw  $        5.82 -$                 5.82$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr 90 Degree Elbow Connector for 1/4" Copper Tube OD  $     23.34 -$                 23.34$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Adapter for 1/4" Copper Tube OD x 1/8 NPTF Male  $        5.04 -$                 5.04$                    PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr 90 Degree Elbow for 1/4" Copper Tube x 1/8 NPTF Male  $     14.52 -$                 14.52$                  PRF Michelle
McMaster Carr Quick-Set Epoxy, J-B Weld Kwikweld, 10 oz. Tube  $     20.92 -$                 20.92$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon 3D Printer PLA Filament 1.75mm 1KG  $     21.99 -$                 21.99$                  PRF Michelle
DSTI
LT-2121, 2-Passage Rotary Union, 1/8"-27 NPT Connections, 
Aluminum  $   317.00 -$                 317.00$                PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1.25" OD x 0.125" Wall x 1" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6-
Extruded  $     12.47 -$                 12.47$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals
1.5" OD x 0.125" Wall x 1.25" ID Aluminum Round Tube 6063-
T52-Extruded  $     10.65 -$                 10.65$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 0.125" Aluminum Sheet 6061-T6 12x12  $     20.57 -$                 20.57$                  PRF Michelle
Online Metals 0.3125" OD x 0.032" Wall x 0.2485" ID Copper Round Tube 101  $        3.75 -$                 3.75$                    PRF Michelle
Online Metals 0.25" OD x 0.025" Wall x 0.2" ID Copper Round Tube 122  $     66.76 -$                 66.76$                  PRF Michelle
Epoxies.com
 UV CURE 60-7156
Flexible UV Curable Adhesive & Potting Compound (33 cc 
[Can't find 
a price, I -$                 PRF Michelle
Amazon 13/16" - 16 HSS Right Hand Thread Tap $22.90 -$                 22.90$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon 13/16" - 16 Right Hand Thread Die $13.99 -$                 13.99$                  PRF Michelle
04/25/21 Polulu TB67H420FTG Dual/Single Motor Driver Carrier $45.75 3.32$               49.07$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon
Taidacent Hollow Slip Ring Signal Power Continued 2/4/6/12 
Road Collector Ring Conductive Electric Motor Slip Ring  $     66.64 -$                 66.64$                  PRF Michelle
Amazon
Loctite 487229 Threadlocker 242 All-Purpose Medium Strength 
Tube, Blue, 6 ml  $        9.98 5.17$               15.15$                  PRF Michelle
AndyMark
am-3651 3/8" hex drive motor, motor & encoder installed, 27:1 
gear ratio 85.00$      6.16$               91.16$                  PRF Michelle
Lawrence Sintered Metals
Cylinder made of 120x400 Mesh, 40 Micron Wire Mesh
1/2" OD  $   150.00 -$                 150.00$                PRF Michelle
04/28/21 Amazon Usongshine Stepper Motor Driver TB6600 4A 9-42V  $     10.99 6.38$               28.36$                  PRF Bradley
Amazon 
J-B Weld 37901 ExtremeHeat High Temperature Resistant 
Metallic Paste - 3 oz 7.09$        -$                 7.09$                    PRF Bradley
Amazon Bondic LED UV Liquid Plastic Welding Starter Kit 23.95 -$                 23.95$                  PRF Bradley
Amazon Ryobi HJP003 12V Drill Driver (Bare Tool) $33.99 -$                 33.99$                  PRF Bradley
Precision Machine Co. Machine Copper Auger  $   200.00 -$                 200.00$                PRF Bradley
05/02/21 Amazon Acer Aspire 5 Slim Laptop  $   435.00 435.00$                PRF Schuyler
05/11/21 US SOLID
2 Electric Solenoid Valves- 3/4" 12V DC Solenoid Valve Brass 
Body Normally Closed, Pilot Type, VITON SEAL  $     81.98 9.50$               91.48$                  PRF Michelle
05/14/21 Adafruit
Adafruit Universal Thermocouple Amplifier MAX31856 
Breakout  $     35.00 -$                 35.00$                  PRF Michelle
Adafruit Thermocouple Type-K Glass Braid Insulated - K  $        9.95 -$                 9.95$                    PRF Michelle
05/24/21 Adafruit
Adafruit Universal Thermocouple Amplifier MAX31856 
Breakout  $     17.50 -$                 17.50$                  PRF Michelle
Adafruit Thermocouple Type-K Glass Braid Insulated - 5m  $     24.95 -$                 24.95$                  PRF Michelle
RobotShop HX711 Load Cell Amplifier  $        9.95 -$                 9.95$                    PRF Michelle
05/28/21 Precision Machine Co. Auger Welding $100 -$                 100.00$                PRF Bradley
Amazon
QILIPSU Hinged Cover Stainless Steel Latch 
370x270x150mm Junction Box with Mounting Plate, 
$57.99 -$                 57.99$                  PRF Bradley
Amazon
PAGOW 2 Kit GT2 Synchronous Wheel 20&60 
Teeth 5mm Bore, Aluminum Timing Pulley with 2 
13.99$      -$                 13.99$                  PRF Bradley
US Solid
U.S. Solid Motorized Ball Valve- 3/4” Stainless Steel Electrical 
Ball Valve with Full Port, 9-24 V AC/DC, 2 Wire Auto Return
$39.99 -$                 79.98$                  PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Brass Barbed Hose Fitting for Air and Water
Straight Adapter for 1/4" Hose ID, 3/4 NPT Male
$18.53 -$                 55.59$                  PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Compression Fitting
Adapter for 1/4" Copper Tube OD x 1/8 NPTF Male
$2.52 -$                 10.08$                  PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Compression Fitting
Adapter for 1/4" Copper Tube OD x 1/4 NPTF Male
$3.22 -$                 12.88$                  PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Low-Pressure Aluminum Pipe Fitting
Bushing Adapter, 3/4 NPT Male x 1/4 NPT Female
$5.44 -$                 $10.88 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Low-Pressure Aluminum Pipe Fitting
Tee Connector, 1/8 NPT Female
$5.12 -$                 $10.24 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Low-Pressure Aluminum Pipe Fitting
Tee Connector, 3/4 NPT Female
$11.58 -$                 $23.16 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Standard-Wall Aluminum Pipe Nipple
Fully Threaded, 1/8 NPT
$1.91 -$                 $7.64 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Aluminum Barbed Hose Fitting
for Air and Water, Adapter for 1/4" Hose ID, 3/8 NPT Male
$6.25 -$                 $12.50 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Standard-Wall Aluminum Pipe Nipple
Fully Threaded, 3/4 NPT
$4.34 -$                 $13.02 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Aluminum Barbed Hose Fitting
for Air and Water, Adapter for 1/4" Hose ID, 1/8 NPT Male
$4.18 -$                 $16.72 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
High-Temperature Silicone Rubber Tubing for Air and Water
Soft, Durometer 50A, 1/4" ID, 1/2" OD, Semi-Clear Blue
$59.25 -$                 $59.25 PRF Bradley
McMaster Carr
Foil HVAC Tape
Silicone Adhesive, 1" Wide, 15 Feet Long
$20.76 -$                 $20.76 PRF Bradley
6/4/2021 Mouser Electronics Digilent 410-380 $7.86 -$                 $7.86 PRF Michelle
Amazon
Micro Center 512GB Class 10 MicroSDXC Flash Memory Card 
with Adapter for Mobile Device Storage Phone
$55.99 -$                 $55.99 PRF
Michelle
Amazon Gasolia: rust remover and inhibitor 11.09$      -$                 $11.09 PRF Michelle
Amazon Witbot GT2 200 mm closed loop neoprene timing belt, 2 pck 9.98$        -$                 $9.98 PRF
Michelle
6,593.11$             
senior design budget:  $8,800.00
NASA stipend 1: $5,000.00
NASA stipend 2: $5,000.00
Total Budget: $18,800.00
actual expenses:  6,593.11$                                                              
remaining balance:  $12,206.89













































F-000 Mounting Studs 2"x4"x48" Wood Home Depot 2 3.22$          6.44$            
F-001 Left Vertical Member 1"x1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (20737) 1 8.95$          8.95$            
F-002 Right Vertical Member 1"x1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (20737) 1 8.95$          8.95$            
F-003 Bottom Horizontal Members 1"x1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (20737) 2 8.95$          17.90$          
F-004 Diagonal Struts 1"x1/8" square tube Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (18014) 2 16.81$        33.62$          
F-005
F-006
Rail Mounts 1.5"x1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6
Industrial Metal Supply 
(61ST15006)
2 25.29$        50.58$          
F-007 Linear Guide Rail HGH15 linear guide rail, 1000mm - Lishui Hengli Automation 2 48.73$        97.46$          
F-008 Bottom Angle Brackets 0.125" thick x 1.25" angle Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (974) 4 0.35$          1.40$            





Misc. Angle Brackets 12"x12" x .125" plate Al 6061-O Online Metals (23087) 1 23.21$        23.21$          
F-014 Wood Mounting Brackets 0.125" thick x 1.25" angle Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (974) 4 0.68$          2.72$            
Hardware
AF-002 X-axis drive motor Nema 17-17HS4401 Stepper Motor - Unsongshine (17HS4401) 1 9.99$          9.99$            
F-015 Drive belt T5 series timing belt, 270mm urethane McMaster (1679K454) 1 4.67$          4.67$            
F-016 X-axis lead screw 3/8-8 ACME lead screw, 6 ft carbon steel McMaster (98935A211) 1 31.56$        31.56$          
F-017 x-axis lead screw bearing
Low profile mounted shielded ball 
bearing, 3/8"
steel McMaster (8600N5) 2 39.76$        79.52$          
F-018 Driven pulley T5 series timing belt pulley, 27 teeth - McMaster (1428N32) 1 12.94$        12.94$          
F-019 Drive pulley T5 series timing belt pulley, 10 teeth - McMaster (1428N2) 1 8.70$          8.70$            
F-020 X-axis motor bracket Nema 17 angled stepper motor mount - Anndason 1 2.50$          2.50$            
F-021 x-axis lead screw collar 3/8" clamping shaft collar carbon steel McMaster (6435K13) 1 2.31$          2.31$            
F-113 Frame Mounting Lag Bolt, Short1/4" hex head wood screw 1.5" - McMaster (91478A546) 8 0.09$          0.72$            
F-114 Frame Mounting Lag Bolt, Long1/4" hex head wood screw 2.5" - McMaster (91478A552) 4 0.14$          0.56$            
F-120 bearing mount screw
10-24 zinc plated socket head cap 
screw
alloy steel McMaster (90128A221) 4 0.14$          0.56$            
F-121 bearing mount nut 10-24 zinc plated hex nut steel McMaster (90480A011) 4 0.02$          0.08$            
Z-Axis Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
Structure
F-022 Heater probe mounting plate 12"x3'x 0.125" plate Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (1246) 1 51.02$        51.02$          
F-023 Z-axis center member 1.5" x 3" x 0.125" rectangular tube Al 6063-T52 Online Metals (1206) 1 53.96$        53.96$          
F-024 Z-axis side member 1.5" x 1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6
Industrial Metal Supply 
(61ST15006)
2 25.29$        
50.58$          
F-025 x-axis lead screw insert 1-3/4" x 1/8" square tube Al 6061 Online Metals (18017) 1 11.38$        11.38$          
F-026 HP bearing mount 4" x 2" x 0.15" x 0.23" C-Channel Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (14670) 2 7.62$          15.24$          
F-027 drill bearing mount 5" x 2.25" x 0.15" x 0.26" C-Channel Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (15230) 2 11.24$        22.48$          
F-028 Tool alignment collars 3D printed PLA in-house 2 -$            -$              
F-029 Z-axis motor mount 3", 1/8" angle Al 6061 Online Metals (19846) 2 6.70$          13.40$          
Hardware
AF-003 Z-axis motor am-3651 3/8" hex drive motor - AndyMark 2 85.00$        170.00$        
F-030 Z- axis lead screw bearing 1/2" low profile mounted ball bearing steel McMaster (5913K710) 4 11.33$        45.32$          
F-031
Vertical Guide Rail with carriages
HGH 15 Linear Guide Rail, 1500mm, 2 
carriages - Amazon 4 55.99$        223.96$        
F-032
Z-axis Lead Screw
Right-hand 1/2"-10 ACME lead screw, 
8' Carbon Steel McMaster Carr (98935A913) 2 18.64$        37.28$          
F-033 Z-axis lead screw nut 1/2"- right hand ACME hex nut carbon steel McMaster Carr (94815A107) 2 2.68$          5.36$            
F-034 Z-axis lead screw collar 1/2"clamping shaft collar steel McMaster (6435K140) 4 2.63$          10.52$          
F-035 X-axis lead screw nut 3/8" right hand ACME hex nut carbon steel McMaster (94815A011) 2 3.00$          6.00$            
F-036 Z-axis drive pulley L Series timing belt pulley, 14 teeth urethane McMaster (6495K140) 2 26.20$        52.40$          
Drilling Tool -$              
Manufactured Parts -$              
D-100 Mounting Plate 1/8" Aluminum Aluminum Online Metals (1246) 1 20.57$        20.57$          
D-101 Spacer 2" x 6" x 1/8" Aluminum tubing Aluminum Online Metals (7042) 1 24.18$        24.18$          
D-102 Drill Body Mount Custom 3D Printed Part PLA - 1
D-103 Lower Grasper Custom 3D Printed Part PLA - 1
D-104 Lower Base
2.5" x 1/8" Thick Aluminum Square 
Tube
Aluminum OnlineMetals (18018) 1 13.55$        13.55$          
D-105 Upper Base (Lower) Custom 3D Printed Part PLA - 1
D-106 Upper Base (Upper) Custom 3D Printed Part PLA - 1
D-107 Upper Base Topper 1/8" Aluminum plate Aluminum Online Metals (1246) 1
D-108 Load Cell Damper 1/2" Thick Rubber Sheet Rubber McMaster (8716K55) 1 12.04$        12.04$          
Hardware
D-109 Rotary Hammer Bosch RH432VCQ - Amazon 1 362.52$     362.52$        
D-110 Masonry Drill Bit 1.5" SDS Max Masonry Drill Bit, 36" Carbide Amazon 1 123.99$     123.99$        
D-111 Drill Body Securing Clamps 4-7" Hose Clamp
Stainless 
Steel
McMaster (5415K38) 3 15.05$        15.05$          
D-112 Spring




McMaster (9657K541) 2 9.13$          9.13$            
D-113 Load Cell Bolts M8x1.25mm Head Screw, 75mm Steel Alloy McMaster (91290A461) 4 10.58$        10.58$          
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
D-114 Spring Washer 5/16" Screw Size Stainless Steel Washer
Stainless 
Steel
McMaster (90377A165) 2 7.30$          7.30$            
D-115 Load Cell Nut M8x1.25mm Hex Nut Steel McMaster (90592A022) 4 5.09$          5.09$            
D-116 Lower Base Mounting Bolts 1/4-20 Head Screw, 5/8" Steel Alloy McMaster (91251A539) 4 8.13$          8.13$            
D-117 Drill Mount Nuts 1/4-20 Zinc-plated Steel Hex Nut Steel McMaster (95462A029) 11 4.88$          4.88$            
D-118 Slider Screws
M4x0.7mm Hex Drive Flat Head Screw, 
10mm
Steel Alloy McMaster (91294A190) 16 5.29$          5.29$            
D-119 Drill Holder Bolts
1/4-20 Alloy Steel Socket Head Screws, 
2"
Steel Alloy McMaster (91251A550) 6 6.89$          6.89$            
D-120 Drill Holder Washers 1/4" Screw Size Stainless Steel Wasther
Stainless 
Steel
McMcaster (90107A029) 6 7.11$          7.11$            
D-121 Lower Grasper Bolts
1/4-20 Alloy Steel Socket Head Screws, 
1"
Steel Alloy McMaster (91251A542) 2 -$            -$              
D-122 Drill Handle Securing Nut 5/16-18 Zinc-plated Steel Hex Nut Steel Alloy McMaster (95462A030) 1 7.81$          7.81$            
D-123 Load Cell DYLY-103 Steel Lollette 2 35.00$        70.00$          
D-124 Spacer and Lower Base Bolts
3/8-16 Alloy Steel Socket Head Screws, 
1"
Steel Alloy McMaster (91251A624) 7 9.36$          9.36$            
D-125 Load Cell Mounting Nut
M8x1.25mm Nylon-Insert Locknut, 
8mm high
Steel Alloy McMaster (94645A210) 2 9.25$          9.25$            
Heater Probe Tool -$              
Mounting Assembly -$              
HA-100 Bearing Fixture -$              
H-100 Bearing Washer
0.032" Thick Washer for 1" Shaft 
Diameter
Steel McMaster (5909K49) 4 1.23$          4.92$            
H-101 Needle Roller Thrust Bearing For 1" Shaft Diameter, 1-9/16" OD Steel McMaster (5909K36) 2 3.40$          6.80$            




McMaster (9951K11) 2 10.60$        21.20$          
HA-103 Bearing Housing Assembly
H-103A Bearing Fixture 2" x 3" x 0.25" Extruded Rectangle Tube AL 6061-T6 Online Metals (19958) 1
H-103B Angle Support 3" x 1.596" x 0.356" Extruded Channel AL 6061-T6 Online Metals (1065) 2
H-106 Bearing Mount Screws




McMaster (92949A542) 6 0.08$          0.48$            
H-107 Bearing Mount Nut 1/4"-20  hex drive lock nut steel McMaster (95615A120) 6 0.04$          0.24$            
HA-101 Motor Fixture -$              
H-108 Auger Heater Probe Motor 12V DC 100RPM Gearmotor - Pololu (4755) 1 39.95$        39.95$          
H-108A Mini Chuck Adapter
San Ou B10 0.6-6 mm Drill Chuck 
Adapter Amazon 1 10.09$        10.09$          
H-109 Motor Housing 3D printed PLA In-House 1 -$            -$              
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
H-110 Hose Clamp
1/2" Wide Band, 2-9/16" to 3-1/2" 
Clamp ID
steel McMaster (54155K240) 1 1.75$          1.75$            
H-111 Motor Mount Screw #8-32 X 1/2 Socket Head Screw alloy steel McMaster (91251A194) 3 0.25$          0.75$            
H-112 Motor Mount Nut
Low-Strength Steel Hex Nut, Zinc-
Plated, 8-32 Thread Size
steel McMaster (90480A009) 3 0.02$          0.06$            
H-104 Shaft to Motor Assy
H-136 Shaft to Motor Adapter




Online Metals (18005) 1 0.48$          0.48$            
H-137 Shaft Cap
1.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-




Online Metals (1094) 1 -$            -$              
HA-102 Rotary Joint Fixture -$              
H-114 Center Support 1"x1/16" square tube Al 6061-T6 Online Metals (20737) 1 8.95$          8.95$            
H-114A Rubber Sheet Length 1 ft, Thickness 3/16 in, 30A Neoprene Grainger (1DXC8) 1 15.17$        15.17$          
H-115 Corner Reinforcer




McMaster (1088A41) 4 3.40$          13.60$          
H-116A RJ mount screw long #8-32 X 2 Flat Head Screw alloy steel McMaster (90273A205)
H-116B RJ mount screw short #8-32 X 3/4 Flat Head Screw alloy steel McMaster (90273A197) 16 0.25$          4.00$            
H-117 RJ mount nut
Low-Strength Steel Hex Nut, Zinc-
Plated, 8-32 Thread Size
steel McMaster (90480A009) 16 0.02$          0.32$            
HA-104 Rotary Joint Assembly
H-118 Rotary Union Mount 3D printed PLA
H-119 Slip Ring Mount 3D printed PLA
H-120 Slip Ring
Taidacent Hollow Slip Ring Rotary 
Electrical Contact 2/4/6/12 Wires 
Collector Ring Conductive Electric 
Motor Slip Ring Rotating Connector (6 
Wires 10A Inner Hole 12.7mm OD 
54mm)
N/A Amazon 1 80.00$        80.00$          
H-121 Slip Ring Anti-Rotation Rod metal
H-122 Slip Ring Shaft 0.5" OD x 0.083" Wall x 0.334" ID 
Aluminum Round Tube 6061-T6-Drawn
6061-T6 Al Online Metals (4338) 1 8.01$          8.01$            
H-123 Slip Ring Bond Plate
1.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-




Online Metals (1094) 1 14.22$        14.22$          
H-124 Slip Ring Adaptor
1.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-




Online Metals (1094) (IF NOT 
CASTED)
0 14.22$        -$              
H-125 Socket Head Screw 9/16" long (x3)Refer to Hardware. For
H-126
Interface Socket Head Screw 
1 7/8" long (x4)
Refer to Hardware
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
H-127 Rotary Union LT-2321-OF N/A DSTI 1 520.00$     520.00$        
H-128 Rotary Union Interface
4" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-




Online Metals (1105) (IF NOT 
CASTED)
1 98.67$        98.67$          
H-129
Interface Socket Head Screw 
1 3/8" long (x4)
Refer to Hardware
H-130 Rotary Union Adaptor
2.5" Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-




Online Metals (1101) (IF NOT 
CASTED)
1 38.55$        38.55$          
H-131 Hose Barb (x2 for RU stator)
Aluminum Barbed Hose Fitting for Air 
and Water, Adapter for 1/4" Hose ID, 
3/8 NPT Male
Al McMaster (5357K33) 2 6.24$          12.48$          
H-132 Set Screw (x6) Refer to Hardware -$              
H-133 Hose Barb 1/4x1/4NPT Al/Plastic Hose Barb Al McMaster (5357K32) 1 4.02$          4.02$            
H-134
Compression Fitting for 
Discharge Pipe
Compression Fitting Adapter for 1/4" 
Copper Tube OD x 1/4 NPTF Male Copper McMaster(5220K65) 1 3.22$          3.22$            
P-100 Prefilter
P-101 Motorized Ball Valve
U.S. Solid Motorized Ball Valve- 3/4” 
Stainless Steel Electrical Ball Valve with 




U.S. SOLID 1 62.99$        62.99$          
P-102 Mesh Customizable Dimensions 1 200.00$     200.00$        
H-133 Hose barb 1/4x1/4NPT Al/Plastic Hose Barb Al 6061 1 -$              
P-104 Hose Barb 1/8x1/4NPT Plastic Hose Barb Plastic McMaster (5218K299) 1 0.55$          0.55$            
P-105 Thread Connector
Medium-Pressure Aluminum Threaded 
Pipe Fitting Straight Connector, 1/4 
NPT Female
Aluminum McMaster (3861T62) 2 5.65$          11.30$          
P-106 Filter Housing (Cut PVC to size) 3/4 Schedule 40 PVC PVC 1 -$              
P-107 Filter Housing to Ball Valve Adaptor
Standard Wall PVC Pipe Fitting 3/4NPT 
Adapter PVC McMaster (4880K62) 1 0.31$          0.31$            
P-108 Lower Mesh Seat 3D printed PLA or ABS in-house 1
P-109 Upper Mesh Seat 3D printed PLA or ABS in-house 1
PM-100 Prefilter Mount
PM-101 Mounting Plate 3D printed PLA or ABS in-house 1
PM-102 Aluminum #4-40 Hex Nut See Hardware (Need 4) Al 6061 McMaster (93181A003) 4
PM-103 Steel #4-40 Socket Head ScrewSee Hardware (Need 4) Steel McMaster (90044A111) 4
S-100 Shaft Assembly -$              
S-101 Shaft
60" shaft cut to length. 1" OD x 0.125" 
Wall
6061-T6 Al Online Metals (22857) 1 19.46 19.46$          
S-102 Discharge Pipe 1/8" Copper Pipe 1/4" OD (6 ft stock) Copper McMaster (8967K88) 1 7.54 7.54$            
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
S-103 Suction Pipe Upper
Extreme-Temperature PTFE Tubing for 
Chemicals Semi-Clear with Stripe, 3/16" 
ID, 5/16" OD (per foot)
PTFE McMaster (52365K63) 5 7.4 37.00$          
S-104 Suction Pipe Lower
Al Straw (STYX) or General Purpose 
Copper Tubing 3/16" OD, 0.032" Wall 
Thickness (6ft)
Al or Cu McMaster (8967K87) 1 7.54 7.54$            
S-105 Bottom Adapter
Machined from 1.5" Aluminum Round 
Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded (1ft)
6061 Al Online Metals (1094) 1 6.2 6.20$            
H-132 Set Screw (x5) Refer to Hardware
A-100 Heated Auger Assembly -$              
A-101 Auger Housing 1.4" Flute OD, 1" Core OD, 0.75" ID Al or Cu
Outsource Casting with 3D-
printed pattern
1 140 140.00$        
A-102 Copper Elbow
Solder-Connect Fitting for Copper 
Tubing 90 Degree Adapter, Male to 
Female Socket, 1/8 Copper Tube Size
Copper McMaster(5520K824) 1 3.82 3.82$            
H-132 Set Screw (x1) Refer to Hardware -$              
A-104 Suction Orifice
3/4" OD with drilled holes for pipe 
passage, Cut from bar stock
6061 Al Online Metals (1087) 1 3.46 3.46$            
A-105 Tip Adapter Refer to Upper Support Disc Online Metals (1087) 0 3.46 -$              
A-106 Lower Mesh for Suction Made for 0.22" Suction Holes -$              
A-107 Auger Housing Tip
1" OD Machined from Bar Stock (12" 
long)
101-h04 Cu Online Metals (13898) 1 87.43 87.43$          
A-108 Cartridge Heater 1/4 300 W Firerod WATLOW Heater WATLOW 1 60 60.00$          
Hardware
Set Screw (x6 at Upper Shaft 
Interface), (x5 at Bottom 
Shaft Interface), (x1 at Water 
Jet)
18-8 Stainless Steel Flat-Tip Set Screws 
10-32 Thread, 5/16" Long (25 pack)
18-8 
Stainless
McMaster (94355A239) 2 3.00$          6.00$            
Socket Head Screw (x4 at RU 
Lower Interface)
18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screw 




McMaster (92196A545) 1 8.10$          8.10$            
Socket Head Screw (x4 at RU 
Upper Interface)
18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screw 




McMaster (92196A305) 1 12.62$        12.62$          
Socket Head Screw (x3 at SR 
Adaptor Interface)
18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Screw 
4-40 Thread Size, 9/16" Long (100 pack)
18-8 
Stainless
McMaster (92196A111) 1 4.47$          4.47$            
Aluminum #4-40 Hex Nut #4-40 Aluminm Hex Nut, (100 pack) Al 6061 McMaster (93181A003) 1 4.59$          4.59$            
Steel #4-40 Socket Head Screw
#4-40 x 1" long Steel Socket Head 
Screw (25 pack)
Steel McMaster (90044A111) 1 8.27$          8.27$            
W-100 Water Collection System -$              
Part Number Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Part Name Part Description Material Vendor Qty Cost Total Cost
Master Assembly
Indented Bill of Material (BOM)
STYX and STONES
W-101 Pump
SP300VOBL Variable-Flow BLDC OEM 
Peristaltic Pumps, 12 VDC, 6.4mm 
Tygon Tubing, P1 Mounting Panel
N/A Apt Instruments 1 247.00$     247.00$        
W-102 1/4" ID Tygon Tubing -$              
W-103 Intermediate Tank -$              
W-104 3/4" Threaded Coupler Aluminm Standard Wall Pipe Fitting Al McMaster 1 10.00$        10.00$          
W-105 3/4" Threaded Nipple Aluminm Standard Wall Pipe Fitting Aluminum McMaster 3 10.00$        30.00$          
W-106 3/4" Solenoid Valve Solenoid 3-Way Valve N/A Electric Solenoid Valves 2 60.00$        120.00$        
W_107 3/4" Threaded Tee Aluminm Standard Wall Pipe Fitting AL McMaster 1 3.00$          3.00$            




-$              
110000 Motion Controls -$              
111000 TI 1 19.99 19.99$          
112000 Digikey 4 1.86 7.44$            
113000 -$              
114000 -$              
115000 Pololu 1 5.95 5.95$            
116000 -$              
117000 Digikey 6 1.03 6.18$            
120000 Telemetry custom 1 -$              
121100 RobotShop 4 10.99 43.96$          
121200 RobotShop 3 5.95 17.85$          
122100 RobotShop 1 45.00 45.00$          
122200 STYX Project 2 0.00 -$              
122300 RobotShop 1 9.95 9.95$            
122400 STYX Project 2 0.00 -$              
123100 In Heater 3 0.00 -$              
124100 Adafruit 1 14.95 14.95$          
130000 Electrical Home Depot 4 -$              
131000 1 18.00 18.00$          
132000 Mouser -$              
133000 Mouser 4 2.02 8.08$            
133000 Amazon 1 7.11 7.11$            
134000 Alibaba 1 9.00 9.00$            
135000 McMaster 2 9.99 19.98$          
136000 6 19.09 114.54$        












Load cell amplifier (new)












Modify from Purchase (MP) 
Made from Raw Material 
(RM)
Raw Materials Needed 
to make/modify the 




Equipment and Operations 
anticipate using to make the 
component
Key limitations of this 
operation places on any 
parts made from it
Mounting Plate RM 1/4" Aluminum Plating Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
Drill press (or water jet) to create 
mounting holes
Need line of sight accesss to 
mounting hole locations.                         
May not have access to water 
jet
Countoured Mounts RM PLA Procard purchase from 
HatchBox
3D print the part strength, lifetime limted by 
PLA fs
Railing Sliders P n/a Recycled from last year n/a n/a
S Load Cell P n/a Recycled from last year n/a n/a
Upper Lead Screw 
Attachment
RM Aluminum block Procard Purchase from 
Aluminum Stock Web.
1.) Drill press to create mounting holes         
2.) Tap central hole to allow for leadscrew
hole misalignment with drill 
press
Coil Springs P n/a Recycle from last year n/a n/a
Lower Lead Screw 
Attachment
RM 1/2" dense rubber    and   
square aluminum tubing
Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1.) Drill press to create mounting holes hole misalignment with drill 
press
Mounting Plate MP 1/8" aluminum plating Procard Purchase from 1) Waterjet per CAD (if available) hole misalignment with drill 
Mounting Fixture for 
Motor
MP PLA Procard purchase from 
HATCHBOX
1) 3D print the part 2) machine holes for 
fasteners 
strength, lifetime limted by 
PLA fs, must make sure to 
machine perpendicular to 
fibers
Mounting Fixture for 
Rotary Union
RM or MP PLA, thein rubber sheet 
(gasket)
Procard purchase from 
HATCHBOX, Amazon
1) 3D print the part 2) machine holes for 
fasteners 3) cut sheet to size with scissors 
strength, lifetime limted by 
PLA fs, must make sure to 
machine perpendicular to 
fibers
Mounting fixture for 
thrust bearings
RM or MP 1/8" aluminum c-channel 
(reinforce/change per load 
analysis)
Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut channel and tube stock to size 2) 
machine holes for fasteners on drill press 
3) make spotfaces on end mill 4) TIG 
weld tubes and channel pieces together
thrust bearing loads will be 
high; considering other 
options
Thrust bearing(s) P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Railing Sliders P n/a Recycled from last year n/a n/a
Lead screw 
connector(s)
MP and RM square aluminum tubing, 
PLA, 1/4" aluminum 
plating, 1/2" rubber sheet, 
lead screw nut
Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut tubing and plating to size with 
chop saw 2) Use drill press for fastener 
holes 3) 3D print sandwich material 3) 
Press fit lead screw nut into 3D printed 
part 4) drill hole for leadscrew in rubber 
sheet with drill press
misalignment of drilled holes 
is a possibility, tapping holes 
by hand may cause threads to 
break off
Fasteners/Washers P n/a Recycled from last year n/a n/a
Shaft Cap RM 1.5" round AL bar Leftover from slip ring 
adapter
1) Cut to size on chop saw 2) sand edges 
on belt sander 3) drill 1/8" hole in center 
of medallion with a drill press 4) remove 
burrs on hole 
not getting the hole directly 
in the center of the cut 
medallion 
Shaft to Motor Adapter MP and RM .125" round AL bar Procard purchase from 
Online Metals
1) cut to length with vertical band saw 2) 
create notch on chuck side with belt 
sander 3) press into 1/8" hole on shaft cap 
4) plug weld using TIG onto shaft cap
plug welding with TIG; will 
need to create a fixture 
(probably just a metal block 
with a 1/8" hole to hold the 





APPENDIX AA - Manufacturing Plan
Auger Housing (with 
interface)
RM Copper, PLA, Green Sand, 
Flask Materials
Purchase stock copper or 
use scrap. Purchase PLA 
for pattern
1) 3D print solid auger vertically (or print 
two halves horizontally) to create pattern 
for mold development                   2) 
Create a mold out of green sand using 3d 
printed pattern                                           
3) Prepare mold and cast auger housing.        
4) Sand Blast or Heat treat Auger for 
desired surface finish                                       
5) (Interface) Use drill press and tap to 
drill 3x set screw holes
n/a
Suction Tube(s) MP n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut the 0.2" dia. aluminum tube to 
length.                                                                    
2) Heat shrink PTFE tube onto aluminum 
straw
n/a
Discharge Tube MP n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut the 1/8" copper tube to length n/a
Upper Tube Mount RM Al 2024-T6, PLA, Green 
Sand
Purchase stock Aluminum 
or use scrap. Purchase 
PLA for pattern
1) 3d print part horizontally for pattern                         
2) Use pattern to create mold                       
3) Cast the part and sand blast if needed
n/a
Copper Elbow MP n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut the outlet tip of the elbow to 
desired length using hacksaw and 
mounting jig                                                
2) Tap #10-32 thread into the cut end
n/a
Set Screw MP n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Drill 3/64" hole through center axis of 
set screw using a drill press with 3d 
printed jig or lathe
n/a
Thermal Epoxy P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Cartridge Heater P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Lower Tube Mount RM Al 2024-T6, PLA, Green 
Sand
Purchase stock Aluminum 
or use scrap. Purchase 
PLA for pattern
1) 3d print part horizontally for pattern                         
2) Use pattern to create mold                       
3) Cast the part and sand blast if needed
n/a
Shaft (with auger 
interface)
MP Aluminum Weld Rod 
(optional if no accessible 
interface used)                       
3x Set Screws
Procard Purchase from 
Aluminum Stock Web.
1) Purchase 3/4" OD aluminum pipe             
2) Cut the aluminum pipe to length with 
pipe cutter.                                                     
3) Drill 1/4" hole above for suction tube             
4a) (Interface) Use stationary lathe tooling 
to create a 1/32" deep key slot 0.5" below 
auger surface.                                4b) 
(Interface) Use drill press to drill 3x 
equally spaced 1/16" holes in shaft 0.5" 
below auger surface for set screws                              
5b) (Interface) Tap the set screw holes
n/a
Bottom Shaft Adaptor RM Al 6061-T6 1" OD Solid 
Bar Stock




Adaptor RM Al 2024-T6, PLA, Green 
Sand, 4x Set Screws or 
allen hex screws
Purchase stock Aluminum 
or use scrap. Purchase 
PLA for pattern
1a) 3d print two halves without keys.  1b) 
3d print two halves with the part line 
bisecting the internal keyed protusions.                                                         
2) Use the 3d printed halves to create a 
mold which includes a core.                             
3) Cast the part                                              
4) Use a drill press to drill tube hole           
5a) Use a drill pressure to drill to drill 4x 
set screw holes for interface                                   




RM and MP Al 2024-T6, PLA, Green 
Sand
Purchase stock Aluminum 
or use scrap. Purchase 
PLA for pattern
1) 3D print part without holes and rotary 
joint face pointing upwards (use 
temporary support structure). Print the 
part dia. slightly larger so that there is 
room for machining to clean surface.                           
2) Use 3D print to develop sand mold             
3) Cast part.                                                     
4) Machine finish each face using an end 
mill or lathe                                                   
5) Use drill press with 3d printed location 
jig to drill center hole, 2 fluid holes, and 
the 4 fastener holes, and 4 radial holes for 
adaptor interface                          6) Tap 
the 2 fluid holes with NPT tap
n/a
Rotary Union P n/a Procard Purchase from 
DSTI
n/a n/a DSTI LT-2321-OF, 




Slip Ring P n/a Procard Purchase from 
DSTI
n/a n/a DSTI EST 6, 10A 




Slip Ring (SR) 
Adaptor
MP Al 2024-T6 Procard Purchase 1.5" OD 
solid aluminum stock
1) Cut bar stock to slightly larger than 1" 
length (save space for machine finish)                                                         
2) CNC mill the part
n/a
SR Bond Plate (with 
interface with SR 
Adaptor)
MP Al 2024-T6 Procard Purchase 1.5" OD 
solid aluminum stock
1) Cut the bar stock to slightly larger than 
.25" thickness for machine finish                   
2) Drill center hole with drill press                        
3) Machine finish the 2 faces using an end 
mill or lathe
n/a
SR Shaft MP Al 2024-T6 Procard Purchase 1.5" OD 
aluminum stock pipe
1) Cut stock pipe slightly longer than 
desired length with pipe cutter                            
2) Machine Finish end faces with lathe or 
end mill                                                                 
3) Use drill press to drill radial hole
n/a
Union Housing RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3d print part with top down                          
2) Use drill press clean up fastener holes
n/a
SR Housing RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3d print part with bottom down                          
2) Use drill press clean up fastener holes
n/a
Mesh P n/a Procard Purchase from 
Mesh Co. in LA
n/a n/a
Rotary Joint
PVC Pipe MP Thread Lock Tape Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
1) Cut Pipe to desired length                           
2) Drill radial hole/slot with drill press 




P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Bottom Mesh Holder RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3D Print Part and Sand n/a
Top Mesh Holder RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3D Print Part with top down and sand                                         
2) Use drill press to clean up center hole       
3) Hand tap the NPT threads
n/a
Block RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3D Print Part with top down and sand                                         
2) Use drill press to clean up center hole       
3) Use drill press to drill horizontal hole        
4) Hand tap the NPT thread
n/a
Hose Fittings P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Prefilter Mount RM PLA 3D printing 1) 3D Print Part with top down and sand                                         
2) Use drill press to clean up holes
n/a
US Solid Motorized 
Ball Valve
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
U.S. SOLID
n/a n/a 1" NPT Threaded 
Stainless Steel 
Connection, (Measured 







Pump Peristaltic Pump P n/a recycled from last year n/a n/a
Primary Filter 5 Micron Filter P n/a recycled from last year n/a n/a
Structural members MP 1" square aluminum 
tubing, 16 gauge
Procard Purchase from 
Home Depot
Horizontal bandsaw to cut tubing to 
length, drill press for bolt holes, 
potentially MIG weld some of the 
members together
bolt hole misalignment
Rail Mounts MP 1.5" square aluminum 
tubing, 16 gauge
Procard Purchase from 
Home Depot
Horizontal bandsaw to cut tubing to 
length, drill press for bolt holes/rail access 
holes
bolt hole misalignment
Angle Brackets RM 1/8" aluminum plate Procard Purchase from 
Onlinemetals.com
DXF for all brackets, waterjet from plate, 
sheet metal brake bend to shape, drill 
press for bolt holes
getting 90 degree angles on 
the sheet metal brake may 
require trial and error 
Tool Alignment 
Collars
RM PLA 3D printing mounting holes need to be 
undersized and bored
Lead screw collars P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Mounted ball bearings 
(z-axis)
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Ball bearings and 
pillow blocks (x-axis)
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a
Lead Screws (x and z 
axis)
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a





X-axis Drive motor P n/a Recycle from last year or 
Usongshine
n/a n/a
X-axis Driving belt & 
Pulley
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Z-axis Drive motor P n/a Procard Purchase from 
AndyMark
n/a n/a
Z-axis Driving belt & 
Pulley
P n/a Procard Purchase from 
McMaster Carr
n/a n/a
Motor Supports RM 1/8" aluminum plate Procard Purchase of stock 
aluminum
1) Drill press for mounting holes             
2) Finger brake to angle plates to faciliate 
mounting
There is a possibility of hole 
misalignments with drill 
press
Team: STYX & STONES - F53/4 Moon to Mars
Quantity Type Start date Finish date Test Result Quantity Pass Quantity Fail
1 2 Waterjet Melt Length for Varying Water Temperatures Minimum melt rate of 6 in/hour Brad B. SP 2 sub 3/15/21 3/15/21 PASS 2 0
Waterjet was capable of 
melting at a the desired 
rate without issue.
2 5 Heater Probe Bearing Housing Deflection Deflection < .025" Michelle L. FP 3 sys 5/4/21 5/4/21 PASS 3 0
Deflections so small 
readings could not even 
be taken. Heater probe 
vibration during 
translation was bigger 
issue.
3 4, 9 Load Cell Calibration for the Drill Subsystem Recorded data should be within 2 lbf Alex M. SP 5 sub 4/20/21 4/26/21 PASS 5 0
Calibration constants 
have to occasionally be 
modified between runs on 
different days to obtain 
usable results.
4 8 Verify that all motors are receiving a predetermined amount of power and current limit is not exceeded. Power is directed to motors as expected Tyler G. SP 6 sub 4/29/21 5/24/21
PASS 6 0
All motors recieved 
power and operated as 
expected. There was 
some grinding between 
the pulleys and the 
mounts which were fixed 
5 4 Verify if Load Cell Data is Accurate in Identifying Overburden Layers Pass if load cell data allows us to accurately rate each layer correctly Rebecca R. SP 4 sub 4/27/21 6/4/21
PASS 4 0
Relative hardness 
may be inferred from 
WOB data. 
6 2, 6 Perstaltic pump head pressure test Pass if water is able to complete a loop through the system with major issues Brad B. SP 2 sub 4/27/21
5/20/21 PASS 2 0
Pump test results 
compared to analytical 
test results in FDR 
report
7 3, 5, 9 Descending Drill Rate and Computer-Controlled Weight-on-Bit Feedback Loop 
There is no passing or failing. The best start and stop 
points will be used for all further operation Schuyler R. SP 3 sub 4/8/21
5/10/21 PASS 3 0
From this test, a 
threshold of 15lbf WOB 
was to be the most 
effective starting and 
stopping point for the z 
axis motor.
8 3, 5 Maximum frame (z-axis assembly) deflection under drilling conditions. Deflection < .5" Dom D. FP 3 sys 5/4/21
5/18/21 PASS 3 0
Maximum deflection at 
the top of the frame 
during concrete 
penetration was ~0.25".
9 8 Motor speed testing Motor consistently hits 60rpm Jacob E. SP 5 sub 4/29/21 4/30/21 PASS 5 0
Drill consistently hits 
the exact same 
rotational speed
10 3, 5 Drilling functional test
Pass if drilling subsystem successfully cuts through various 
layers of overburden (sand, gravel and concrete) and ice 
without stall or malfunction.
Alex M. SP 1 sys 3/14/21 3/15/21 PASS 1 0
The drill decent rate 
was too fast for the 
maximum cutting 
speed of the rotary 
hammer. Test No. 7 
was created to correct 
this. 
11 3, 5 Auger functional test Pass if copper auger plunges through loosened overburden and contacts surface of ice without stall or malfunction. Brad B. FP 1 sys 5/24/21 PASS 1 0
Qualitative Criteria. 
Auger worked as 
intended. More 
testing required.
12 2, 6 Waterjet functional test Pass if waterjet sprays heated water and melts ice without clogging after passing through overburden. Michelle L. FP 1 sys 5/24/21 PASS 1 0
Qualitative Criteria. 
Water Jet ran 
smoothly
13 2, 6 Water filtration functional test
Pass if water is pumped from the ice well through the two-
stage filter and rotary union into the collection bucket 
without clogging AND water appears clear upon entering 
the collection bucket. 
Alex M. FP 2 sys 5/24/21 5/24/21 PASS 2 0
We have pictures 
showing the clarity of 
the water. The water 
looks as clear as any 
bottled water.
14 5 Full system functional test
Pass if system runs through the entire excavation, 
prospecting, and water collection sequence 4 times without 
malfunction.
Schuyler R. FP 1 sys 6/1/21 6/1/21 PASS 1 0
The drill cut through 
the overburden. The 
heaterprobe aligned 
in the hole. Water 
was waterjetted and 
collected. There was 
a small issue with a 
loose bolt while the 
heater probe twisted, 
But it has since been 
resolved
Test Stage SAMPLES TESTED  TIMING TEST RESULTS NOTESItem
No
Specification # Test Description Acceptance Criteria Test 
Responsibility
DVP&R Engineer: Michelle LeclereDescription of System: Sub-lunar Tap and Yeilding eXplorer
Senior Project DVP
TEST PLAN TEST REPORT
Date: 6/4/2021 Sponsor: NIA/NASA
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Test No. 1 
Test Name: Waterjet Melt Length for Varying Water Temperatures 
Test Date(s):  3/15/2021 
Purpose: Find the rate at which ice melts as a function of water temperature, inspect waterjet 
function. 
Scope: The waterjet apparatus that will be used to expand the cavity in the ice shelf. 
Test Equipment:  
1. Copper Heater Probe (with waterjet), Water, Test stand 
2. Block of solid ice for testing 
3. Ice bath for thermocouple calibration 
4. Thermocouple (Water Probe) 
5. Dial Calipers 
6. Stopwatch 
7. Safety glasses, gloves – for ALL attendees 
Hazards:  
1. Copper heater probe can get very hot, take caution when handling to avoid burns. 
2. Keep flammable or items that can melt away from the heater. 
3. Hot water spray from waterjet to the eyes and skin. 
4. Slipping on spilled water. 
PPE Requirements:  
1. Safety glasses – for ALL attendees 
2. Gloves - for handling hot copper heater probe 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108) 
Procedure: 
1. Check that everyone involved in with the test is wearing proper PPE. 
2. Calibrate and record tare values for: 
a. Calipers: adjust the dial to read zero inches when fully closed.  
b. Thermocouple: take multiple readings from ice bath, record tare values and 
average. 
3. Set up the waterjet test stand. Plug in the pump into a standard wall outlet. Initially, 
keep the pump switch in the off position. 
4. Using the block of ice (roughly 4in thick), record several (~5) thickness 
measurements using the dial calipers in Table 1. For this step, focus on measuring the 
location where the water jet will penetrate the ice. Once measuring is complete, take 
the average of these readings and record in Table 1. Place the ice block on the test 
stand so that the area where the thickness of ice was measured is directly in front of 
the water jet. 
5. Bring heated water (initially around 200F) to the test stand and place on the bottom 
where the suction port of the heater probe is submerged by at least an inch. Place the 
water probe thermocouple in the heated water bucket. 
6. Double check that the thermocouple is reading reasonable values (around 200F). Zero 
the stop watch. Make sure both the pump switch and stop watch are in reach so that 
they can be started simultaneously.  
7. Record the baseline water temperature, TW [°F], with the thermocouple for run #1. 
8. Turn on the pump switch and start the stop watch simultaneously. Make sure the 
water than hits the ice block and falls back into the water reservoir. 












1 5” 5” 5 1/8”  5 1/8” 5 1/16”” 5 1/16” 
2 2” 2 ½” 2 ½” 2 ¼”” 2” 2 ¼” 
3 7” 7” 7 ¼” 7 ¼” 7 1/8” 7 1/8” 
 
9. Record the water temperature in Table 2 roughly every 30 seconds while the pump is 
running (or as often as possible) until the stream of water has broken through the ice. 
10. When the stream of water gets close to melting through the ice block, stop recording 
temperatures and prepare to stop the stopwatch. As soon as the stream has broken 
through, stop the stopwatch. Record the time in Table 2 for the respective run. 
11. Using the average thickness and time, calculate the mean ice melt rate and record in 
Table 2. 
12. Let the water sit until it drops to a temperature between 150 and 170F. Repeat steps 
6-10 for run #2. 
13. Let the water sit again until it drops to a temperature between 90 and 120F. Repeat 
steps 6-10 for run #3. 
14. Finally, let the water sit again until it drops to a temperature between 60 and 80F. 
Repeat steps 6-10 for run #4. 
Table 2. Results 
Run Time, t [s] Water Temperature, TW  
[°F] 
Ice Melt Rate, x 
[in/s] 
1 27.2 (1) 0.186 in/s 
(2) 
(3) 
(Average) = 120 F 
2 12.4 (1) 120F 0.181 in/s 
(2) 
(3) 
(Average) = 120 F 
3 38.2 (1) 0.183 in/s 
(2) 
(3) 
(Average) = 120 F 
 
Results:  Using Microsoft Excel or MATLAB, plot the Ice Melt Rate (y-axis) vs. Average Water 
Temperature (x-axis) 
Performed By: Bradley Behrens 
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Test No. 2 
Test Name: Heater probe bearing housing deflection 
Test Date(s):  4/29/2021 
Purpose: Verify that the bearing mounting fixture will not induce radial loading on the bearings. 
Scope: The bearing fixture that will provide a hard point of contact for the heated auger tool.  
Test Equipment:  
1. Complete heated auger assembly (FP) 
2. Complete frame, z-axis motion, and bearing fixture (FP) 
3. Block of solid ice for testing 
4. Various layers of regolith for testing 
5. Mock testbed (as provided by 2020 team) 
6. Inch ruler 
7. Protractor 
8. Removable marker 
9. Safety glasses, face masks, ear plugs – for ALL attendees 
10. Gloves 
Hazards:  
1. Dust/debris kicked up during drilling and/or overburden removal may hit eyes or be 
inhaled. 
2. Z-axis leadscrew and tool plate introduce pinch points during deflection measurements.  
PPE Requirements:  
1. Safety glasses – for ALL attendees 
2. Ear plugs – for ALL attendees 
3. Gloves – for test performer to avoid z-axis pinch points. 
4. Dust masks – for ALL attendees to avoid dust inhalation. 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108) 
Procedure:  
The following test should be performed during a full system operational test. See Test No. 14.  
1. Before the system is turned on 
a. Use the marker and ruler to draw a straight, horizontal centerline on the bearing 
fixture. This line will be perpendicular to the heated auger tool plate. See Figure 1 
below.  
b. Measure the length that the bearing fixture protrudes from the heated auger tool 
plate. Record length l below. 
l = _____________ [in] 
 
Figure 1. Bearing housing and heater probe tool plate. 
2. Run the full system test.  
a. After the auger has been aligned with the drilled hole, the program will begin to 
lower the tool into the overburden/ice. Once the tool has contacted the ice the 
bearing fixture will begin to deflect. 
b. SHUT OFF THE SYSTEM. 
c. Use the protractor to measure the angular displacement, ϴin, of the centerline in 
degrees. Record in Table 1.  
d. Repeat the measurement as the tool is removed from the overburden making sure 
to shut the system off before anyone takes a measurement. Record ϴout in Table 1. 
3. Repeat Step 2 for two more system tests.  
4. Using the measured angles and length l, calculate and record the vertical deflections, yin 
and yout, using the following relation. 
 
l*sin(ϴ) = y 
 
 









1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
 
5. Inspect heated auger rotation and collar alignment throughout the test. Make 
observational notes in the space below.  
The bearing house did not visibly deflect at all during use of the heated auger. All measurements 
taken with the protractor were smaller than the precision on the measuring device and were 
therefor ~0°. The bearing housing passed this test very easily.  
Results:  All deflections must be less than 0.025” for the fixture to pass. Inspection of heated 
auger rotation should show no signs of bearing failure or collar misalignment.  
PASS 
Performed By: Michelle Leclere 
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Test No. 3 
Test Name: Load Cell Calibration 
Test Date(s):  4/20/2021  
Purpose: Ensure load cell data accurately represents the weight-on-bit of the drill 
Scope: It is imperative that we do not exceed the maximum weight-on-bit during competition. We rely on 
load cells to record this data, so the load cells must be properly calibrated. 
Test Equipment: 
1. Frame assembly 
2. Drill Assembly 
a. Including load cells 
3. Toledo 500lbf scale 
4. Towels 
Hazards:  
1. Crushing hazard if someone puts hand under descending drill bit 
PPE Requirements:  
1. Face masks – per COVID requirements 
Facility:  HVAC Lab (13) 
Procedure:  
1. Position frame assembly over Toledo scale such that the drill bit can be lowered onto the scale 
2. Place towels on scale to prevent damaging it while lowering the bit 
3. Verify rotory hammer is secured to holder via hose clamps 
4. Install drill bit into rotary hammer 
5. Check that load cells are recording data live 
6. Begin slowly lowering drill bit into scale 
7. Stop lowering bit once scale reads one of the values tabulated in Table 1. below 
8. Record final settled scale reading and Load Cell reading 
9. Repeat steps 5-8 until Table 1. is completed 
10. Analyze collected data and identify bias and gain for load cells 
11. Implement gain and bias so load cells record (hopefully) accurate readings 
12. Repeat steps 5-8 but document findings in Table 2. 
13. Verify scale readings and load cell data match within 2 lb, otherwise repeat steps 10-12 
Results:  Test is complete when load cell data agrees with scale within 2 lbf for all readings 
Table 1. 
Desired Stopping Weight Settled Scale Reading Load Cell Reading 
4 4.0 25.09 
8 8.0 29.15 
12 12.0 33.23 
16 16.0 37.08 
20 20.0 41.06 
24 24.0 45.32 
28 28.0 49.12 
32 32.0 53.91 
36 36.0 57.03 
 
Table 2. 
Desired Stopping Weight Settled Scale Reading Load Cell Reading 
4 4.0 4.04 
8 8.0 8.01 
12 12.0 12.20 
16 16.0 16.03 
20 20.0 20.38 
24 24.0 24.42 
28 28.0 28.05 
32 32.0 32.16 
36 36.0 36.09 
 
Performed By: Schuyler Ryan and Rebecca Rodriguez 
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Test No. 4 
Test Name: Circuit Analysis 
Test Date(s): 4/29/21 
Purpose:  Ensure the system operates as expected without any misconnections. 
Scope: Electrical System Analysis, overall system wiring and subsystem control 
Equipment:   
1. Extra wire 
2. Heat shrink  
3. Wire strippers/crimps 
4. Voltmeter 
5. Electric tape 
6. Zip ties (for organization). 
7. Layered test bed 
Hazards: Electrical components can be blown with incorrect supply sources. Testers can be shocked by 
badly wired or ungrounded components and the microcontroller could get corrupted. See additional 
hazards in the table below. 
Potential Safety Issue Corrective Action 
Rotating drill  The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation. 
Excessive loud noises Ear plugs may be worn for excessive noise levels 
caused by drilling through concrete. 
Excessive dust  Masks and safety glasses will be worn to prevent 
breathing in dust or getting dust into eyes. 
Accidental electrocution  Care will be taken to set up wiring in a clean, dry 
environment. 
Unsecured wires on the floor Loose wires may be taped to the ground to 
decrease the chance of any bystander tripping. 
Pinch points The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation. 
 
PPE Requirements:  
1. Safety glasses 
2. Gloves 
3. Ground wrist strap 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108) 
Procedure: At every point written below, test for correct operation and monitor the current draw of the 
system.  
 1) Ensure all potential safety issues are disclosed and corrective actions are discussed. Refer to              
the ‘Hazards’ Table above. Turn on system. 
 2) Initialize subsystems. 
 3) Test the drilling systems. Test for correct operation and monitor the current draw of the       
system. 
  a. Turn the drill on. 
  b. Move the z-axis down. 
  c. Drill into overburden. 
 4) Test the auger/heater subsystem. test for correct operation and monitor the current draw of the  
    system. 
a. Turn the z-axis motor on. 
  b. Turn on the auger drill. 
  c. Turn on the heater probe. 
  d. Turn on the pump. 
  e. Turn on the water jet. 
  f. Collect water from the heater probe. 
Results:  Pass Criteria, Fail Criteria, Number of samples to test 
Test Results: It passed. Electrical connections are strong, and all components receive power as expected. 
Performed By: Tyler Guffey 
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Test No. 5 
Test Name: Main Drill Load Cell Data Collection 
Test Date(s):  4/27/2021  
Purpose: Determine whether the weight on bit while drilling is a sufficient method in 
determining overburden layers.  
Scope: This test encompasses the telemetry portion of the project. 
Test Equipment:   
1. Drill Mounted to Frame 
2. Load Cell Platform Attached to Main Drill 
3. Load Cell Amplifier (HX711) 
4. Weight of Known Value 
5. Vertical DC Motor 
6. Microcontroller 
7. Computer 
8. Power (120VAC for drill, 12VDC for Z-axis motor, & microcontroller powered by USB) 
9. Voltmeter (for troubleshooting) 
10. Extension Cord 
11. Test Bed with Varying Materials (sand, dirt, concrete, & ice block) 
12. Mounting Interface for Adhering Frame to Test Bed 
Hazards:   
Potential Safety Issue Corrective Action 
Rotating drill  The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
Excessive loud noises Ear plugs may be worn for excessive noise levels 
caused by drilling through concrete 
Excessive dust  Masks and safety glasses will be worn to prevent 
breathing in dust or getting dust into eyes 
Accidental electrocution  Care will be taken to set up wiring in a clean, dry 
environment 
Unsecured wires on the floor Loose wires may be taped to the ground to 
decrease the chance of any bystander tripping 
Pinch points The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
PPE Requirements:   
1. Safety glasses 
2. Insulated gloves and clothing 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108)  
Procedure:  
1. Ensure all potential safety issues are disclosed and corrective actions are discussed. Refer to the 
‘Hazards’ Table above. 
2. Calibrate each load cell in the load cell platform as specified by Test #3. 
a. Modify the calibration factor until accurate readings are obtained. 
3. Verify the drill is mounted correctly to the frame. 
4. Check whether there are any obstructions preventing the Z-axis actuation of the main drill. 
5. Fill and accurately record the various material layers in the testbed. 
6. Secure the frame to the test bed. 
7. Configure the load cell setup. 
a. Connect the load cell amplifier to the microcontroller and the load cell. 
b. The load cell has four wires: VCC, GND, Signal +, and Signal -. These four wires 
connect directly to the load cell amplifier. 
c. The load cell amplifier must connect to VCC, GND, DT, and SCK on the 
microcontroller. 
i. Operating voltage is 2.7V to 5VDC. 
8. Set drill to forward motion using switch before powering. 
9. Set power to the components as specified in the ‘Test Equipment’ section. 
a. The drill requires 120VAC (an extension cord may be required). 
b. The motor for vertical actuation must be powered by 12VDC. 
c. The microcontroller will be powered by USB. 
10. Drill into test bed and monitor WOB in real time. 
a. Record height of the platform and the corresponding WOB. 
11. Save data in CSV file and export. 
12. Turn off drill and unplug the drill and accompanying motors. 
13. Visually inspect data to identify the total layers in the test bed and sequence the layers from 
softest to hardest. 
14. Determine the resulting score for prospecting based on the competition specifications. Refer to 
the ‘Digital Core Form’ for the points obtained out of a max of 90 points. 
 
 
Results:  Plot CSV file in Python – attempt machine learning algorithm (Hidden Markov Model) 
time permitting.  
 
 
Note: The fourth layer was detected but the thickness was not obtained. 







Transducer Calibration Data Recorded Suction Data
P_transducerP_analog P_b Gain Bias P_Transducer P_suction
[V] [psig] [psig] [psig/V] [psig] [V] [psig]
0.31 0 0 6.343 -1.926 -0.77 -6.8
0.62 2.4 2 -0.82 -7.1
0.93 3.5 4 -0.78 -6.9
1.24 6.1 6 -0.85 -7.3
1.55 8.3 8 -0.86 -7.4
1.86 9.5 10 -0.75 -6.7
2.17 11.8 12 -0.77 -6.8
2.48 13.4 14 -0.78 -6.9
2.79 15.9 16
3.1 17.9 18






Velocity Analytical Test Error (%)
[ft/s] 15.6 15.03 -3.6538462
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Test No. 7 
Test Name: Descending Drill Rate and Computer-Controlled Weight-on-Bit Feedback Loop 
Test Date(s):  4/8/2021 
Purpose: The goal of this test is to find an optimal rate at which to lower the rotary hammer 
when drilling through concrete. The team will test various rates of descent, compare them, and 
select the best method to implement. 
Scope: There is a time limit during competition, so it is important that drilling through 
overburden occurs as quickly as possible. 
Test Equipment: 
1. STYX & STONES Prototype (not all) 
a. Drill assembly 
b. Frame assembly 




6. Power (120VAC for drill, 12VDC for Z-axis motor, & microcontroller powered by USB) 
Hazards:   
Potential Safety Issue Corrective Action 
Rotating drill  The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
Excessive loud noises Ear plugs may be worn for excessive noise levels 
caused by drilling through concrete 
Excessive dust  Masks and safety glasses will be worn to prevent 
breathing in dust or getting dust into eyes 
Accidental electrocution  Care will be taken to set up wiring in a clean, dry 
environment 
Unsecured wires on the floor Loose wires may be taped to the ground to 
decrease the chance of any bystander tripping 
Pinch points The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
PPE Requirements:   
1. Safety glasses 
2. Protective clothing 
3. Ear plugs 
4. Dust masks 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108)  
Procedure: 
1. Ensure all team members are wearing proper PPE. 
2. Integrate WOB measurement code with drill actuation code. 
3. Verify the drill is mounted correctly to the frame. 
4. Check whether there are any obstructions preventing the Z-axis actuation of the main drill. 
5. Fill and accurately record the various material layers in the testbed. 
6. Secure the frame to the test bed. 
7. Configure the load cell setup. 
8. Put the drill into hammer drill mode and turn it on. 
9. Test the emergency stop function. 
10. Power on the drill again. 
11. Ensure all team members are positioned at least 5ft away from the drill. 
12. Enter desired ‘WOB to stop’ and ‘WOB to resume’ into feedback loop. 
13. Begin lowering the drill into the test bed and record the time to drill through the layers. 
14. Repeat steps 8-9 for various ‘WOB to stop’ and ‘WOB to resume’ and fill in the results table. 
15. Turn off motor and unplug power source once testing is completed.  
Results:  
Drill Depth: 3” 
WOB to Stop [lbf] WOB to Resume [lbf] Total Drilling Time [s] 
20 20 218 
15 15 247 
10 10 295 
 
While the WOB of 20lbf was the fastest time, it led to the prototype exceeding the maximum WOB on 
many occasions. Since it takes time for the controller to read load cell data and send signals to the z-axis 
motor, the drill bit would plunge way past the maximum WOB, despite the computer telling the 
prototype to stop at 20lbf. For this reason, a WOB threshold of 15lbf was selected. With this limiter, the 
WOB hardly exceeds the competition’s maximum and the prototype cuts through the overburden 
quickly. 
 
Picture below is a graph of WOB vs. Encoder readings for the 15lbf threshold. The x-axis depicts encoder 
readings which is a proxy for time. Readings are not spaced equally apart in time, but their relative order 
is important. The biggest thing to recognize about this graph is the number of data points that exceed 
our WOB limit of 33.7lbf. The optimal threshold would produce WOB readings for which the peak is the 




Performed By: Alex Martinez, Rebecca Rodriguez, Schuyler Ryan 
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Test No. 8 
Test Name: Frame Deflection under drilling conditions 
Test Date(s):  4/20/2021 
Purpose: Determine the maximum deflection of the frame to verify safety factors. 
Scope: Structural analysis; ensuring sure frame deflection does not affect tool alignment.  
Test Equipment: 
1. Complete frame with both tools capable of z-axis motion 
2. Mock testbed 
3. Layers of overburden and ice 
4. Ruler 
5. Cell phone with a reliable camera 
6. Method of holding camera and ruler steadily next to frame 
Hazards:  
1. Stand at least 6 feet from the rotating hammer drill during operation. 
2. Ear plugs must be worn for excessive noise levels caused by drilling through concrete. 
3. Safety glasses and dust masks must be worn to protect bystanders/operators from airborne 
dust/debris. 
4. Pinch points from moving components. 
PPE Requirements:  
1. Safety glasses 
2. Dust masks 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108) 
Procedure:  
The following test should be performed during a full system operational test. 
1. Verify that all bystanders and operators are wearing the proper PPE. 
2. Ensure that all fasteners are tightened and  
3. Before operation, ensure where the final location of the z-axis assembly will be during drilling (x-
direction). 
4. Tape a ruler to a stand that is not touching the system.  
a. Place the ruler as close as possible to the left/right side of the z-axis assembly. 
b. Ensure the ruler is at the height of the top of the system (location of maximum 
deflection). 
c. When looking at the system from the side, the top of the z-axis assembly will appear to 
deflect left or right depending on whether the drill is entering or exiting the overburden. 
5. Prop a cell phone up as close as possible to the ruler with the camera facing the ruler and the side 
of the z-axis assembly. Secure the phone to something that will keep it from falling. 
6. Begin recording with the cell phone. 
7. Run complete operational test with multiple drilled holes. 
8. Review the video recorded with the cell phone to obtain and record deflection values. Because of 
the camera angle, the z-axis will appear to move along the stationary ruler if deflection is 
significant. 
9. Wait until test is complete before removing the ruler and stand set-up. 
 




Notes (How far was the drill extended into the overburden?) 
1  0.2 
Roughly half a cm for each of these trials.  The FEA was 
performed for the worst case: the drill bit catches a concrete 
edge upon exit. We never encountered this case during 
testing so these deflections represent a different load case 
but are still the maximum values we’ll see during drilling. 
  
2  0.2 
3  0.2   
4 n/a    
5  n/a   
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Test No. 10 
Test Date(s): 6/4/21 
Test Name: Drilling Functional Test 
Purpose:  To determine the functionality of the final drilling subsystem as it works with the final 
integrated system. 
Scope: Drilling subsystem (rotary hammer, 1.5” masonry drill bit, aluminum spacer and PLA 
holder, tool plate) 
Equipment:  Completed final prototype 
- Hammer drill and mounting equipment (Figure 1A-B). 
- 5-gallon bucket filled with simulated overburden layers (dirt, concrete, etc.) Figure 2A. 
- Large plastic container with solid ice. Figure 2B.  
- Test stand (Figure 3) 
- Completed frame with attached leadscrews (x-axis and z-axis) and accompanying motors 
(stepper for x-axis and DC motor for z-axis) and limit switches. 
- Electrical containment unit (Figure 5) 
- 12V Power supply 
- 5V Power supply 
- Motor drivers 
- 12 VDC Relays 
- 120 VAC Relays 
- Load cell platform 
- Laptop computer with system software for operation 
- Laptop computer with telemetry program for digital core development 
Hazards:   
Potential Safety Issue Corrective Action 
Rotating drill  The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
Excessive loud noises Ear plugs may be worn for excessive noise levels 
caused by drilling through concrete 
Excessive dust  Masks and safety glasses will be worn to prevent 
breathing in dust or getting dust into eyes 
Accidental electrocution  Care will be taken to set up wiring in a clean, dry 
environment 
Unsecured wires on the floor Loose wires may be taped to the ground to 
decrease the chance of any bystander tripping 
Pinch points The operator may not stand near within 3 feet of 
the drill during operation 
 
PPE Requirements:   
1. Safety glasses 
2. Protective clothing 
3. Ear plugs 
4. Dust masks 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center (197-108) 
 
Procedure:  
1. Ensure all team members are wearing proper PPE. 
2. Integrate WOB measurement code with drill actuation code. 
3. Verify the drill is mounted correctly to the frame. 
4. Check whether there are any obstructions preventing the Z-axis actuation of the main drill. 
5. Fill and accurately record the various material layers in the testbed. 
6. Secure the frame to the test bed. 
7. Configure the load cell setup. 
8. Put the drill into hammer drill mode and turn it on. 
9. Test the emergency stop function. 
10. Power on the drill again. 
11. Ensure all team members are positioned at least 3ft away from the drill. 
12. Run the program. 
13. Begin lowering the drill into the test bed and observe overburden and ice penetration. 
14. Turn off motor and unplug power source once testing is completed. 
Results:  












Actual Test Results:  
The rotary hammer was successful at cutting through all of the overburden and entering the ice. 
Using a WOB threshold of 15lbf the team was able to make it through all layers without 
exceeding the maximum WOB limit of 33.7lbf (150N). Furthermore, there were no issues with 
the drill getting stuck under the overburden. One issue that was observed was that the bit 
wobbled on its way to the surface of the overburden. The team plans on addressing this with a 
collar fixture.  
 




F54/F53 – Moon to Mars Mechanical/Mechatronics 
  
Test No. 11, 12, 13 
Test Date(s): 
Test Name: Auger Functional Test, Waterjet Functional Test, Water Filtration Functional Test 
Purpose:  To determine the functionality of the final heated auger subsystem as it works with 
the final integrated system. 
Scope: Fully assembled heated auger tool as mounted on the final prototype. 
Equipment:   
Key System Hardware 
- Hammer drill and mounting equipment (Figure 1A-B). 
- 5-gallon bucket filled with simulated overburden layers (dirt, concrete, etc.) Figure 2A. 
- Large plastic container with solid ice. Figure 2B.  
- Test stand (Figure 3) 
- Completed frame with attached leadscrews (x-axis and z-axis) and accompanying motors 
(stepper for x-axis and DC motor for z-axis) and limit switches. 
- 12V BLDC Peristaltic pump 
- 40-micron pre-filter, and 5-micron secondary filter 
- Heated auger tool and mounting equipment (Figure 4) 
- Gear motor for heated auger rotation 
- Solenoid valves (x3) 
- Electrical containment unit (Figure 5) 
- 12V Power supply 
- 5V Power supply 
- Motor drivers 
- 12 VDC Relays 
- 120 VAC Relays 
- Load cell platform 
- Laptop computer with system software for operation 





- Power strip and extension cord 
- 12V Power supply 
- 5V Power supply 
- Multimeter 
- Electrical tape 
- Allen keys 
- Locknuts, washers, ¼-20 x 1” bolts 
- Back-up thermocouple 
- Bungie cords 
- 5-gallon bucket for water collection 
- Duct tape 
- Competition test sheet for recording water volume and digital core characteristics 
PPE Requirements:  
• Safety glasses – for ALL attendees 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center Room 108 
Procedure: Perform this test following the Drill Functional Test No. 10 
1. Ensure all attendees are wearing the proper PPE requirements.  
2. Using the program or manually running the x-axis stepper motors, align the heated auger 
tool path with the already drilled hole in the overburden and ice from Test No.10. 
3. Run the rest of the program. 
4. The auger will begin rotating and translating down towards the overburden.  
5. Once the overburden has been reached, observe the auger’s ability to remove loose 
overburden. 
6. Once in contact with the ice, observe the heater’s ability to melt the ice. 
7. Observe the waterjet’s ability to melt ice. 
8. Observe the pump, valves, and filters’ ability to collect clean water into the collection 
bucket.  
9. Once the auger is removed from the overburden, inspect the auger flutes for deflection 
and debris build up. 
10. Record observations below.  
Results:   
Record any key observations about the test operation in the space below: 
• Auger tip need a little filing around point to prevent sand stackup 
• Water jet had clean spray 
Test Results: 
Test No. 11: Pass! More testing required with various types of overburden. Still worked as 
intended in soft sand/concrete powder. 
Test No. 12: Pass! Water jet worked as intended. 
Test No. 13: Pass! The pumping system was able to move water from the hole, through both 
filters and into the collection bucket. Additionally, the collected water is exceptionally clear; it is 












F53/F54 Moon to Mars: Ice and Prospecting Challenge 
Test No. 14 
Test Title: Full System Operational Test 
Purpose: Demonstrate that the full system operates without malfunction while accomplishing (1) 
regolith and ice penetration (2) debris removal (3) ice melting and liquid water extraction (4) 
development of an accurate digital core.  
Scope: The fully integrated final prototype.  
Test Equipment Required: 
Key System Hardware 
- Hammer drill and mounting equipment (Figure 1A-B). 
- 5-gallon bucket filled with simulated overburden layers (dirt, concrete, etc.) Figure 2A. 
- Large plastic container with solid ice. Figure 2B.  
- 5-gallon bucket for water collection 
- Test stand (Figure 3) 
- Completed frame with attached leadscrews (x-axis and z-axis) and accompanying motors 
(stepper for x-axis and DC motor for z-axis) and limit switches. 
- 12V BLDC Peristaltic pump 
- 40-micron pre-filter, and 5-micron secondary filter 
- Heated auger tool and mounting equipment (Figure 4) 
- Gear motor for heated auger rotation 
- Solenoid valves (x3) 
- Electrical containment unit (Figure 5) 
- 12V Power supply 
- 5V Power supply 
- Motor drivers 
- 12 VDC Relays 
- 120 VAC Relays 
- Load cell platform 
- Laptop computer with system software for operation 





- Power strip and extension cord 
- 12V Power supply 
- 5V Power supply 
- Multimeter 
- Electrical tape 
- Allen keys 
- Locknuts, washers, ¼-20 x 1” bolts 
- Back-up thermocouple 
- Bungie cords 
- 5-gallon bucket for water collection 
- Duct tape 
- Competition test sheet for recording water volume and digital core characteristics 
 
PPE Requirements:  
• Safety glasses – for ALL attendees 
• Ear plugs – for ALL attendees 
• Dust masks – for ALL attendees to avoid dust inhalation. 
Facility:  Bonderson Project Center Room 108 
Test Procedure:  
BEFORE STARTING ANY OF THE PROCEDURE BELOW 
Ensure that the STYX & STONES prototype is fully assembled; please refer to the User Manual 
for safe assembly instructions.  
For more help and clarification, please see the STYX&STONES MPR Video at the following 
link: Cal Poly STYX & STONES - NASA RASC-AL 2021 Moon to Mars MPR Video - YouTube. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. Notify members of all possible hazards and the appropriate corrective actions as listed in 
Table 1 below. Ensure all members are wearing the required PPE. Walk through possible 
emergencies and protocols. Please note the following: 
a. If the controller does not stop the drill, DISCONNECT the main power source by 
flipping the power switch on the power strip. 
b. NO ONE is allowed to operate the system by themselves; if an emergency should 
happen a bystander must be present to call 911.  
c. Study Table 1 BEFORE continuing. 
 
Table 1. Design Hazards Corrective Actions 
Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action 
Rotating Drill Bit 
- Do not stand within 3 feet of drill during operation. 
- Tie back loose hair and do not wear loose clothing. 
- Allow drill bit to cool before handling. 
Electrocution 
- Prevent access to exposed electrical parts. 
- Ensure frame is grounded to common ground terminal 
- Wear insulated gloves and clothing when handling 
electronics. 
- Do not make changes to circuit while it is powered. 
- Do not handle live wires. 
System Misuse 
- Only members with the appropriate training may run the 
system. 
- Operator must never run the system without the presence of 
an accompanying group member. 
Close Range Hazards (Pinch 
Points & Dust) 
- The operator must give a 3-second warning before running 
the program to allow all bystanders to move to a safe distance 
(3ft+) from the system. 
- Safety glasses and dust masks must be worn by ALL 
attendees during regolith penetration. 
Hazardous Noise Levels and 
Air Particulate 
- Earplugs, dust masks, and eye protection will be distributed. 
 
Test Stand 
2. Prepare the test stand and bucket of overburden layers as depicted in Figure 2A-B.  
a. Mount the prototype to the large rolling wooden test stand using 3 ¼” lag bolts at 
each of the four corners. Make sure that the test stand wheels are locked before 
mounting the system. See Figure 3. 
b. Fill a 5-gallon bucket with various overburden materials. Make sure to include 
layers of solid concrete, loose gravel, sand, and clumpy dirt. Mount the bucket(s) 
into the smaller rolling test stand as depicted in Figure 2A. Make sure that the 
wheels are locked before mounting. 
c. Strap the large plastic bucket filled with solid ice below the 5-gallon bucket with 
the bungie cords as shown in Figure 2B.  
d. Make sure that the path of the drill bit in its starting position is approximately at 
the center of the bucket filled with overburden. 
3. Move the entire testbed outside the Bonderson project center in front of the high bay 
garage doors to avoid excessive noise in the building during hammer drilling. 
System Set-Up 
4. Route an extension cord from room 197-108 to the testbed to power the main power strip 
but do not plug it in to the wall outlet until the system is entirely set up! 
5. Prepare the system for testing as follows.  
a. The drilling unit should already be loaded onto the mounting plate of the frame as 
shown in Figure 1A. Ensure that the servo motor is physically attached to the 
“rotation direction” switch on the rotary hammer with the small yellow cord 
(Figure 1B).  
b. Ensure the rotary hammer is plugged into the main power strip.  
c. The heated auger unit should already be loaded onto the mounting plate of the 
frame as shown in Figure 4.  
d. Visually inspect the heated auger for loose parts or cut wires and ensure that the 
electrical connections at the slip ring are tight. 
e. Flash the microcontroller with source code and connect it to the main power strip. 
f. Ensure the motor drivers for the Z- and X- axis motors are connected to the 12-
volt power supply and microcontroller. 
g. Connect the 12V relays and ensure the input connections are still connected to the 
power supply 
h. Ensure the 120VAC relays for the heater cartridge and rotary hammer are 
properly connected and that the wire covers are properly in place. Do not move 
forward until these connections are secure. 
i. Ensure the load cell connections are correct on both the microcontroller pins and 
the load cell amplifier pins. 
j. Place the discharge hose into the collection bucket and tape it to the side of the 
bucket to ensure that it does not flail around during the auger translation. 
6. Once all connections from Step 5 have been made, plug the extension cord into the wall 
outlet in Room 108. Flip the main power strip switch to ON. 
7. You are ready to run the test. 
Running the Test 
8. At this time, all attendees must put on their safety glasses (if have not already), their 
hearing protection, and dust masks.  
a. A single system operator will oversee running the test.  
b. A single digital core developer will oversee collecting WOB data from the load 
cells real time.  
c. A single videographer will record the test for documentation purposes.  
d. Once these three personnel are in place and ready for operation, the system 
operator must make a 3-second warning call. All bystanders and the 
videographer will have 3 seconds to step back to a safe distance. 
9. The system operator will reset the microcontroller with the on-board reset button to begin 
operation. Operation should occur as follows: 
a. The rotary hammer drill bit will begin spinning and the drilling unit will begin 
downward translation along the Z-axis. 
b. When the overburden is reached, the hammering feature will be engaged, and 
excavation will begin. 
c. Real-time load cell data will be shown on the digital core developer’s laptop 
computer during excavation. The laptop computer will be located at least 3 ft 
from the rotary hammer and the data will be monitored to ensure 150N WOB is 
not exceeded. 
d. When the drill reaches the bottom of the Z-axis, it will stop hammering briefly, 
the servo motor will engage the reverse direction switch, and the drill bit will stop 
rotating. 
e. The drilling unit plate will translate upwards. 
f. When the drilling unit reaches its reset position, the entire Z-axis column will 
begin translating along the X-axis to align the heated auger with the drilled hole. 
g. When the anticipated location of the auger tool path is aligned with the drilled 
hole, the X-axis lead screw will stop spinning and the carriage will come to a halt.  
h. Next, the auger tool will be actuated downwards at a constant speed while rotating 
simultaneously in the hole.  
i. When the encoder on the auger’s Z-axis signals the auger touching the bottom of 
the pilot hole in the ice, the cartridge heater in the copper tip will be turned on. In 
order to avoid overheating the wiring inside the copper tip, the heater will be 
pulsed at 120VAC. Note, data from a thermocouple located in the copper tip will 
be monitored during this process 
j. After melting an additional 5 inches down into the ice, the heater probe will stop 
moving downwards and will begin the pumping phase to fill up the tank. After 
verifying that the valve leading to the collection bucket is open, the pump will be 
turned on. At the same time, the tube heater will be turned on in a similar pulsing 
fashion as the cartridge heater to preheat the discharge tube. 
k. When the tank is full as signaled by water flowing through the collection line, the 
heater probe will transition to using its water jet. In this case, the collection valve 
will be closed and the recirculation valve will be opened. During this process, the 
heater probe will continue to rotate. The heater probe will be actuated downward 
by roughly a ¼” about every 15 minutes. 
l. Once the heater probe has reached the maximum depth limit below the 
overburden surface (36”) per given requirements, the heater probe will stop 
actuating downwards while continuing to rotate. During this phase, the water jet 
will continue to run for a set amount of time (~15 minutes). When this time is up, 
the collection valve will open while the recirculation valve closes such that all 
water is retrieved in the collection container. The pump will run for roughly 5 
minutes and then shut off. Note, it is okay if the pump runs dry during this 
process. 
m. Prior to actuating the heater probe out of the hole, the pump will be reversed 
while the debris valve on the prefilter is opened to backflush the system of any 
lodged debris. 
n. Finally, the gear motor driving the rotation of the heater probe will be reversed 
and while the entire heater probe plate translates up out of the hole until it is in its 
reset position. 

















Powering the System Down  
11. Once the program has finished, the system will stop moving.  
12. Power the system OFF by disengaging the switch on main power strip and unplugging 
the extension cord. 
Post-processing 
13. Remove the discharge hose from the collection bucket and measure the volume of water 
collected. Using the tape measure, record the height of water in the bucket and the 
diameter of the bucket. Record this value on the provided test sheet.  
14. Using the collected WOB data, run the Telemetry Program to create the digital core. 
Record the predicted number of layers, layer hardness and thickness on the test sheet. 
Compare with the actual test set-up. 
Clean-Up 
15. Unlock the wheels on both wooden test stands and carefully wheel them back into Room 
108. Make sure no cords are caught in the way. 
16. Remove the ice and overburden buckets from the small test stand. Put the ice block back 
into a freezer to use for the next test. The overburden can be reused as well.  







Figure 1. Drilling unit as mounted to the frame on tool plate. 1A shows the drilling unit. 1B shows the 




Figure 2. Test stand set-up. 2A shows the 5-gallon bucket filled with overburden layers, and 2B shows 





Figure 3. Full system mounted to large wooden test stand. 
 
Large Wooden Test stand 
Frame mounted to test stand with lag 
bolts 
 





Figure 5. Electrical containment unit. 
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Written by ME STYX & STONES Team 
Michelle Leclere, Schuyler Ryan, Bradley Behrens, Rebecca Rodriguez,  
Dominic Duran, Jacob Everest, Alex Martinez, Tyler Guffey 
June 2021 
 
Dear Operator,  
To safely operate the STYX & STONES prototype, one must study this operator’s manual before 
attempting to operate the machine. After reading, operators should understand how to assemble each 
subsystem into the finished prototype after shipping, how to interface with safety features/carry out safety 
procedures and operate the robot.  
Good Luck,  
Cal Poly STYX & STONES, 2021 
  
PART 1: Assemble the Subsystems After Shipping 
The STYX & STONES prototype will be partially deconstructed to ship it to the Langley Research 
Center in Hampton, VA. The following section describes how to reassemble each subsystem into the 
finished prototype.  
Frame Assembly 
A full system assembly begins with the frame.  To begin, attach the x-axis rail mounts to the vertical 
members using angle brackets for the bottom rail mount, and the L brackets for the top rail mount. Be 
careful with assembly; keep in mind that while there is some slack in the wire connections, they are already 
attached to the frame to facilitate the build process. Be mindful of the pieces with wires integrated to them 
and make sure that they are connected in the orientation below so that the connections are in the right places. 
 
 





Figure AC.2. Free-standing frame attached to 2X4’s. 
 
Attach the base members to the vertical members using more angle brackets and the shear brackets.  
Connect the diagonal struts to the vertical and base members via the tree and obtuse brackets. At this point, 
you may also attach the mounting brackets to mount the frame to the test bed. 
  
  
Figures AC.3a & 3b. Sheet metal brackets at the base of the frame. 
   
 
The next step is to fasten a bearing mount to each vertical member. The bearings may be installed before 
or after this step.  Place the x-axis leadscrew through the bearings, shaft collars, pulley, and belt, then tighten 
the shaft collars to prevent translational motion.  The x-axis stepper motor mount with the stepper motor 
should then be mounted using the slots in the left vertical strut. The slots will allow for belt tensioning and 
it is recommended that two people take part in this process. The wires from the stepper motor will be 
connected to the frame near these slots; find the connector end and plug it into the stepper motor. 
 
 
Figure AC.4. X-axis motor and leadscrew assembly. 
 
The z-axis assembly should remain fully assembled even when packaged and shipped. To attach it to the 
rest of the frame, remove one of the diagonal struts and slide the assembly onto the x-axis rails. The only 
disassembly should occur when either the drill or heater probe tools need to be removed.  To do this, remove 
the z-motor mount and top bearing bracket before sliding either of the tools off their respective z-axis rails. 
The wire connections for both z-axis sub-assemblies will be connected in groupings; on of groups will be 
meant for the drill subassembly and the other is meant for the auger/heater probe subassembly. 
Before operation, ensure that all rails and leadscrews have been properly cleaned and lubricated and check 
for any loose bolts. 
 
Drill Assembly 
 To assemble the drill assembly, begin with joining the lower base, spacer and mounting plate 
together. Next, attach the drill holder and lower grasper to the spacer as shown in Figure AC5. With the 











Figure AC.5. Drill mount assembly. 
 
The back of the mounting plate consists of 7 main components and allows the drill carriage to connect to 
the frame assembly. The main components are the lower base, damper, load cells, springs, upper base, 
topper and linear bearings. First, begin by sandwiching a nut between the upper base and the topper. Then, 
join the base and topper with bolts. These steps are shown in Figures AC6a and b below. Next, attach the 
load cell, and damper to the lower base as shown in Figure AC7. After, place the springs between the upper 
base and load cells, and send a bolt through them both. Lastly, attach all four linear bearings to the corners 
of the mounting plate. The completed assembly should match what is picture in Figure AC8. 
  






Figure AC.7.  Lower back-end assembly. 
 
Figure AC.8. Completed back-side assembly. 
To secure the rotary hammer to the drill assembly, thread hose clamps through slots in the drill holder. 
Place the drill such that it points downward and rests comfortably against the drill holder and lower grasper. 
Tighten the hose clamps so that the rotary hammer is held tightly in place. The load cells and drill power 
connections will need to be run around the back to the control box. Use the included wiring diagram and 
pin map for appropriate connections within the control box. 
Heated Auger Tool Assembly 
 First, the tool plate for the heated auger tool must be prepared for mounting onto the frame. The 
leadscrew attachment assembly and rail sliders should already be fastened to the backside of the plate as 
shown in Figure AC9 below. Similarly, Figure AC10 shows the pump, tank, motor mount, and rotary union 
mount which are already attached to the frontside of the tool plate via socket head screws. Ensure that all 














                                
 
 
Figure AC.9. Leadscrew attachment and rail sliders on heated auger tool plate. 
 
 
Figure AC.10. Frontside of heated auger tool plate. 
Next, attach the rotary union assembly to the rotary union mount by feeding the 1” diameter aluminum 
shaft up through the center hole of the rotary union mount. Once the rotary union is in line with its mount, 
slide the slip ring over the top of the 1” diameter aluminum shaft and tighten the set screws on the bottom 
of the slip ring. Ensure the blue part of the rotary union faces up as shown in Figure AC10. Use socket head 
screws to fasten the rotary union to its mount.  
To begin attaching the auger-shaft assembly to the mounts on the frontside of the heated auger tool plate, 
feed the wiring that comes out of the top of shaft through the center hole of the rotary union mount. Note, 
the bearing fixture should already be firmly attached to the shaft such that the shaft cannot slide axially 
through the bearing fixture. If this is not the case or if the bearing fixture needs to be adjusted, follow the 
bearing adjustment process outlined in the next paragraph. To attach the auger-shaft assembly with the 
bearing fixture to the tool plate, align the holes and use fasteners. 
To adjust the bearing fixture (exploded view shown in Figure AC11) on the shaft, you will need an Allen 
key set to loosen the black oxide clamping collars and trigger clamp to hold the bearings together while 
tightening. After loosening the set screws so that you can carefully slide the assembly along the shaft where 
needed, use the clamp to compress the entire assembly together as depicted in Figure AC12. Finally, tighten 
the set screws on the clamping collars using the Allen key. Once the set screws are completely tight, remove 



































Figure AC.12. Compressing the assembly together with the clamp. 
Note, the motor is already attached in the motor mount. To attach the motor’s output shaft to the shaft 
attached on top of the rotary union, slide the collar over each side and tighten the set screws. 
Most electrical connections for this subassembly are color coded; simply connect the appropriate colored 
connectors. For the gear motor connections, again refer to the wiring diagram for any questions. The same 
kind of wire connectors are used for all gear motors, so you may be able to use the drill gear motor’s color 
coordination to aid your connections on the auger/heater assembly. 
 
Water Filtration System Assembly 
 Once the heated auger tool plate is attached to the frame, connect the hoses and copper piping via 
hose barbs and compression fittings according to the piping diagram shown in Figure AC13. 
 
Figure AC.13. Heated auger tool piping diagram 
Mounting Procedure 
Once the entire assembly has been put together, the frame can be mounted to the test bed. Begin by 
positioning the frame onto the 2”x4” to maximize excavation area. Each corner requires 3 lag bolts to secure 
the frame to the stand. After drilling lag bolts into the wood, pull up on the frame to ensure it is secure. 
 
Figure AC.14. Mounting dimensions specified by NASA. 
 
 
PART 2: Safe Operation 
Before powering on STYX and STONES, be aware of possible hazards and take proper precautions. The 
primary hazards include crushing, tangling, tripping, and slipping. Crushing and tangling hazards can be 
completely alleviated by ensuring operators (and bystanders) are at least 4ft away from the machine during 
operation. To prevent tripping, tape wires to surfaces (frame or ground) so they cannot trip users. Slipping 
only occurs if the heater probe shoots water while outside of the hole. This is an unlikely event, but it can 
lead to serious problem. It is imperative that operators know how to deal with this malfunction. If the 
operator notices the heater probe is shooting water while outside of the hole, immediately shut down 
operation, clean the spill and investigate what is wrong with the program. 
With hazards identified, it is the operators’ responsibility to ensure all team members (and bystanders) are 
wearing proper personal protective equipment (PPE). Necessary PPE always includes safety glasses and 
ear protection. Dust masks are necessary during drilling operations. At this point, have all participants step 
away from the machine (at least 4ft). With all members properly protected, the primary operator will 
announce a 3 second countdown before powering on the machine. Powering on the machine should not 
cause anything to move; check that the machine is in standby mode and not moving on its own. 
Once the machine is powered on, the primary operator may begin running the code. The program should 
run all operation autonomously, but it is the operator’s responsibility to monitor the activity. The primary 
operator should have their finger close to the ‘emergency stop’ to immediately halt operation. Things that 
warrant use of the emergency stop include (though not limited to):  
• High pitched squealing, smoke, or excessive vibration during drilling 
• Shooting of water from heater probe while not in the hole 
• Loosening of fasteners at any point 
• Individuals entangled in moving parts  
 
 
PART 3: How to Operate the Robot  
Before beginning PART 3, read the entirety of PART 2! 
 
Plug it in and press GO. Details coming soon! 
Once the machine is powered on, the primary operator may begin running the code. The program should 
run all operation autonomously, but it is the operator’s responsibility to monitor the activity. The primary 
operator should have their finger close to the ‘emergency stop’ to immediately halt operation. Things that 
warrant use of the emergency stop include (though not limited to):  
• Shooting of water from heater probe while not in the hole 
• Loosening of fasteners at any point 
• Individuals entangled in moving parts  
All components must be wired according to Figure X. and powered with a single 120V AC source.  Two 
DC power supplies are required (5V and 12V). These are used to power the components with lower voltage 
ratings such as the microcontroller (Texas Instrument MSP432-P401R), gear motor, and micro-stepper 
driver. The control box will house the microcontroller, power supplies, and motor drivers. Most connections 
in the control box should be set, but care should be taken to ensure all components are grounded before 
plugging in to the outlet. 
 
Figure AC.15. Current Electrical Diagram  
ID Task Name
1 Problem Definition/Preliminary Research
2 Form team contract
3 Complete QFD
4 Make specification table
5 Conduct patent search
6 Research competition rules
7 Conduct product research
8 Scope of Work Report
9 Concept Design Development
10 Conduct ideation sessions
11 Complete functional decomposition
12 Create Pugh Matricies
13 Create a weighted decision matrix
14 Conduct preliminary analysis for concept selection
15 Decide preliminary concept design
16 Build concept prototype
17 Create concept CAD model
18 Conduct preliminary analysis for concept design
19 Create PDR presentation
20 Create PDR report
21 Present PDR
22 Detailed Design Development
23 Failure Modes and Effects Analyis (FMEA)
24 Complete final drill calcs
25 Create detailed drill CAD
26 Complete frame calcs
27 Create detailed frame CAD
28 Complete final heater probe calcs
29 Create detailed heater probe CAD
30 Complete water extraction calcs
31 Create detailed water extraction CAD
32 Final CAD Assembly
33 Perform FEA on critical components
34 Design electrical subsytsem
35 Create wiring diagrams for electrical hardware
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ID Task Name
36 Design a main control box
37 Prepare interim design review presentation
38 Create CDR report
39 Revise from CDR reccomendations
40 Manufacturing
41 Create necessary drill drawings
42 Create necessary frame drawings
43 Create necessary heater probe drawings
44 Create necessary water extraction drawings
45 Create manufacturing plan for in-house parts
46 Purchase outsourced parts
47 Purchase telemetry hardware
48 Manufacture Drill Assembly
49 Manufacture Frame Assembly
50 Manufacture Heater probe assembly
51 Manufacture Water collection assembly
52 Manufacture control box
53 Full Integration and Programming
54 Testing
55 Preliminary component testing
56 Data collection for detailed analysis
57 Drill system endurance testing
58 Water extraction endurance testing
59 Linear motion testing
60 Telemetry testing
61 Complete test and benchmarking
62 NASA Deadlines
63 Submit NASA Notice Of Intent
64 Project Proposal
65 Selection Notification
66 Mid Point Review
67 MPR Pass/Fail Notification
68 Hotel Reservation Deadline
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